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"Mind is the key to man" - Dr. Samuel Hahnemann  
A work based on SYNTHESIS

This work is meant for the serious students of Homoeopathy and for those who sincerely want to understand and interpret the rubrics. It does not promise solutions but it represents an honest search. Special Thanks To Prof. K. B. RAMESH For his valuable comments and suggestions.

Explanations and Examples Given By Eminent Authors and My Beloved Teachers are Also Included.

Most of the Homoeopaths consider the symptoms of the human mind to be the most important one while treating any case. He mind covers the emotional as well as the intellectual and communicational characteristics. To be acceptable the mind symptoms must be peculiar and characteristics of the patient.

Mental symptoms play a very important role in unfolding the true image of the sickness, but in practical experience it is very difficult to obtain from the sick person and also very difficult to understand or interpret them correctly. Repertory which is an index of symptoms can be utilized in a better manner only when the user is aware of how to convert the conditions into symptoms, and the symptoms in to rubrics.

Many of the practitioners and students find it very difficult to interpret these symptoms and conditions to refer in the repertory and to arrive at the similimum. And this is an effort to help the practitioners especially the new comers in using the repertory. Many of the rubric are ambiguous and implicit and need a continues study for using these rubrics in bedside.

Majority of the rubrics found in the mind as well as in the generalities are neglected by the common practitioners for want of correct understanding and interpretation of the rubrics. Hence the meaning as well as the denotations of the important rubrics of the Synthesis repertory are explained here under. The mental rubrics are difficult to understand by dictionary meanings alone. We should understand the correct means assigned to a particular rubric. Homoeopathic physician even if given mental symptoms by the patient, unable to perceive the case because of his lack of knowledge in this field. He ignores such symptoms unintentionally and the case may be a failure.

One of the main problems we encounter in practice is the conversion of the patients’ symptoms in the proper language of the repertory. In order to overcome this problem we shall be able to understand exactly the meaning of each rubrics, sub rubrics with cross references and remedies. The work has been made with the purpose of helping the students and practitioners who my wish to make themselves familiar with the rubrics of the mind. Meanings as well as the explanations of the rubrics mentioned along with appropriate examples for easy comprehension.

I make no pretense that this work is either complete or final. I had made an honest attempt to compile explanations and examples given by eminent authors and my beloved teachers together. Despite all
these there are limitations in the interpretations of rubrics and the void is to be filled by the experience of the practitioner with the knowledge of Materia medica.

My aim is to stimulate the students and practitioners to make their own ideas and observations. I welcome any suggestions from any quarter it may be, so that this work can be improved upon. - Dr.K.R.MANSOOR ALI

1. Abandoned
Feeling of not having enough attention, help or support by others, deserted left alone without help. This rubric may be worked out for children in orphanages, inmates in asylums and old age homes.

Important medicines are: Aur, Psor, Plus & Platina

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Ailments Friendship, deceived
Company. Desire
Confidence. Want of self
Delusion. Affections of friends has lost
Del. Alone that she always
Del. Alone feels
Del.alone cast away
Del.alone graveyard
Del.alone wilderness
Del.alone.world
Del.appreciated she is not
Del.belongs to her family does not
Del.confidence in him his friend have lost all
Del.deserted
Del.disgraced
Del.dispised
Del.enemy every one
Del.does not belongs to her own
Del.forsaken
Del.friend affection has lost the
Del.friendlessness
Del.friend a lost friend, she is about to
Del.help calling for
Del.husband think he is not her
Del.neglected he is
Del.persecuted he is
Del.reproach he has neglected his duty
Del.repudiated relatives by his
Del.wife faithless
Del.wife will run away from him
Del.wrong suffered he has
Deserted
Estranged
Forsaken feeling
Forsaken
Isolation sense of
Helplessness feeling of
Lamenting
Weeping forsaken feeling from
Weeping goes off alone & weep as if she has no friends
Clinical diagnosis: Usually seen in maniac depressive psychosis

5. Absent minded
Inattention of mind
Preoccupied to the point of failure to respond to the ordinary demands on the attention without having any thoughts. A person who is not doing anything and still he don’t respond to the ordinary calls although he has no other thoughts in his mind.
Eg. A person when asked any question, does not respond at first call. Looks as if thinking something else, but when asked, he has no other thoughts which remain a fact. Generally he is observed like this at home also.
Habitually forgetting the routine.

Important subrubrics are –
Absent minded – School children
Reading while

Usually observed in Alzheimer’s disease, depressive illness & schizophrenia.

6. Absorbed
An intellectual mental rubric
As in Edison, Einstein etc.
Being fixed in certain thoughts
The mental capacities are working perfectly well, but the mind is fixed in certain thoughts, totally engaged in certain problem, introspective and not reading what is going around him.
In Absentmindedness there is no fixation of mind at all,
In Absorbed the minded towards one problem.
Important medicines are Hell, Mez, Nux.m & Sulphur

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Absent mindedness
Abstraction of mind
Anxiety future about
Brooding
Day dreaming
Dream as if in a
Fancies absorbed in
Forgetful
Frown disposed to
Introspection
Meditation
Plans making many
Reflecting
Sit meditate wrapped in...
Theorizing
Thoughts – thoughtful persistent
Unobserving
Face. Expression vacant

7. Abstraction of mind
Inattention of mind
A destructive symptom, something in the mind has been lost
Here the person is totally out of reality, separated from the rest of the world. This state is going to schizophrenia usually found after the use of psychedelic drugs.
Important medicine is Nux.m
Important sub rubric. Driving the car when.

8. Absurd
Ridiculously unsuitable, unreasonable or foolish

9. Abusive
Person is in the habit of employing harsh insulting languages. These words used by him as a routine
He may abuse the doctor who treated earlier
They usually have the habit of insulting people
Abusive may be a nature of a person or it can be a changed state without the involvement of any other faculty.
But cursing is due to some provocation by somebody or some provocative
Swearing. A lady after a heated exchange with another lady makes an oath to inflict a misfortune to that lady who was in confrontation with her.
Also usually found in drug addicts
Important sub rubrics. Children-parents, Children insulting parents, Husband insulting wife before children

10. Activity desires
Constantly being engaged in action, too busy, preoccupied by only performance, a demand for action. But the net result is fruitless. Also a desire to do something despite physical incapacity.
Usually found in Obsessive Compulsive Neurosis

11. Acuteness
Acuteness of the mind means high perception, sharpness, keenness, being extra ordinary, highly sensible individuals. He can use his mental faculty without getting tired and who can undertake any mental work without being confused.- shroud personalities.

12. Adaptability loss of
Those who find it very difficult to adjust to the situation or surroundings.
May occur in paranoid schizophrenia
Important medicine is Anaholinum
13. Admiration
A high degree of pleasure in himself or others, a feeling of delighted, a high opinion of. Who like to admire frequently. Occur in narcissist personality disorder.

14. Admonition <
Aggravation from even gentle or mild advice or friendly reproach. Here the person feels excited or get angry or has a strong aversion to any advice or word of caution given to him either by an elderly person or a friend. Usually found in paranoid schizophrenia & in behavioral personality disorders.

Important medicines are Bell
Nux.v - will be easily offended and mortified even by slight admonition
Calc - will weep
Nit.acid - hate the person for a slight offence
Carcinocin - fastidious in everything, cannot accept the facts
Platina - is haughty & cannot tolerate to be admonished by any one.

15. Adulterous
A person having sexual relationship with a female other than his lawful wife. Voluntary sexual intercourse between a married man and someone else. Occur in behavioral disorders & antisocial personality disorders.

16. Affability
The quality of being pleasant and at ease in talking to others. He may be extremely gentle and polite to others including those who are his enemies.

17. Affectation
Artificial behavior designed to impress others Unnatural behavior, the actors, the great pretenders, they are giving a show. They want to give an impression that they possess something unnatural and which they don't have. Showing feelings that are not natural

18. Affection
A tender attachment, emotion

19. Affectionate
A person having affection or warm regards beyond normal limits which may become a cause of concern. People with settled goodwill, love & attachment They are warm, friendly, sensitive, nice persons

20. Afraid
Filled with fear and apprehension Alarm and agitation caused by the expectation or realization of danger. Usually found in phobia and schizophrenia
21. AGILITY MENTAL
The quality of being quick and resourceful. This person shows a high degree of intelligence. The condition can be seen in certain children, who are so quick that before the teacher completes the questions, are ready with answer.

22. AGITATION
The state of being mentally excited or disturbed. A tremulous and disturbed state of mind or inviting public attention to a controversial matter or issues
A person feels that his circumstances are not in accordance with his thoughts, due to some cause or provocation or he feels disturbed, when things are moving in the opposite direction against his intention. So he may have some ailments as he feels agitated in his mind, which may be a cause of his illness.

23. AGONY
Intense pain of mind or body. Usually found in depression cases.

24. AGORAPHOBIA
Abnormal fear in open places

25. AILMENTS FROM
Causing, complaints since that incident. Patient's suffering may be due to fear, fright, sadness, disappointed love or mortification.

Important sub rubrics are
Ambition deceived
Business failure
Disappointment
Discard between chief and subordinates
Domination parental control excessive
Love from disappointments
Reputation loss of

26. AIR CASTLE
Making theories or thinking in such a way which may not be practicable. Imaginative plan without any head or tail which keep the mind busy. This type of people are very imaginative and less practical. Usually found in schizophrenia and in personality disorders.

27. ALCOHOLISM
Continued, excessive and/or compulsive use of alcoholic drinks.

28. ALERT
Vigilantly attentive, quick. Mentally perceptible and quick

29. ALIENATED
Indifference to those formerly attached. Made unfeeling

30. ALONE BEING
Isolated, separated from others without any aid or support
31. ALOOF
Reserved, keeping distance especially in social relations. These are people who would like to remain alone perpetually and are quite comfortable when alone.

32. ALTERNATING MENTAL
Happenings occur in succession or in turn. There is a successive change of symptoms at alternating intervals, at one time on mental plane, other time on physical plane.

33. AMATIVENESS
'Some part of me wants to run away with any attractive person I meet'. A disposition to love. These patients also may have an increased sexual desire and they constantly dwell on sexual matters.

34. AMBITIOUS
An ardent desire for rank, fame or power. Whenever such desires are not fulfilled and the person feels that, he has lost the game or goal. A person work hard to achieve a goal but he does not succeed, due to this failure, his ambition remain unfulfilled and he become lazy and frustrated. His present ailments may be due to this condition.

One sub rubric is Indolence - inactivity arising from indisposition to labor Eg. Promotion

35. AMOROUS
An intense desire for love particularly sexual. Greatly attracted towards sexual matters even in thoughts or dreams. Practical indulgence in sex is not necessary, but it is the diversion of mental energy towards that side.

Compare with Lasciviousness : Extreme desire for sex, always devoting his energy towards this type of lustful desire. He may be sick and still he is asking the physician whether he has to observe any restriction on sex. In lasciviousness, a person is much more attracted towards sexual thoughts and act.
Lewdness. The sexual thoughts may not be predominating but the person desires to expose the body. She will leave them uncovered in such a manner that she remains exposed. This is a voluntary act.
Shameless. Patient always seem to be half naked or talk in a shameless manner which is noticed by all but she does not pay attention to her dress or talk. This is an involuntary act.

36. AMNESIA
A gap in one's memory. Loss of memory usually due to a brain injury, shock, fatigues, illness .
Usually seen after an organic brain disorder or shock
Compare with Forget full. A weakness of memory. May occur in multiple personality disorders, pseudo amnesic depression, sleep walking disorder etc.

37. AMUSMENT
People who desire as well as averse to entertainment, to distraction, to play, to passing their time in idle way. Aversion or desire from a particular type of amusement is relevant if he had an attachment or hatred with such things earlier.
'Diversion, entertainment or occupation' means devoting mental or physical energy towards something by which one may feel physically or mentally relaxed. But in amusement it is only a pleasure, which he derives from doing the act.
Eg. In Baryta carb. The patient is too timid, he will not like to amuse himself, too bashful, afraid to be laughed at. He is sitting somewhere in the corner alone, not participating in any games.
In Lilium tig. She is too busy, but does not amuse herself. They are very difficult to please, they have religious fanaticism and ideas- according to them it is a mere waste of time. Actually they don't really perform something, but they feel they should.
May occur in depression and schizophrenia

38. ANARCHIST
Opposite is Dictatorial
One who rebels against anything or rule or ruling power. They use violent means to overthrow the established order. A person who believes all governments should be abolished.

39. ANGER
A strong feeling of displeasure, usually of antagonism. An outburst of passion or expression due to some provocation. When the feelings of a person are injured, he gets angry but this is something common. When a person get angry at conditions like contradiction, interruption, consolation etc. it becomes a point of reference. Suppressed anger or conditions arising as a result of anger also falls within the range of this rubric.

36. AMNESIA
A gap in one's memory. Loss of memory usually due to a brain injury, shock, fatigue, illness. Usually seen after an organic brain disorder or shock.
Compare with Forgetful. A weakness of memory. May occur in multiple personality disorders, pseudoamnesic depression, sleep walking disorder etc.

37. AMUSEMENT
People who have desire as well as aversion to entertainment, to distraction, to play, to pass their time in idle way. Aversion or desire from a particular type of amusement is relevant if he had an attachment or hatred with such things earlier. 'Diversion, entertainment or occupation' means devoting mental or physical energy towards something by which one may feel physically or mentally relaxed. But in amusement it is only a pleasure, which he derives from doing the act.

Eg. Baryta carb, the patient is too timid, he will not like to amuse himself, too bashful, afraid to be laughed at. He is sitting somewhere in the corner alone, not participating in any games. Lilium tig, She is too busy to have no amusement herself. They are very difficult to please, they have religious fanaticism and ideas- according to them it is a mere waste of time. Actually they don't really perform something, but they feel they should. May occur in depression and schizophrenia

38. ANARCHIST
Opposite is Dictatorial
One who rebels against anything or rule or ruling power. They use violent means to overthrow the established order. A person who believes all governments should be abolished.

39. ANGER
A strong feeling of displeasure, usually of antagonism. An outburst of passion or expression due to some provocation. When the feelings of a person are injured, he gets angry but this is something common. When a person get angry at conditions like contradiction, interruption, consolation etc. it became a point
of reference. Suppressed anger or conditions arising as a result of anger also fall within the range of this rubric.

40. ANGUISH
A state of being extremely distressed by emotions or pain - an anxiety with physical sufferings. The pain can be in the bodily or mental plane. An extreme anxiety, it is felt clearly with bodily symptoms of sweating, palpitation, oppression or nervousness. Here the patient's tolerance to endure mental or physical pain is very low. eg. When one of elders said something disagreeable to a person, which he felt too much but could not say anything as he is having much regard for him. Due to this he developed some physical ailments.

41. ANIMALS LOVE FOR
Persons having excessive attachment or love for animals. Cannot bear the pain or anything happen to them.

42. ANIMATION
The state of being full of life, jest and vigor. The person develops mental or physical aggravation from a state of being full of life. May occur in drug abuse or maniac disorder.

43. Annoyance (see Irritability)

44. Anorexia mentalis & Nervosa
A forceful unwillingness to eat. Loss of appetite as a result of some psychological disorder or other illness.

45. ANSWERS
Something spoken in return to a satisfying question
Abruptly - To answer in an unexpected manner
Shortly - in a short manner, every answer is very short which may or may not cover the point.
Curtly - in a curt manner, the reply is a type of annoying or irritable manner
Averse to - does not want to answer, averse to answer to any question.
Snappishly - in an abrupt manner

46. ANTAGONISM WITH HERSELF
Actively expressed opposition, the condition of being an opposing force or factor, a contradiction in his will. eg. When a woman goes for shopping she is unable to decide which particular design or colour will suit her. The same thing happens with the case of deciding her carrier or anything like that.

47. ANTHRAPOPHOBIA
Fear of men. The object of fear may vary from robbers, physicians, strangers etc. They usually stay indoors, will not like to mingle with people around them. This is an abnormal behavior, since they have some mental disorder. May occur in phobia, homosexuality & battered child syndrome.

48. ANTICIPATION
Ailments or complaints arising as a result of thinking an event to take place - usually a good thing-the completion of a particular job assigned to a particular person. This state is usually seen when a person has to appear for an examination or marriage or for a new event. May occur in anxiety neurosis also
49. ANTICS
Grotesquely ludicrous act or action. A childish or foolish behavior. This is commonly observed in children who are in the habit of making fun and gesticulating in classroom. A natural phenomena, but can happen involuntarily in diseased condition or in elders also.

50. ANTISOCIAL
Opposed to the good of society or to the principles of society.

51. ANXIETY
Painful or apprehensive uneasiness of mind usually over an impeding or anticipating ill. A strong concern about some imminent development or strong desire mixed with doubt and fear, for some event or issue with strong dominating blend of uncertainty. An abnormal or overwhelming sense of apprehension and fear often marked by such physical symptoms as tension, tremor, sweating, increased pulse rate etc.

Fear: The difference between fear and anxiety has to be understood clearly. In anxiety there may not be an apprehension of something going to happen, but it is definitely felt under fear with excited feeling. Fear has a definite cause.

52. APATHY
Want of feeling, emotion or interest. A sense of aversion to certain matters to which he should be normally attached. Here we come across a person who have full of emotions once but has suddenly developed an indifference to the surroundings. He has absolutely no feeling for others.

53. APHASIA
Loss of power of speech or the understanding of speech or impairment of the same usually results from a brain lesion. This damage is most commonly due to a CVA affecting the brocas area. The patient can hear and understand others quite nicely but will not able to be express his own speech. Also a person who talks in a modified speech may be seen under the rubric—speech related defect of speech under - mistakes, forgetfulness etc.

54. APPRECIATION LONGS FOR
Desire to get approval, gratitude or good opinion.

55. APPREHENSION
Fear with an element of doubt & expectation of something unpleasant to happen. This is a case of exaggerated anxiety with an element of fear and suspicions where by the patient becomes extremely nervous with fear. For eg: A few days before declaring the examination results students become extremely apprehensive even though they had written it well. The apprehension should be weighed carefully whether it come under Anxiety or Fear.

56. APPROACHED
Drawing near of others aggravates

57. ARDENT
Extremely eager, enthusiastic, devoted faithful person for any purpose. These individuals are very particular in whatever work is entrusted to him and work with his full zeal but is very sensitive to the
most trifling ailments. He cannot tolerate the least injustice. Excess ardor is usually associated with mania.

58. ARGUING
Giving reason to believe or against something. To give proof or evidence. One important medicine is Nux mosc

59. ARGUMENTATIVE
Controversial, easily provoked to arguments with others.

60. ARROGANCE
A feeling of superiority manifested in an overbearing manner. Whenever a person having a feeling of superiority, it should be judged whether it is of a proudly nature or due to some altered states of mind. There is a strong feeling of superiority in these individuals. For eg: A lady may say that she could use only high quality medicines. Haughty, there is an excessive claim over something in comparison to others. May occur in personality disorders & organic brain disorders.

61. ART - ABILITY AND INABILITY
Showing taste in arrangement and/or execution of an art

62. ASKING
During the course of sickness a person lies down quietly and does not indicate his desire for anything. Mainly occur in prolonged fever where the patient exhibit the attitude of somnolence or there is less communication between the patient and house members. This may usually occur in prolonged fever or depression

63. ASTONISHED
Struck with sudden surprise

64. ATTACHED
Bound by personal ties. One important medicine is Cyclamen

65. ATTACK OTHERS DESIRE TO
To fall upon violently, to assault. To assail with unfriendly or bitter words

66. ATTENDED TO BE
A desire for observant consideration or considerate regards.

67. ATTENTION
Careful regards, a considerate regard as for other's feelings.

68. ATTITUDES
A mental disposition, a feeling of emotion towards a state or position of the body. The attitude adopted by the patient in a given case always harbors some strong background of delirium or fear.

Eg. A patient may put hands on the head and will always sit in that attitude, when asked why, he will reply that the sky would fall on his head and he wants to prevent a head injury. Individuals adopt such
positions which are felt strange to his family members and others. This may occur in depressed anxiety states and catatonic schizophrenia

69. AUDACITY
A negative boldness. Daring boldness with assurance, too much self-confidence, being overbold, imprudent in a shameless way. This may be a true nature of an individual or during a serious situation the patient adapts to the condition quite boldly, both mentally and physically or in yet another condition the person is not bold in the basic nature, but during the course of illness maintain boldness, which is an altered state of mind.

Impertinence (rude without respect)
Insolent (lack of respect)
Presumptuous (bold & overconfident)
Temerity (Rash & overconfident)

70. AUTOMATIC
A complete lack of coordination between the will and the muscles. Action done spontaneously or unconsciously. Usually found in temporal lobe epilepsy and organic brain disorders.

71. AUTOMATISM
Automatic action. A person who is fastidious will automatically, unknowingly arrange things even if they may be in the proper place.

72. AVARICE
An excessive insatiable desire for wealth and gain. He is always in search of increasing his wealth and possessions. The person is always very active and not feeling tired for increasing his wealth and possession. He may be in such a level that he may have enough for him and his family's needs. Yet he is desirous to acquire more and more, that is more than what he needs.

Compare with Covetous. Desire to possess something, which belongs to others.
Miserly A great desire to save money even from occasions where it is considered necessary to spend. eg. He will not spend at the death ceremony of his mother. He thinks his brothers are there to meet all the expenditures so that he shouldn't spend anything. Mainly found in narcissist & antisocial personalities.

73. AVERSIVE
A firmly settled and vehement dislike. A feeling of repugnance towards something with a desire to avoid or turn away from it. A person knows his family members, relatives, friends etc but when he feels aversion to any one of them, he does not like or care or even to talk with such a person.

Compare with Hatred. A settled dislike with prejudiced feeling for a particular person or aspect. Eg. A person offended by his relatives does not like to hear even his name.
Disgust. An intense dislike for something, to lose the interest, that is, when a person meets repeated failures, he feels disgusted and stop further effort. This condition is usually found in avoidance personalities.
74. AWARENESS HEIGHTENED.
It is a state of delusion whereby the patient gathers an accurate impression of his own internal organs, because he feels that his body is transparent. It is usually found in hypochondriacal neurosis.

75. AWKWARD.
Lack in social favour, kindness and assurance. Lack of skill, in using hands and instruments.

76. BAD PARTS TAKES EVERYTHING IN.
Offended easily.

77. BAD NEWS AILMENTS FROM
The senses of a person are so acute or oversensitive that he acquires some ailments from listening to any bad or distressing news. eg. A person gets an attack of fits or heart attack after hearing the news of death of one of his relatives.

78. BAD TEMPER
Easily angered nature. Usually found in tantrum children, personality disorders

79. BARGAINING
Negotiating over the terms of a purchase, agreement or contract. Seek to secure the most favorable terms. People like to bargain from road side purchases, where the rates are not fixed.
Important medicines: Puls, Sil

80. BARKING.
Speaking in a loud, curt and angry tone.

81. BASHFUL
Inclined to shrink from public attention due to shyness. No courage to meet danger. A person escaping the attention of other people. A sensitive child when a stranger comes to his house will try to escape their notice, and hide in the other room. May also be found in withdrawn catatonic schizophrenia

82. BATHING
Desires and aversions

83. BATTLES TALKING ABOUT
During the course of sickness or in an altered state of mind like delirium, a person always talks about battles. A person who has been working in the army and if he talk about battles or war will not be having any importance as symptom.

84. BEATING (STRIKING)
To hit sharply. To touch something with a speed and force like an accident, which may draw the attention of others nearby. A person in a fit of anger might harm himself too by striking the head against the wall. As in the case of a child, when he feels uneasy, it is a routine for him to strike his head.

85. BEAUTIFUL THINGS
Everything looks beautiful even rags
86. BED - AVERSION TO, desire to remain
It is typically found in delirium and sleep disorders, where the person has an aversion to lie on the bed or he may be a very active industrious person always wants to do something without rest.

87. BEGGING
To ask earnestly for something, asking submissively. Apart from the nature of a person if somebody during the course of sickness or during the subconscious state as in sleep may be observed to be begging. It may sometimes be the habit of individuals even though he has everything, he wants to beg.

88. BEING - IN THE PRESENT, FEELING of

89. BELLOWING
Shouting in a deep voice. To speak or shout in deep voice and in an unrestrained manner. Occur in a temporarily disturbed condition of mind as in catatonic schizophrenia

90. BEMOANING
A person express himself to be in a great sorrow or grief and wants to be pitied, but the condition is not true as he describes. These are the persons, who are in the habit of discussing their sufferings with their near and dear ones, often exaggerating their problems for gaining sympathy and attention. Similar presentation in front of the physician also. Eg, a person has a mild fever since one week. He has been requesting in a most respectful manner to all his family members to make some better arrangements for his treatment, also requesting with folded hands to the physician to save him from the distress event though his suffering is not so severe. Usually found in hypochondriasis and post-traumatic stress disorders

91. BENEVOLENCE
Tendency to do charitable and generous acts. A mental disposition to do good, to love mankind and promote the welfare of others. They are always ready to help others even at the cost of their health and wealth. They help poor individuals, orphans, even though they personally may have to undergo hardships. Eg, a person always generous and helpful towards others, while sick if he hears somebody is need of his help, he will make all efforts or at least he will try, to help him who seeks his help.

92. BENUMBED
Make inactive or numb. A mental condition wherein a person, becomes inactive in his mental faculties like perception, understanding etc, unaware of his surroundings with dull senses. Usually occur in CVA, encephalitis, post traumatic states etc, he may be mentally inactive in perceptions, i.e. he may not be attentive in hearing or understanding or to what others are saying.

93. BEREAVEMENT
Loss of death of relatives or friend, deprivation. Usually found in depression.

94. BESIDES oneself, being
A state of extreme excitement. A deep personalisation disorder

95. BEWILDERED
A state of mental confusion, perplexity, lack of power to distinguish with certainty. In general or during the course of the sickness, a person losses his mental equilibrium in deciding this or that and he appears
to be confused or blunted. Usually found in prolonged fevers, hepatic or renal pre comatose conditions, drugs or diabetic coma.

Compare with confusion where individual is generally all right. But whenever he sits for doing some calculation work he gets confused and he is unable to carry on that work as in Nux Vomica.

96. BILIOUS DISPOSITION
A peevish ill-natured disposition.

97. BITING.
An altered mental state of a person who desires to bite things or articles. This may occur during convulsions or in some other similar ailments.

98. BLAMES HIMSELF
To hold oneself responsible for facts or errors

99. BLASPHEMY
Irreverence towards something considered sacred. The act of insulting or showing contempt or lack of reverence for God. A personality disorder.

100. BLINDNESS pretending
A deliberate and knowing attempt to post oneself as blind.

101. Blissful feeling
Marked by complete happiness.
May occur in mania and drug induced states

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Cheerful, gay, mirthful
Mind. Ecstacy
Mind. Hilarity

102. Blood – Cannot look at
A mental state in which a person cannot look at blood or knife as the mere sight of it create sensation like fainting or suicidal thoughts in his mind. Such impulse comes to his mind imagines that this things can be used for the murder of a person

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Fear blood of
Mind. Frightened blood at sight
Mind. Suicidal seeing blood or knife.
Mind. Thoughts frightful seeing blood or knife
Mind. Unconsciousness blood at sight of
Gen. Faintness blood

103. Blushing
Red glow on the skin caused by shame, modesty etc
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind.Timidity bashful
Face.Discolouration red excitement

104. Boaster
The individual have a tendency to speak quite high of himself and wants to praise himself for the things he have achieved.
A person speaking of asserting with much pride on himself

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind.Haughty
Mind. Pompous
Mind.Vanity

105. Boldness
Fearless before danger, assured and confident
A condition where in person although weak or unable to sustain anything but still he resolves to face any dangerous and alarming difficult situations with courage and confidence
He is not afraid of any dangerous consequences of the situation in which he is placed.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind.Audacity
Mind.Couragious
Mind.Daring
Mind. High spirited.

106. Bordem
The state of being weary with tediousness or dissatisfaction

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind.Disgust
Mind.Discontent
Mind.Dullness of mind
Mind.Ennui tedium
Mind.Exertion mental aggravates
Mind.ideas deficiency of
Mind.Indifference
Mind.Loathing of life
Mind. Thinking aversion to
Mind.Wearisom
Mind.Work aversion to mental
This is usually found in depression and adjustment disorders

107. Borrowing from every one
Occurs in personality disorders and schizophrenia
108. Brain fag
Prostration of mind

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind.Prostration of mind

109. Breaking things
A tendency in which a person inclined to break things, customs or traditions seeking some welfare in it or to satisfy his own mind
They are not attached to the same person to the long time. They are very changeable, very malicious and destructive.
They want to get the maximum out of life. They burn the candle from both sides.
A personality disorder may occur in OCN & mental retardation.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind.Anger throw things away
Mind.Anger violent
Mind.Desire full, more
Mind.Destructiveness
Mind.Gestures, hand breaking
Mind.Rage
Mind.Sit break pins and tear thing
Mind.Tearing things
Mind. Throw things away
Mind.Violent deeds or intention

110. Brooding
Sitting up on eggs – to remain settled over something, to dwell in their mind for a long time on one subject, usually a negative thought.
A continued distressed feeling in the mind created by disturbance of the emotional level.

BROODING means, being occupied with things in the present
DWELL means being occupied with things in the past

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Absorbed
Mind. Anxiety
Mind. Cares full of
Mind. Dwells on past
Mind. Grief silent
Mind. Hatred
Mind. Inconsolable
Mind. Indignations
Mind. Introspections
Mind. Meditations
Mind. Pessimist
Mind. Sadness love
Mind.Sighing  
Mind.Secretive  
Mind.Sit inclination to corners in  
Mind. Sit wrapped in deep sad thoughts.  
Mind.Sulky  
Mind. Taciturn  
Mind. Weeping can not  

111. Brotherhood sensation of  
Fraternized – belongs to brother  
Unification sensation of  

112. Brutality  
The state or quality of being grossly ruthless, cruel and cold blooded  

CROSS REFERENCES  
Mind. Cruelity  
Mind. Jelousy brutul  
Mind. Malicious  
Mind. Moral feeling want of  
Mind. Rudeness  
Mind. Unfeeling  
Mind. Wicked  

113. Buffoonery  
A n irrational behavior lacking in judgment, consideration or intelligence foolish behavior  
The behavior is so strange that he can be judged to be in a state of delirium and while talking, he has no regards to the position or status of the person he is talking with. He may go on talking by which his action may be assumed to be foolish.  

In CHILDISH behavior – a person of grown up age behaves like a child.  
In FOOLISH behavior – a person behaves in a foolish manner irrespective of age  

CROSS REFERENCES  
Mind. Antics place  
Mind. Awkward  
Mind. Childish behavior  
Mind. Foolish behavior  
Mind. Gestures  
Mind. Grimaces  
Mind. Idiocy  
Mind. Laughing causeless  
Mind. Laughing immoderately  
Mind. Laughing serious matters over  
Mind. Laughing silly  
Mind. Stupidity
114. Bulemia
An abnormal or irresistible desire for food.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Anorexia nervosa
Stomach. Appetite ravenous

115. Buoyancy
Vivacity or hilarity
The individual is mentally very elated and gay, so that he avoids or run away from responsibility

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Activity
Mind. Cheerful, gay mirthful
Mind. Highspirited
Mind. Sitting aversion to
Mind. Strength increased mental
Mind. Vivacious

116. Business
Aversion to – a person who has no inclination to attended to his business or a student does not want to study
Incapacity for – a person quite fit for attempting to his job feels that he is unable to carry on his business.
Talk of – a person although sick say “I have to attend to this or that business”

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Ailments business
Mind. Fear business of
Mind. Laziness
Mind. Loathing business

117. BUSY: - occupied or engaged in action
Being constantly engaged about something,
These patients are always engaged or occupied in their respective work
Most of the time and they are not diverted unless disturbed.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Activity
Mind Detrain – bung
Mind Hony
Mind Industrious
Mind Insanity- busy,
Mind Occupation,
Mind Rest cannot
Mind Rertlonven – busy
Mind Work – denies
Mind Over active
Mind Dre

– Busy

Industries – Means mania to work, but having less productive quality

118. CALCULATING – Inability in calculating
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Concentration difficult calculating while
Mind confusion calculating when
Mind mathematics inapt for
Mind mistaken calculating in
Mind slowness calculating when
Mind summing up difficult

119. CALMNESS
Here the person is extremely free from agitation, excitement, hurry etc.
A state of repose and freedom from turmoil or agitation

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Mildness
Mind serene
Mind quite disposition to
Mind tranquility

120. CALUMNIAZE
To utter maliciously fall statement, charges or imputations about

Desire to utter falls statement, charges or imputations in order to impaired the public reputation of the persons, like leader of opposition. This is very common in politicians to make falls statement and allegation against the leader of the opposition party.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind gossiping
Mind Moral feeling want of
Mind slander disposition to

It is a personality disorder

121. CAPRICIOUSNESS
Sudden change of opinions and purposes without any reasons.
OR
Disposition change one’s mind impulsively
A mental state of irritability, where a person’s refuses anything asked for by him, when it is offered to be

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Desire many things
Mind Desire more than she needs
Mind Desire numerous things
Mind Desire present things not
Mind Inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Moods alternating
Mind Moods changeable
Mind Persist in nothing
Mind Petulant
Mind Rash
Mind Refuses things asked for him
Mind Rejects every offered to him
Mind Repulsive mood
Mind undertakes many
Gen, Contradictory
Gen, Sides alternating
Stomach Appetite Capricous

122. CAPTIVATING OTHER ATTENTION
To charm to engage the affections off

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charm

123. CAREFREE
Free from trouble or anxiety
Free from anxiety or responsibility

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Heedless
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Neglecting everything
Mind Sensitive, Over sensitive, Want of sensitiveness
Mind Thinking aversion
Mind Unobserving

124. CAREFULLNESS
The quality of being careful, protective, watchful with steady attention. Exercising thoughtful supervision or making solicitous provisions.
These individuals cannot tolerate least imperfection in things arranged by them. He will check up the things again and again so that they are perfect.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Cautious
Mind Conscientious about trifles
Mind Fastidious
Mind Fault finding
Mind Rest cannot
Mind Scrupulous
Mind Suspiciousness
Mind Mistrustful

125. CARELESS
Free from care, anxiety or responsibility, in attentive
They do not pay any attention what other say or think about him
A person is so dull in his nature that despite repeated warning and advises, he does not change his attitude or behaviour in regard to various wrongs noticed by him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Heedless

126. CAressed
To touch or stroke lightly in loving or entreating manner.
Usually we come across female patients who does not like to be touched by any male who may either be her father, brother, friends or any elderly person however good the persons intention may be.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anger caressing from
Mind Indifference caress to
Mind Touched aversion to being caressed
Mind Weeping caressing from

127. CAROUSAL

128. CARPHOLOGIA
To make grasping movements or gestures.
A delirious state of mind or in a semi conscious condition as in high fever the person pickup his clothes, bedclothes.
An involuntary action

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Gestures makes grasping
May occur in delirium, high fever and temporal lobe epilepsy

129. CARRIED
A mental condition in which the persons wants to be lapped and carried from one place to another.
Usually observed in children or person may want to be carried from one state of mind to another.
Example. A child is weeping, does not keep quiet unless carried from one place to another.

CROSS REFERENCES
Gen, Carrying
It may occur as a anxiety disorder in child
130. CARRYING
Through from one place to another and back again

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety fruitless
Mind Busy fruitless

It is an obsessive compulsive neurosis

131. CASTING OFF
A egoistic and dictatorial person, she will not tolerate people who behave against her will. They are very arrogant and haughty.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Mood repulsive

132. CATALEPSY
A conditions mimicking suspended animation, having the loss of voluntary motion in which the limbs hold any position they are placed in.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Automatic behave
Mind Schizophrenia catatonic
Mind Unconsciousness trance as in a
Mind Trance
Gen, Catalepsy

133. Cautious
Marked by prudent thought to minimize the risk. Being alert, watchful, taking security measures, looking for guaranties.
A cautious persons shall not have anxiety. They have careful prudence to reduce risk or damage by a reluctance to proceed or advance rashly in all his movements.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety
Mind Carefulness apprehension

134. CENSORIOUS
Marked by criticism or fault finding
They have a inclination to criticise or to discover faults and condemn others on social, moral and other grounds.
Even during the course of severe illness, he may criticise even his dearest friend for the misbehavior with him, although he might have been treated nicely. A common habit such personalities.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Conscientious trifles about
Mind Cynical
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Critical
Mind Fastidious
Mind Haughty
Mind Intolerance
Mind Mocking sarcasm
Mind Prejudiced
Mind Quarrelsome
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Slander disposition
Mind Culminate
Mind Rest cannot

135. CEREBRAL TYPE
Predominated by the intellect
Here the person lost the head rule over the heart in making decisions

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Emotion – Predominated

136. CHAGRIN
Disturbance of mind resulting from care, anxiety, worry, depression or distress of mind brought on by humiliation,
hurt, pride, disappointment or consciousness of failures or errors.
Example : A girl who being tortured in by her in laws, his unable to express herself before anybody and this is constant problem.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments from honor wounded
Mind Ailments from love disappointed
Mind Ailments from reproaches
Mind Scorn, being scorne
Mind Dullness
Mind Chagrin
Mind Vexation from
Mind Embarrassed
Mind Honor effects of wounded
Mind Indignation
Mind Mortification
Mind Reproaches Ailments from
Mind Scorn Ailments from
Mind Weeping reproaches from
This conditions usually found in depression

137. CHANGE
- Desire for
- Capriciousness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Capriciousness
Mind Indolence aversion to work
Mind Restlessness
Mind Travel desire to
Mind Wander desire to

138. CHANGEABLE
A person who is so changeable in his mind that, one moment he is found very angry, the other moment very pleasant.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Capriciousness
Mind Inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Mood changeable
Mind Persist in nothing
Mind Undertakes

139. CHAOTIC
State of utter confusion
A state of chaos where a person is utterly confused in his mind, he feels the urgency of doing something in the matter but is unable to start the course of action.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confounding
Mind Confusion of mind
Mind Disconcerted
Mind Mistakes makes

140. CHARACTER LACK OF
Lack of reputation, moral excellence and firmness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Moral feeling want of
Mind Spineless
Mind Will loss of

141. CHARLATAN
A pretender to medical knowledge, quack, faker, fraud. Pretentious imposter

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Deceitful
Mind Liar
Mind Unreliable promises in his

142. CHARMING
Fascinating or attending features
A quality or feature exciting love or admiration

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Affectionate
Mind Mirth
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

143. CHASES
Follow in order catch
A mental condition under which a person’s chase some imaginary objects which do not exist but just on the base of Investigation or internal will he chase them. It is alcoholic withdrawal syndrome or drug induced state

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Gestures – grasping

144. CHECKING
He is compelled to verify things repeatedly

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Forgotten something
Mind Self-control loss
Mind Thoughts compelling
It is an obsessive compulsive neurosis

145. CHEERFUL
Happy, being in good sprit
Even during the course of sickness a person is cheerful with a good mood and spirit arising from a carefree sanguine attitude and lively disposition.
During sickness generally we are not happy, but it becomes a Special feature of this individuals, which they feel happy, or enlightened even during sickness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Contented
Mind Delirium –gay
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Exaltation
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Embraces companion
Mind Gaiety
Mind Good humour
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Hopeful
Mind Jesting
Mind Joying
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play Playful
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Thoughts – persistent humoros
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

146. CHILDBED
The state of the female during the birth of a child until a period of one month

CROSS References
Mind Ailments from parturition
Mind Insanity Puerperal
Mind Parturition after puerperal

147. CHILDBED
Lacking maturity
A mental condition in which a matured person behaves like a child.
A matured person during the course of sickness becomes childish and he want to play with toys or his action and desires are just like the ones found it children. It may be due improper development of the brain or due to diseases

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Antics plays
Mind Awkward
Mind Buffoonery
Mind Foolish behavior
Mind Frivolous
Mind Gestures – ridiculous
Mind Giggling
Mind Grimaces
Mind Jesting ridiculous
Mind Laughing causeless
Mind Laughing childish
Mind Laughing immoderate
Mind Laugh serious matters over
Mind Laughing silly
Mind Naïve
Mind Naïve intelligent
Mind Smiling foolish
Mind Speech childish
Mild Speech foolish
Mind Silly
Face expression foolish

148. CHILDREN
A disposition which he or she averse to children or various conditions about children. This may be due some agitation in the mind.
This may be due to utter frustration in interpersonal relationship or a sense of indifference, which exist with the mother.
May a reflection of patient on parent child relationship

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Aversion children's own
Mind Indifference children to her
Mind Escape family
Mind Estranged family
Mind Forsaking children
Mind Striking children

149. CHOLERIC
Violent excitation and agitation of the mind in anger, love or in fulfillment of desire.

150. CIRCUMSPЕСTION LACK OF
Condition in which a person does not take any precaution or attention to any possible consequences of some event which is going to take place despite the fact that it is with in his notice.
Example. Excess salt in hypertension, Sugar in DM
One can have this attitude in other affair also.

151. CLAIRAUDIENT
Delusion of hearing voices

152. CLAIRVOYANCE
A natural gift or power to perceive matters beyond the range of ordinary perception.
It is natural gift found in certain individuals who are excellent in predicting events during their life which others cannot even anticipate.

Example – A person feel some electrolytic changes in his body and mind before a thunder storm. He can foretell that thunder storm or rain is likely to come.
153. CLEVER
Mentally quick bright and alert

154. CLIMACTERIC PERIOD
This is period before the cessation of menstruation, when a female undergo many changes which cause some complaints
Either physical or mental or both, like hot flushes, irregular bleeding, irritability etc.

155. CLIMB
To move up especially using hands & feet

156. CLINGING
To adhere closely or firmly as if glued or to have a strong emotional attachment or dependence
A child while sleeping suddenly awakes frightened and cling to the person or furniture found nearby without knowing as to who is that person.
This rubric can be used only when it is a general feature of the child, and not if it happen very rarely

157. CLOSING EYES AMEL
Feeling a sort of mental relief by closing eyes during the course of sickness or otherwise

158. CLOUDINESS
A state of confusion
This state in which the power to distinguish and choose decisively is lost and the intellectual faculties are blend
Since cloudiness of mind is a tantamount to confusion, the remedies for this may see under confusion.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confusion of mind
Mind Ennui tedium
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Sense dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Torpor

159. COLOURS Aversion to
A firmly settled dislike for red yellow green and black colours

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind sensitive colours to

160. COMA
A deep prolonged unconsciousness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Stupor
Mind Unconsciousness
Gen – faintness

161. COMMOTION
Mental agitation
Tumultuous action

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Excitement

162. COMMUNICATIVE
The tendency to communicate openly and readily, a talkative personality

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Expansive
Mind Extroverted
Mind Friendly
Mind Loquacity
Mind Talk desire to

163. COMPANY Aversion and desire
Aversion
Some people would like remaining alone perpetually and are quiet comfortable when alone, but some people would like to remain alone in certain peculiar circumstances only as pregnancy and menstruation.
They do not look at while talking to you Various conditions related with company are studied under this rubric.

CROSS REFERENCES
_ aversion
Mind Anxiety – company
Mind Asking nothing
Mind Careful Company
Mind Disturbed aversion to being
Mind Dullness company in
Mind Estranged society from
Mind Fear people of
Mind Going out aversion to
Mind Indifference Company with
Mind Quiet wants
Mind Reserved
Mind Restless
Mind Sadness Company in
Mind Secretive
Mind Social agg
Mind Spoken aversion to
Mind Spoken aversion alone
Mind Stranger presents of agg
Mind Suspicions solitude desire
Mind Taciturn
Mind Timidity public
Head Pain Company
Head pain company crowd
Head pain pressing company

DESIRE FOR
Mind Anxiety alone
Mind Cheerful Company in
Mind Death thoughts alone
Mind Delusion alone
Mind Delusion disgraced
Mind Delusion everyone
Mind Delusion family
Mind delusion forsaken
Mind Delusion friendless
Mind Delusion friend affections
Mind Dullness alone
Mind Estranged family
Mind Excitement company
Mind Fear alone
Mind Fear death alone
Mind Fear happens alone
Mind Fear people being
Mind Fear solitude
Mind Forsaken
Mind Inconsolable alone
Mind Indifference company amel
Mind Irritability alone
Mind Sadness alone
Mind Social amel
Mind Talking desires
Mind Thoughts persistent alone
Mind Unconsciousness alone
Mind Weeping alone

164. COMPASSIONATE
Sympathetic
Concern for the sufferings of another, with inclination to give aid or support. They are very caring and go out of their way to help people who are suffering.
Inclined to show mercy or give aid

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety others for
Mind Benevolence
Mind Cares worries full of
Mind Kindness
Mind Sympathetic

165. COMPLAINING
An expression of feeling of dissatisfaction, resentment or pain
Expressing protest over something caused by somebody, over some dissatisfaction usually without a threat but expecting some sympathy or redressed.
Example – A person is brought to a doctor apart from other complaints, the relatives of patient tell to the doctor, that he is making too many complaints on one pretext or the other.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Bemoaning
Mind Censorious
Mind Discontent
Mind Grumbling
Mind Irritability
Mind Lamenting
Mind Moaning
Mind Morose
Mind Muttering
Mind Pities
Mind Sadness complaining
Mind Sulky
Mind Torments other with her complaints
Mind Wearisome
Mind Wailing
Mind Whinnying
Mind Whimpering

166. COMPREHENSION
The grasping power of mind, the act of understanding.
Lack of power or capacity to understand or comprehend
The person is unable to apply his mind despite repeated explanation in solving given problem, which other can do even if taught once only.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Dullness
Mind Learning poorly
Mind Thinking difficult of

167. COMPULSIONS
A forceful obsession to do something
Caused by obsession or compulsion usually found in OCN
An irresistible impulse to behave in a certain way

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Fastidious
Mind Ideas fixed
Mind Industrious mania to work
Mind Religious fanaticism
Mind Rigidity
Mind Thought compelling
Mind Washing always her hand
Extr Washes

168. CONCEIT
Over whelming self esteem

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Haughty

169. CONCENTRATION
Active – Close, undivided attention
These patients have excellent mental capacities and they can concentrate very clearly on any job entrusted them. Some people may have natural gift to concentrate on multiple things at the same time.
Example – Playing difficult games as chess with many people at the same time.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Activity creative
Mind Comprehension easy
Mind Fancies vivid
Mind Ideas abundant
Mind Memory active
Mind Plan making
Mind Quick to act
Mind Theorizing
Mind Thought profound
Mind Thought rapid
Mind Thought rapid quick
Mind Thought Taught full

DIFFICULT
A person’s mental faculties are not devoted in any assigned job. When he is asked to perform some other job, he unable to concentrate his mind.
This can be seen it different conditions, whenever concentration is difficult it can be under various circumstances as given in the sub rubrics.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Absent minded
Mind Abstraction
Mind Chaotic
Mind Confusion concentrate
Mind Confusion of mind
Mind Confounding objects and ideas
Mind Ideas deficient
Mind Memory weakness
Mind Mistakes
Mind Prostration
Mind Slowness
Mind Thoughts collects cannot
Mind Thoughts vanishing loss of
Mind Thoughts of wandering
Mind Unobserving

170. CONCERNED
Anxiety

171. CONFIDENCE
Want of
Lack of feeling or consciousness of reliance on oneself to perform an act under a particular condition or circumstances necessitating his attention.
When a person is asked to perform a job, when he intends to do it, he has dual train of taught in his mind, whether he should do it in this or that way.
But some may not have the confident to perform the job entrusted to him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments anticipation
Mind Ailment Embarrassment
Mind Anxiety success
Mind Cautious
Mind Cowardice
Mind Cowardice opinion
Mind Del appreciated that she is not
Mind Del criticized that she is
Mind Del deserted
Mind Del forsaken
Mind Del fails everything will
Mind Del Neglected duty this
Mind Del succeed he can not
Mind Del wrong he had done
Mind Del insulted
Mind Del laughed
Mind Del looked
Mind Del wrong done
Mind Depended desires
Mind Discouraged
Mind Embarrassment
Mind Fear business failure
Mind Fear confusion
Mind Fear failures
Mind Fear opinion
Mind Fear say something wrong
Mind Fear understanding things
Mind Fear wrong
Mind Forsaken
Mind Helplessness feeling of
Mind Insanity
Mind inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Lamenting appreciated
Mind Longing good
Mind Mocking others
Mind Succeeds never
Mind Timidity
Mind Timidity bashful
Mind Undertakes nothing lets she fails
Mind Unfortunate

172. CONFIDING
Telling something confidentially, to tell private matter in confidence Person in the habit of doing so are generally having fear in the mind. An individual out of some provocation in his mind consider it is necessary that the secret of his disease or the circumstances faced by him may conveyed to someone in confidence.
173. CONFLICTS
A mental struggle to be an opposition
Conflicts between higher conscious and worldly existence

174. CONFOUNDING
Objects and ideas
To fail to distinguish, become confused. These persons are who are in their own world of thinking may understand or make mistakes in supposing objects or a person A person thinking in such a manner imagines “He is giving wrong things to people causing their death” like sulphur. These people are living out of reality

175. CONFUSION
The state of being unclear in mind, to mix-up In this state the power to distinguish to choose decisively is lost and intellectual faculties are blunted.
The persons is generally alright but whenever he sits for doing some calculation work gets confused and is unable to carry on that work
Mind Speech confused
Mind Speech incoherent
Mind Speech wanting
Mind Strange everything
Mind Unreal everything

176. CONSCIENTIOUS
A person whose all actions are governed by the dictates of his own conscience and he is very meticulous in the following the same even in petty affairs. They have strong morality. They always decide about the rightness or wrongness of whatever they do think or feel. They are governing by a strict regard to the dictates of conscientious. They act strictly according to the directions of their conscious.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Carefulness
Mind Cares worries full of
Mind Cautious
Mind Censorious
Mind Del neglected duty
Mind Del wrong has done
Mind Dirty
Mind Fastidious
Mind Moral feeling
Mind Responsibility
Mind Rest cannot
Mind Sensitive over sensitive
Mind Thought persistence
Mind Trifles

177. CONSCIOUSNESS
State of being aware one’s on existence, sensation and taught
One’s inmost thoughts

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Unconsciousness

178. CONSOLATION
Consolation means alleviation of distress or misery by sympathetic care or attention.
A person who is in misery feels much better if somebody consoles him with a kind and gentle words.
But some persons in distressing conditions, if others try to console or take due care of such person in manner which should be very much soothing.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anger consoled when
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Irritability consolation agg.
Mind Rage consolation from
Mind Sadness consoled
Mind Weeping consolation agg
179. CONTEMPTUOUS
Feeling or showing open disrespect or scorn, despite the opposition of even large crowd

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Cynical
Mind Del reproach full
Mind Egotism self esteem
Mind Haughty
Mind Insolence
Mind Laughing contemptuous
Mind Mocking
Mind Mocking ridicule
Mind Mocking sarcasm
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Ridicule mania to
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Rudeness
Mind Smiling sardonic
Mind Sneers at every one

180. CONTENT
Satisfied and easy in mind
A person is cheerful and happy despite various suffering or hurdles and has active interest in life.

Example – A postgraduate Homoeo Doctor working in a hospital having a salary of only Rs.2000/- compared to his friend who earns Rs.10,000/- per month in business. Still he is satisfied with his job and works efficiently perform his duties regularly in the hospitals even though his salary is too short.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desires
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerful
Mind Delirium gay
Mind Del pleasing
Mind Exaltation
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Joy
Mind Jesting
Mind laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play
Mind Playful
Mind Pleasure
Mind Self satisfied
Mind Smiling
Mind Vivacious

181. CONTENTIOUS
A hard effort or struggle to achieve something or competence
A persons wishes to enter a theatre which has attracted a large crowd and there is queue but this person try to reach the counter without caring for the person already waiting. On objecting by others he pickup quarrels and yet has determination in his mind to go inside. One can be observe like this during sickness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Quarrelsome

182. CONTRADICTION
Tendency to express or assert the opposite
Disposition – A tendency to oppose or contradict the speech, actions or versions of anybody with arguments and by using his intellect. Such persons have no questioning of their own opinion but they are used to contradict others.
A patient while talking to the doctor does not accept the diagnosis and advances certain arguments, as it is his nature to contradict.
Intolerant of – persons who cannot tolerate any contradiction to what they have said. This intolerance is not supported by anger.
If the doctor has asked any question for the second time he will not tolerate it and say “I have already replied to this question”. Despite this he does not get angry.

CROSS REFERENCES - disposition
Mind Anarchist
Mind Audacity
Mind Contrary
Mind Defiant
Mind Determination
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Disobedience
Mind Fight
Mind Insolence
Mind Irritability
Mind Obstinate
Mind Perseverance
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Protesting
Mind Quarrelsome
Mind Reverence lack of
Mind Rudeness

- Intolerant of
Mind Ailment from contradiction
Mind Anger contradiction from
Mind Kill desire contradict
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Moaning Contradicted
Mind Weeping Contradiction from

183. CONTRADICTORY
Tendency to contradict, conflicting
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Deceitful
Mind Hypocrisy
Mind Talk say what she does not
Mind Unreliable promises in his

184. CONTRARY
Completely different in character or purpose
A person who is contrary will oppose whatever somebody says before him without applying his intellect due to his obstinacy and nature to oppose.
A obstinate person is head bound to one of his opinions
But the contrary to oppose whatever has been said by somebody else without thinking.
The difference between contradict disposition to and contrary is that contradict disposition to apply the intellect with argument, but contrary oppose without applying intellect.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Contradiction disposition to
Mind Defiant
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Disobedience
Mind Intolerance
Mind Irritability
Mind Obstinate
Mind Perseverance
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Positive ness
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Quarrelsome

185. CONTROLLING
To excises authority or influence over
186. CONVERSATION
A mental condition in which a person worse by oral exchange of sentiments, observations, opinion and ideas.
The person is generally all right but whenever exchanges views with somebody on any subjects he mentally upset or his mental symptoms are aggravated.

187. COQUETTISH
Women who flirts with man – a short lived amorous attachment
Coquet means a woman who amuses herself by making man fall in love with her
Example – A woman having an art of fully entreating males in social gathering
It is a histrionic personality disorder

188. CORRUPT
Immoral and perverse dishonest
Example – Inclined to cheat by give falls witness in a court

189. COSMOPOLITAN
Common to the entire world
They are very font of visiting new places and meeting new people. In person having marked interest in acquiring familiarity with many places of the world or he wishes to travel many places to have appreciation of facts regarding various places.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Travel desire to

190. COUNTING CONTINUALLY
A mental condition in which a person is always observed to be counting something. It is obsessive compulsive neurosis

191. COUNTRYSIDE
Desire for, to go in to countryside

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Love nature for
Mind Tranquility calmness desire for
Mind Company aversion to

192. COURAGEOUS
Having the state of mind to face danger, marked by bold resolution in withstanding the dangerous, alarming or difficult situation.
A patient despite having many sufferings is not prepared to change his course of action has he has the courage to withstand it. He is not afraid to any dangerous consequences of the situation in which he is placed.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ardent
Mind Audacity
Mind Boldness
Mind Defiant
Mind Deeds great
Mind Determination
Mind High spirited
Mind Hopeful
Mind Perseverance
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Positive ness
Mind Precocity
Mind Resolute

193. COVETOUS
Desire to possess something, which belong to others. Enviously and culpably desirous of another possession

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Avarice
Mind Anxiety business about
Mind Del business about
Mind Del future that he is going to loose
Mind Del money counting is
Mind Del money served unpin clothing's
Mind Del money talk of
Mind Del Poor that he is
Mind Del wealth imagination of
Mind Del more than she needs
Mind Envy
Mind Fear poverty
Mind Miserly
Mind Money
Mind Selfishness
Mind Ungrateful avarice from

194. COWARDICE
Lack of courage or resolution
Cannot face situation where expected
A person is so much weep in his mind that he cannot face a situation where others can easily succeed. The mere thought of facing a situation makes him desperate.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Bashful
Mind Confidence want of
Mind Escape attempts to
Mind Fear men of
Mind Fear people of
Mind Insecurity
Mind Responsibility aversion
Mind Servile
Mind Starting easily
Mind Timidity

195. CRAFTY
Skillfully underhand and deceptively
Mischievous

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind deceitful

196. CRAWLING
A mental condition where in a person starts moving like insects – Move slowly on hand and knees

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Creeping
Mind Insanity crawls on the floor
Mind rolling
May occur in organic psychosis and MR
197. CRAZY
Passionately preoccupied or intensively eager to achieve something to such an extent that he can compared to a person who may be an insane or during his own world of Delusions. This happen when a person has wished for something which may be beyond his reach, for does not make proper efforts but mentally very much attached to the same.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Eccentricity
Mind Ideas exaggerated
Mind Insanity
Mind Madness
Mind Del instant become that she will
Dream crazy
Mind work seems drive him crazy

198. CREDULOUS
Tendency to believe to readily
This individual easily get deceived because of the unsuspecting nature that is they are too willing to believe.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confiding
Mind Impressionable
Mind Naive
Mind Timidity

199. CRETINISM
Myxedema, congenital hypo thyroids

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind foolish behavior
Mind Idiocy
Mind Imbecility
Mind Laughing idiotic
Gen development arrested

200 CRITICAL
Tendency to judge or criticize harshly and adversely.
They are inclined to criticize severely and unfavorably by finding faults and imperfections.
A person by nature may in the habit of criticizing or finding fault in the works done by the others by way of pointing out mistake or imperfections.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Carefulness
Mind Censorious
Mind Contentious about
Mind Trifles
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Fastidious
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Rest can not

201. CROACKING
Protesting in a sorrowful and melancholic manner in sound like that of frog
A person who distress in his mind due to some provocation grumbles in low hoarse voice like frog.

CROSS REFERENCES
L&T voice croaking

202. CROSS
Ill humor
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Morose
Mind Irritability
Mind Repulsive mood
Mind Sulky
Mind Unfriendly humor

203. CRUELTY
A person by nature observe pleasure in giving pain to others and who is very hard hearted – an inhuman behavior
A person by nature is so cruel that he make deliberate attempts in inflecting pain or suffering on others, his behavior is merciless and is not having any moral obligation.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Brutality
Mind Cut others desire
Mind Derivate
Mind Destructiveness
Mind Hard hearted
Mind Inhumanity
Mind Indifference sufferings
Mind Joy misfortune of others
Mind malicious
Mind Misanthropy
Mind Mischievous
Mind Mocking ridicule
Mind Moral feeling want of
Mind Sensitive want of sensitiveness
Mind Unfeeling hard hearted
Mind Wicked
This condition may found in sadism and antisocial personalities
204. CRYING
Demanding or requiring immediate attention

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Shrieking
Mind Weeping

205. Culpability
Responsible for wrong or error.
A person feels himself blame-worthy for anything that happens to him. This feeling may come after masturbation.
usually found as an adolescent adjustment disorder with disturbances of mood and emotions.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety – Consciousness
Mind Reproaches himself

206. Cunning
Shrewd, deliberately misled, inclined to cheat

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Deceitful
Mind Liar

207. Curious
Eager to acquire information or knowledge.
They are disposed to ask too many questions

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Impetuous
Mind Inquisitive
Mind Loquacity
Mind Questioning rapidly
Mind Teach things impelled to
Mind Spying

208. Cursing
An appeal for evil or injury to be fall upon someone, any utterance marked by mollified intention for some one. Whenever there is some provocation or provoking ideas come to the mind of a person against somebody his started pronouncing dooms or evils to fall upon him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Blasphemy
Mind Despair rage
Mind Cursing
Mind Discouraged cursing with
Mind Insolent
Mind Malicious
Mind Rage Cursing with
Mind Rudeness
Mind Slander
Mind Swearing

209. Cut Desire to
A tendency to separate, remove, keep aside others.
A person in the habit of managing his affairs himself only. Whenever he found that somebody is taking interest in a matter where in he is involved he would like to cut off or side track that person from the scene by his planning and management.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del body cut
Mind Del divided two cut,
Mind Impels stab
Mind Kill desire to
Mind Mutilate his body inclination

210. Cynical
Contemptuously and bitterly mocking.
They have a habit of laughing and ridiculing others which may offend, hurt and humiliate others.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Censorious
Mind Contemptuous
Mind Doubtful
Mind Haughty
Mind Hatred
Mind Jesting Malicious
Mind Laughing Contemptuous
Mind Laughing Sardonic
Mind Misanthropy
Mind Mocking – Sarcasm
Mind Morose – Cross fret full,
Mind Smiling sardonic
Mind Suspiciousness
Mind Skepticism

211. Dancing
Rhythmic artistic movement of the body in various poses. That is the art of dancing.
A person who is very much fond of dancing whenever he listen to a soothing song his feet start moving automatically.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety Dancing when,
Mind Cheerful dancing
Mind Dancing Agg. Child
Dream Dancing

212. Danger
Impression of Danger
Exposure to possible evil, injury or harm

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del Danger

213. Daring
To be courageous to do or try something.
Recklessly bold

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Audacity
Mind Courageous
Mind Default

214. Darkness Agg.
Aggravation of complaints or suffering when there is no light.
A person may or may not be sick but his feelings, complaint or sufferings are all aggravates during darkness. But if a person says he is having fear in darkness, the rubric Fear, dark may be used.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety Darkens in
Mind Concentration difficult attempting dark
Mind Delirious dark in
Mind Del images dark
Mind Del people behind walking dark
Mind Fear dark
Mind Fear walking of dark
Mind Longing for sunshine, light
Mind Sadness darkness form
Mind weeping darkness in
Dream darkness
Gen. Faintness dark

215. Dazed
To stun, as with a heavy blow or show, the state of being astonished.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Bewildered
Mind Confusion
Mind Stupefaction

216. Deafness pretended
A condition, which a person deliberately tries to pose himself deaf though, he is not. Here the patients’ auditory apparatus is within normal limits, but he pretends to be deaf.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del Deaf and dumb
Mind Del Hear he cannot
Mind Feigning sick
Mind Hearing impaired
It is a hospital dependency syndrome

217. Death Desires
When a person feels fed upon his life due to any reason he desires death. During the course of sickness many person who wish to die instead of facing the trouble. Such person desires a natural death or by a committing suicide.
To various conditions of death have been given in the sub rubrics Presentiment – predicting the time of death

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Cheerful death
Mind Disgust
Mind Loathing life
Mind Pessimist
Mind Suicidal disposition
Mind Killed wants to be
Mind Weary of life
This condition may found in depression or schizophrenia

218. Debauchery
Excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures, immorality

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments from debauchery
Mind Ailments from Sexual excess
Mind Alcoholism
Mind Confusion of
Mind Carousal after a
Mind Libertinism
Mind Mania – a potu
Mind Stupefaction intoxicated debauchery as after

219. Deceitful
A tendency or disposition to cheat deliberately others either by dishonesty, bluffing or misapprehending facts.
By nature they try to commit fraud, giving false witness in court.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Cheating
Mind Calumniate
Mind Corrupt
Mind Del lie
Mind Dishonest
Mind Hypocrisy
Mind Liar
Mind Lie never speaks the truth.
Mind Manipulative
Mind Perfidious
Mind Slander
Mind Unreliable
Mind Untruthful

220. Decisive
To believe what is not true, misled

221. Decomposition of Shape
Sense of appreciation and discrimination of the shape is lost and perverted – a disintegration

222. Deeds great
A tendency to have repeated feeling in the mind of a person that he could do great deeds, which could be appreciated by all.
They even represent before the physician that he could do great deeds for his sufferings. This condition may be seen in delirium or mania.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del better
Mind Del Creative power
Mind Del Great
Mind Del Super human,
Mind Del Superiority
Mind Fancies Exaltation of
Mind Haughty
Mind plans making many
Mind plans gigantic
Mind Theorizing

223. Defiant
Boldness to such an extent that one can do something despite any amount of apposition or challenge by any authority or apposing force.
Showing open resistance
They defy normal rules and regulations, they do whatever they things is best irrespective of what others say despite repeated advises or warnings.
Defiant will not come in direct conflict,  
Contemptuous shall come for direct conflict.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Audacity  
Mind Contradiction – disposition to  
Mind Contrary  
Mind Courageous  
Mind Disobedient  
Mind Fight wants to  
Mind Haughty  
Mind Inciting  
Mind Insolence  
Mind Obstinate  
Mind Pertinacity  
Mind Possessiveness  
Mind Presumptuous  
Mind Quarrelsome

224. Deformation of all objects
A condition occur in paranoid schizophrenia and temporal lobe lesions 
Sense of appreciation and discrimination of the shape is lost  
Any object is appreciated by a person in vivid colors without presents of visual asterignosis or dysteriognosis

225. Dejection
The State of Depressed  
This is a common condition or emotion as after losses of a job or failure in an examination usually come after having unsuccessful in something.  
A person has been trying to pass in a test for 3 – 4 times but unsuccessful, so he becomes dejected and not relieving from pretty ailments. He will not appear at the examination also after this.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Depression  
Mind Despondency  
Mind Disconsolate  
Mind Despair  
Mind Grief  
Mind Inconsolable  
Mind Loss of spirit  
Mind Melancholy  
Mind Sadness mental depression  
Mind Sighing  
Mind weeping  
Mind weeping sad thought at
226. Delirium
A transient mental disturbance that is affected by confusion, disorientation, disorder speech, restlessness or excitements resulting from high fever intoxication or shock.
Various condition related with this are given as sub rubrics which may be applied appropriately. According to Docks and Kokeleberg it is more a psychotic rubric not of much use.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confusion
Mind Complaining Delirium in
Mind Dancing Grotesque
Mind Dancing wild
Mind Del delirious
Mind Ecstasy Delirium during
Mind Gestures
Mind Grimaces
Mind Insanity
Mind Irritability sad
Mind Jumping bed
Mind Lamenting alt. With delirium
Mind Recognize not house
Mind Recognize not street
Mind Refusing medicine
Mind Speech delirious
Mind Unreal every thing

227. Delirium Tremens
A form acute insanity due to alcoholic poisoning, marked by sweating, tremor precordial distress, dyspepsia, mental confusion and hallucination
Usually observed in alcoholic intoxication or in alcoholic-withdrawn states.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Alcoholism
Mind Dipsomania
Mind Insanity drunkards in
Mind libertinism
Mind Mania potu
Mind Unconscious – del tremens

228. Delivery
Mental complaints after parturition

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments from delivery

229. Delusion
A false believes in spite of invalidating evidence.
Imagination – Whatever the patients’ supposes in his mind,
Eg. A person imagine himself to be a Giraffe
Hallucination – Appearance in the vision or mind, which appears to be true to the patient.
Illusion – An appearance in the vision or mind, which the patient knows, is not true
Whenever an error idea or appearance comes to the mind of a person, which cannot be substantiated by reason as a delusion
When it is appear wrong to him it is an illusion.
When it appears to be true it is a hallucination
Eg. 1. A person say that his family members do not care for him which is not corroborated by facts
b. A person feels that his chin is too long, so he is a giraffe
c. A person sees people around him with a mollified intention but in fact there is no person, yet he insists that he has seen people.
d. A person complains that while sitting in the room some robbers come and threatening him, but on the other hand, he know that this is any yet he feels so

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Crazy
Mind Dreams
Mind Fancies exaltation of
Mind Hearing Illusion of
Mind Idea fixed
Nose Odors imaginary or real
Mind Mania
Mind Schizophrenia
Mind Thoughts persistent
Vision illusion

230. Dementia
Deterioration of intellectual faculties with accompanying emotional disturbances resulting from organic brain disorder.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Imbecility
Mind Memory weakness loss of
Mind Prostration mind of brain fag
Mind Schizophrenia paranoid

231. Dependent of others
Relying on the aid of another for support.
Unable to do without someone or something

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Clinging children of
Mind Confidence want of
Mind helplessness feeling of
Mind holding of being held amel
Mind Hopelessness
Mind Shrieking call some one
232. DepersonALization
A state in which a person loses the feeling of his own identity in relation to others in his family or peer group. Loss the feeling of his own reality

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confusion – Identity
Mind Disruption

233. Depravity
Corrupt state of moral character, a wicked or perverse act.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Cruelty inhumanity
Mind Duty want of sense of
Mind Godless feeling
Mind Malicious spiteful
Mind Moral affection
Mind Want of moral feeling
Mind Religious affection want of
Mind Unsympathetic

234. Depression
A condition marked by an inability to concentrate. Insomnia and feeling of dejection and guilt.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Brooding
Mind Complaining
Mind Dejection
Mind Despair
Mind Despondency
Mind Dwell on past disagreeable occurrences
Mind Grief
Mind helplessness feeling of
Mind hopeless
Mind hypochondriacs
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Lamenting
Mind low spirit
Mind Melancholy
Mind Sadness mental depression
Mind sighing
Mind Sulking
Mind Unfortunate feels
Mind wailing’
Mind whimpering
Mind weeping

235. Deserted
A condition where one feels much attached mentally but he or she has left him uncared or un attended especially when most needed, a feeling of being abandoned arises.
A person feels his near and dear one have left him un attended. He find himself in a situation where the persons to him where he had become much attached doesn’t care for him, he feels disappointed and there for he feels deserted,

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abandoned
Mind Del affection of friends has lost
Mind Del alone,
Mind Del confidence friend has lost in him
Mind Del deserted
Mind Del disgraced feels
Mind Del enemy every one
Mind Del family does not belong to her
Mind Del friend affection has lost the
Mind Del friendless that he is
Mind Del help calling for
Mind Del repudiated relatives
Mind Del wife is faithless
Mind Del wife will run away from him
Mind Estranged
Mind Forsaken
Mind Hopeless

236. Desires
An intense mental condition in which a Person feels necessary for something
A caring wish or longing. A common symptom found in many pediatric age groups, but also find in a person who has a lot of greed.

237. Desolate room appears
A feeling of loneliness lacking feeling or hope. This feeling can develop in a known or unknown place. This should be found out by skillful questioning

238. Despair
A condition in which a patient give-up all expectations lose hopes, loses faith due to his sufferings.
A state of mind where the patient loses all hope and confidence either due to illness or due to outward circumstances.
The various conditions are given in the sub rubrics which may be studied carefully.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety hypochondriais
Mind Doubtful recovery
Mind Helpless
Mind Hopeless
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Morose
Mind Pessimist
Mind Sadness mental depression
Mind Suicidal disposition despair
Mind Weeping despair from

Important sub rubrics
Criticism from the smallest
Destiny everything is controlled by.
Masturbation in
Recovery of
Social possession
Work over his

239. Despising
To disrespect, to look down or disgust towards something. To regard something as negligible, worthless or distasteful.
A child is so disrespectful that even during the presence of many gusts in the house, he disobeys the order of father.
A clerk working in a bank develop a sense of despise for his boss as he accept bribes to pass loans, behave rudely in the presence of many other clerks working with him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Censorious
Mind Critical
Mind Contemptuous
Mind Delirium reproachful
Mind Haughty
Mind Insolent
Mind Laughter contemptuous
Mind Mocking
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Ridicule mania to
Mind Rudeness

240. Despondency
A condition in which a person is sorrow, which come after some discouragement in everything.
Depression of sprit from loss of hope or confidence.
This state is characterized by sadness, dejection, despair, and discouragement even after putting the best of effort for the given cause.
Eg. A Homoeo graduate started his private practice but does not get the excepted response or income and encouragement
or A person started a new venture of making equipment but instead of being patronized, he has discouraged, so he has despondency

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Brooding
Mind Dejection
Mind Disconsolate
Mind Discontented
Mind Loathing General
Mind Morose
Mind Sadness mental depression

241. Despotic
An absolute power, one invested with absolute power an autocratic control or leadership

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Dictatorial

242. Destructiveness
A condition in which a person during the course of his sickness or otherwise become destructive or assumes a destructive attitude.
It may be observed in children as a behavioral problem

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Blasphemy
Mind Despair rage
Mind Cursing
Mind Discouraged cursing with
Mind Insolent
Mind Malicious
Mind Rage Cursing with
Mind Rudeness
Mind Slander
Mind Swearing

Important sub rubrics
Children in
Drunkenness during

243. Detached
Separated or free from emotional, intellectual or social involvement found in depression and Scizophrenia
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del divided
Mind Del separated mind and body are
Mind Del separated world from the
244. Determination
The quality of being resolute or firm in purpose or a sense of decision in character.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confidence
Mind Contrary
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Courageous
Mind Disobedience
Mind Obstinate
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Possessiveness

245. Development of children arrested
A rubric for mentally for physically retarded children

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Idiocy
Mind Imbecility
Mind Dullness Children
Mind talk slow learning to
Extr walk late learning to
Gen Emaciation Children marasmus

246. Dictatorial
Authoritative, people who dominate, they want to give orders like a superior person or a leader
He does not submit or ask for something in a polite manner. Even in the pediatric group a child enjoys dictating term to his parents.
Eg. A physician goes to visit a patient, the patient ask the servant in a dictatorial tone “why you have not cleaned the chair’ similarly to the mother “why you have not served tea to the doctor”?

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Ailments egotism
Mind answering dictatorial
Mind Censorious
Mind Contemptuous
Mind Contradiction – disposition
Mind Contrarily
Mind Dogmatic
Mind Egotism
Mind Domineering
Mind Haughty
Mind Insolence
Mind Intolerance
Mind Heedless
Mind Obstinate
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Power love of
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Reproaches other
Mind Rudeness
Mind Suspiciousness
Mind Suggestions will not receive

247. Dipsomania
An uncontrollable, often periodic, insatiable cravings for alcohol.
A patient suffering from some serious hepatic problems but despite repeated advice by the physician and other, he does not leave the alcoholic drinks because he is having so much caring for them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Alcoholism
Mind Confusion carousal after
Mind Confusion spirituous liquors from
Mind Drunkenness
Mind Delirium tremens
Gen Food desire alcohol

248. Dirty
Unclean thought or conversation

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Chaotic
Mind Conscious
Mind Del dirty
Mind Del rags
Mind Indifference appearance
Mind Indifference external things
Mind Untidy
Mind washing aversion
Gen – Bathing av.
Gen – Uncleanliness

249. Disagreeable
A Mental condition produced, caused or developed by discomfort, displeasure or repugnance and is marked by bad tempered, quarrelsome, unpleasant thought.
A person is subjected to displeasure in various scores frequently by his family members or others, as a result of which he become disagreeable and feels irritated again and again over small matters also. The disagreeable feeling can be towards a person or an object.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Irritability
Mind Morose
Mind Repulsive mood

250. Disconcertment
To distinguish or discriminate by understanding
Insight

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Discrimination
Mind Grumbling

251. Discomfort
A feeling or mental or physical distress

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Discontent
Mind Restlessness

252. Disconcerted
A confused upset and frustrated mind due to grievances or desires and aspiration
A child wished that the mother will offer him an outing for a hill station, but when it refused he feel disconcert.
In other affairs also he is found to place in the same situations if his wishes are not fulfilled.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Chaotic
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confounding object
Mind Confusion of mind
Mind Dullness sluggishness
Mind Mistakes makes
Mind Senses confused
Mind Thinking difficult
Face Expression bewildered
Face Expression confused

253. Discontented
Lack of pleasure or satisfaction in the mind of person
A person is not getting satisfactory response from his boss, subordinate or family members during a particular situation, he feels dissatisfied, which may result in certain ailments.
These individuals are always unhappy during various diverse situations

Important sub rubrics
Always
Everything with
Himself with

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Complaining
Mind Disgust
Mind Decreased
Mind Dissatisfied
Mind Frown
Mind Irritability
Mind Lamenting
Mind Moaning
Mind Morrows
Mind Muttering
Mind Sulky
Mind Unfriendly humor
Face Expression sullen

254. Discords
Fail to agree or harmonize

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments discords between chief and subordinates
Mind Ailments discords between relatives and friends

255. Discourage
Deprived of confidence, a feeling of dis hearted for any boldness or some action with a person desire to undertake.
A person get up in the morning and desire to undertake a job but he feels discouraged in his heart due to some provocation by somebody and keep himself away from taking any actions on his plan.
This may happen under very circumstances and may bring on certain ailments.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abashed
Mind Confidence want of sells
Mind Despair
Mind Hopelessness
Mind Helplessness
Mind Insecurity
Mind Morose
Mind Pessimist
Mind Resignation
Mind Sadness Mental depression
Mind Succeeds never
Mind Timidity

256. Discrimination lack of
The act of recognizing and making fine distinction, perceptive
There is a lack of sense of discrimination between good and bad right and wrong, between persons objects etc. It is usually seen in organic brain syndrome
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Discernment
257. Discuss
To speak together about something
Important subrubics
Politic dispute
Symptoms with every one

258. Disgust
To express intense dislike for something, to loss an interest, or intention through exciting distaste.
If a person meets with failures repeatedly, he feels disguised and stop further efforts.
A person may develop sense of disgust at the sight of medicine.

Important sub rubrics
Body of one’s own
Everything
Medicine bottles

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Aversion everything with
Mind Discouraged
Mind Discontent everything with
Mind Death desires
Mind Depression
Mind Ennui
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Loathing general
Mind thought disgusting
Mind Unattractive things
Dreams Disguised

259. Dishonest
Disposed cheat, deceive tendencies to lie

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Decietful
Mind Liar
Mind Malicious
Mind Untruthful

260. Dis obedience
Refusal or failure to obey, violation of a rule of prohibition.
While case taking it is noticed that he is in the habit of disobeying his elders or has no care for the rules or any prohibition.
All this is a matter of routine for such a person.
Important subrubic
Children – Chin
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abrupt
Mind Abusive
Mind Answers abruptly
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Contrary
Mind Defiant
Mind Impolite
Mind Insolent
Mind Obstinacy
Mind Pertinacity
Mind Positive ness
Mind Quarrelsome
Mind Rashness
Mind Reverence lack of
Mind Rudeness
Mind Slander Disposition to
It is a conduct disorder in a child

261. Disorder
These persons are highly fastidious, they cannot rest when things are not in proper place. They are sensitive to lack of order or regular arrangement. They are working on a definite plan.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Chaotic
Mind Rest cannot
Mind Fastidious

262. Disorderly
In a condition of disorder, disarranged

263. Disoriented
To loss one’s sense of direction, possession or relationship with one’s surroundings.
It is an organic brain syndrome.

264. Displeased
Feeling of dissatisfied, disturbed or uneasy due to lack of satisfaction or gratification.,
Feeling unhappy
Eg. A person goes to visit his friend where he is not given a welcome so he feels unhappy

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Complaining
Mind Discontent’
Mind Disgusted
Mind Dissatisfied
Mind Irritability
Mind Lamenting
Mind Morrows
Mind Moaning
Mind Sulky
Ming Unfriendly humor

265. Dispute
To argue about, tendency to dispute

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Censorious
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Defiant
Mind Irresolution
Mind Mocking
Mind Quarrelsome
Mind Reproaches others

265. Disruption
Personal;
Breaking or burst in to parts.
A depersonalization

266. Dissatisfied
Unsatisfied due to lack of contentment’s
The performance shown to him by others is not satisfactory. A person feels that his family members are not maintaining that performance in regard to their own affairs to the level of his satisfaction

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Complaining
Mind Discontented
Mind Disguised
Mind Displeased
Mind Irritability
Mind Morose
Mind Sulky
Ming Unfriendly humor

267. Dissociation from environment
To separate or remove from association

268. Distances
Inaccurate in judging the distance and events, time 2 points, surfaces, object etc.

Unable to indicate the correct sequence of spells of sickness of other things. It may occurring temporal lobe dysfunction, diseases of accommodation of eye.
269. Distraction
A state of mental derangement in which a person is agitated from violent, usually conflicting emotions. A state of confusion of ideas with severe emotional disturbances.
A person gets disappointed in his work as somebody deceived him. He get agitated and excited. To such an extent that his mental state reaches to the level of distraction. He feels perturbed and is unable to concentrate his mind and much confused.

270. Distrustful
A mental state where a person is so much suspicious that he doubt everyone. He had no faith even if somebody is very close to him.
They are full of suspicious lest something should happen to their personal wealth or fortune. They are unable to relay upon his nearest relative for shouldering any responsibility on his behalf.
If he wants deposit money, he himself go to the bank as he has no faith in any one.

271. Disturbed av – to being
These people would like to remain alone and will not like the presence of other people lest they may get disturbed.
This situation may arise not only during sickness, but in cases were there no sickness but the individual is so sensitive that he cannot tolerate any disturbances in his normal routine. That is any sort of interruption causes mental or emotional disturbances.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anger – Interruption
Mind Bed Desire to remain in
Mind Company av to
Mind Going out aversion
Mind Confusion interruption
Mind Ideas deficiency of when interrupted
Mind Intolerance Interruption of
Mind Irritability disturbance from any
Mind Quarrelsome disturbed is
Mind quite wants to be
Mind Rest desire for
Mind Sit inclination to
Mind Talk indisposed to
Mind Thought vanishing interrupted when
Mind Touched aversion to being

272. Diversion AMEL
A mental condition where a person feels relaxed or amel by diverting his mind to some other objects
By diversion of mind one assumes relaxation even from serious problems which are not otherwise possible
Eg. Hearing music during severe pain

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Occupation amel

273. Dogmatic
Marked by an authoritative, arrogant, assertion of un approvable principle or dogmas
Asserts his opinion force fully
They follow a tradition, which may be out of date but not prepared to change it. He was not changing the manner adapted by him under any circumstance or compulsion.
A type of Fanaticism

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Censorious
Mind Contradict disposition
Mind Contrary
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Domineers
Mind Fanaticism
Mind Obstinate
Mind Prejudices – traditional
Mind Suggestion will not receive
May occur in OCN, paranoid schizophrenia

274. Domineering
Tending to rule tyrannically
Disposed to exercise a dominant authority in a way to override any presentation – which can impose his authority among the group or society he is leaving.
A person by virtue of his natural dominating personality is able to dominate among his friends and society. He makes them agree on his proposals as he is having such a dominating power to prevail on or influence them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Bossy
Mind Censorious
Mind Contemptuous
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Dogmatic
Mind Haughty
Mind Insolent
Mind Obstinate
Mind Positive ness
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Rudeness

275. Dotage
Foolishness or to show excessive love

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Dementia
Mind Schizophrenia

276. Doubtful
Uncertainty about outcome
Giving rise to doubt about recovery or giving rise to apprehension about recovery
A sick person had consulted so many doctors but he has not been cured so far, he becomes doubtful about recovery. This is natural. But a person even during trivial ailments feels doubtful whether he can be cured. This because is usual nature, always in doubt about in recovery.
Skeptical – means postponing doubtfulness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Carefulness
Mind Cautious
Mind Confidence want of self
Mind Del criticized she is
Mind Del accused he is
Mind Del persecuted
Mind Del punished about to be
Mind Del perused he is
Mind Del wife faithless is
Mind Distrustful
Mind Jealousy
Mind Suspicious mistrustful
This condition may occurring paranoid schizophrenia

277. Dread
To be in great fear or terror

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Fear

278. Dream as if in a
A mental condition where a person’s action and behaviors appears to him as if he were in a dreamy state or whilst awake a person appears to be dreamy with ideas and images in his mind. Usually occurs in drug induced states

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Absent minded
Mind Absent minded dreamy
Mind Absorbed
Mind Confounding object and ideas
Mind Confusion dream is if in a
Mind Del unreal
Mind Del dreams in a
Mind Fancies absorbed in
Mind Forgetfulness
Mind Introspection
Mind meditating
Mind Reveries
Mind Sadness dream as from
Mind Sitting inclination wrapped
Mind Spaced out
Mind Thoughts thoughtful
Mind Unobserving
Mind Unreal everything
Face Expression vacant
Vertigo meditation

279. Dress
To furnish with clothing to decorate
Important sub rubrics
Indecently
Ridiculously
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind indifference appearance about personal
Mind indifference exposes her person
Mind naked wants to be
Mind Shameless exposes the person
Mind Tastelessness in dressing.
280. Drinking complaints after
Mental condition aggravation or arising in those who are addicted or marked by immoderate consumption of alcoholic beverages.
A habitual drinker after drinking starts abusing people, taking too much, singing songs or other various acts.
Or it may be state in which symptom aggravates on seeing running water or consuming water as in hydrophobia
The mental state arising as a result of drinking is more relevant here

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments from drinking
Mind Ailments from debauchery
Mind Alcoholism
Mind Delirium tremens
Mind Insanity drunkards in
Mind Memory weakness loss of drunkards
Mind Sadness drunkards in
Mind Stupefaction wine after
Mind Unconscious Delirium tremens

281. DRINKS
More than she should
Swallow liquid in DM, Alcoholism

282. DRIVING
Riding in a vehicle amel the mental symptom

283. DOROMOMANIA
Impulse to run

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Impulse,
Mind Exertion physical desires
Mind Mania jumps
Mind Roving senseless
Mind Runs

284. DRUGS
Desires recreational drugs

285. DRUNKEN
Seems as if
From the persons action he seems to be under influence of alcohol or other intoxicating substances even though he may not have consumed it.
While entering into the clinic he appears to be drunk, but when enquired to the relatives, he not drunk his condition is like that for the last few days.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del unreal everything
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Torpor

286. DRUNKENNESS symptom during
State of being intoxicated with or as if with alcohol

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Alcoholism

287. DUALITY sense of
Sense of being double
In certain condition a person’s feels that he is no single but double

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Antagonism
Mind Confusion identity has to his
Mind Del divided two parts
Mind Del separated mind and body are
Mind Del places being in different at a time
Mind Thought two train of thought
Mind Undertakes things opposed to his intension
Mind Will two as if he had will

288. DULLNESS
When mental capability of a person becomes low there is a lack of alertness or responsiveness.
A condition in which a person is lacking luster, dividedness or brightness on his face.

Important Subrubrics
Children in
DM in
Eating after
Menses during
Mental exertion during
Restlessness
Sleeplessness with

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Comprehension difficult
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confusion
Mind Ennui
Mind Ideas deficiency
Mind Idiocy
Mind Indifference
Mind Mental effort inability to
Mind Mental exertion aversion
Mind Morose
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Reflecting unable to reflect
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Sluggishness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Stupidity
Mind Thinking aversion to
Mind Thinking difficult
Mind Torpor
Mind Understand questions do not
Mind Unobserving
Mind Work aversion to mental
Face expression to stupid
Face expression vacant
Gen Lassitude
Gen Sluggishness
Gen Weariness

289. DUPLICITY
Deliberate deception, double dealing
A mental condition in which a person having double ness of heart, through speech, or action with a mollified intension. Decision by pretending to entertain one set of feeling and act under the influence of another.
A person has in the habit of very sweet manner to all, but by action he always tried to catch hold of weakness of others and tried to harm them.
The facts and actual possess of such persons are always different.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Deceitful
Mind Liar
Mind Unreliable promises

290. DUTY
Moral obligation to do ones business

Sub rubrics
No sense of duty
Too much sense of duty

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety of conscience of
Mind Consideration about trifles
Mind Del neglected his duty
Mind Del wrong he had done
Mind Fear duty neglect her
Mind Reproaches himself
Mind Responsibility

291. DWELLS
On past disagreeable occurrence
Here a person constantly thinks of past events which are unpleasant.
An endless event that had happened and he will never forget it.
Example: A lady when brought to the clinic was asked to explain about her sickness, she started taking that “so and so harmed me at that time, I suffered this loss before ten years and so had always become a cause of trouble for me, God has not favored me at such and such time due to which I suffered like this.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Brooding
Mind Cares worries full of
Mind Complaining offenses
Mind Del Images dwell upon, past to present
Mind Grief offences long past
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Indignation
Mind Thought disagreeable
Mind Thought past of the
Mind Thoughts persistent unpleasant subject haunted by
Mind Thoughts tormenting
Mind Past disagreeable events about
Mind Thoughts unpleasant

292. DYNAMIC
Relating to activity or things in movement

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Activity

293. DYSLEXIA
Impairment of the ability to read

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Confusion of mind reading while
Mind Mistake reading
Mind Reading unable to read

294. EARLY
Wakes up early from sleep
295. EARNESTNESS
Characterized by deep sincerity and seriousness, and working with a great devotion
He sincerely involved in any type of job one is entrusted with
A person is so much attached to his profession or work entrust to him that he looks to be wholly involved
in his work having no concern with anything else.
Such a person look sad although so it is not so.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Passionate
Mind Serious

296. EATING
-Mental symptom
Refuses to eat
It is a mental symptom. It has not anything to do with appetite.
A disturbed state when a person wish to eat even if or not he is feeling the appetite. Although hungry, yet
his mind does not allow him to eat.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anorexia Nervosa
Gen Emaciation Insanity with

298. ECCENTRICITY
A departure from the established, traditional behavior. A behavior out of usual course that is not
confirming to the common rules, types or pattern
A person behaves such a peculiar manner that it cannot be expected from a person of normal character.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind affectation
Mind Capriciousness
Mind Cheerfulness eccentric
Mind Extra vagrancy
Mind Ideas exaggerated
Mind Whimsical

299. ECSTASY
A state of emotion so intents that one carried beyond thought and self-control.
A state of excessive joy or happiness manifested either destructively or in profound calm or abstraction
of mind. It is a trance state in which, there is intense absorption in divine matters appeared while loss of
perception and voluntary control.

Example : A person is generally in the habit demonstrating his happiness whenever he feels that he had
achieved some success in endeavors which may not have any significant for others ( since thought and
idea this person are independent and imaginative without any reason).

In Exhilaration – One can understand the reason for the happiness or sadness. But in Ecstasy one cannot
satisfy himself by way of reasoning.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments joy excessive
Mind Amorous
Mind Excitement
Mind Exaltation
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Joy
Mind Loquacity ecstasy
Mind Moon light mental symptom amel
Mind Sentimental ecstasy love

300. ECSTATIC
Absorbed. Abstraction of Mind

301. EFFEMINATE
Having qualities or characters more often associated with women than men
Womanish softness and weakness
A transvestism

302. EGOTISM self esteem
An extreme sense of self-importance
Here the person has an exalted idea of his own self-importance, he overestimate his own capability with a sense of superiority accompanied by contempt towards others.
It is kind of egocentricity, not egoism, placing oneself in the central and everything must rotate around him
(Selfishness is everything for me not for others)
Example : A person is a writer and politician in his normal life, but whatever he writes or teaches contemplates a theory which may be full of his own thoughts and philosophy and stress so much on that whatever he say is the only correct version although it may have may contradictions with other learned speakers of politician.
Such a person is so much determined and will not listen to anything whatever reasonability it may have.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments from honor wounded
Mind Ailments from indignation
Mind Ailments from mortification
Mind Ailments from scorn being scorned
Mind Anger contradiction from
Mind Contemptuous
Mind Contradiction intolerant of
Mind del insulted
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Haughty
Mind Impatience
Mind Indignation
Mind Loquacity self-satisfied
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Power love of
Mind Selfishness Egotism
Mind Suggestion will not receive
Mind Talking pleasure in his own
Mind Vanity

303. ELATED
Lively of Joyful
The person is overjoyed out of proportion to the cause of his emotions. May occur in drug-induced states.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerfulness
Mind Contented
Mind Exaltation
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Joy
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play desire
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

304. ELEGANCE
Grace and refinement in appearance, movement or manners
Individual want of social graces
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Indifference appearance
Mind Indifference external things
Mind Tastelessness

305. ELEVATION
Elated, High spirited, Joyful

306. ELOQUENT
Here the person has fluency of speak and having a good command over language and diction.
307. EMBARRASSED
Experiencing a state of distress to the consciences. He feels strongly self-conscious in a given awkward situation.
Feeling of awkward confusion
Difficulty or feeling of perplexity arising from lack of support to the thought, ideas, proposal of a person despite their worth.
Example – A son goes to father for a proposal for small scale business, it can yield very good profit, but he father reject the proposal even without going into the details of the proposal.

308. EMBITTERED exasperated
To arose bitter feeling in - End result of long continued ill feeling and bitterness _ Discontented

309. EMBRACES
A close encircling with the arms & presence of one’s companion especially as a mark of affection of passion.
This is the mental state in which the emotional level of person is so disturbed that he feel some sense of satisfaction by embarrassing his companions.

310. EMOTIONAL excitement
Easily affected by emotions, by taking, looking at some thing or hearing something, somebody become emotional and start weeping or gets excited.
A lady while narrating the circumstances she has faced in her life and while remembering her suffering start weeping or become sad and weeping.
Sentimental is closing to emotional, but the degree sensitivity is difference. A person who is sentimental is more sensitive and will not be excited like a emotional person.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ardent
Mind Excitement emotional ailment from
Mind Fear undertaking anything
Mind Fear undertaking lets he fails
Mind Sentimental
Mind Weeping emotional after slightest

311. EMOTIONS
Predominated by intellect
Here the person lets the head rule over the heart in making decision

312. ENEMY considers everybody
He thinks that everybody is enemy towards him

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Del everyone is an
Mind Del perused enemies by
Mind Suspicious mistrustful
Mind Enemies

313. ENNUI
Tedium weariness
Patient has lost interest in pleasurable activities as well as his daily routine, a type of boredom in life.
A person under undergone so many modalities for his illness but no recovery and he became bored. He says “What is my life despite so many treatment I have no recovery?” He considers his life is a burden. The difference between wearisome and ennui is that, wearisome is more bored for the surrounding. Weary of life is having enough of it, being tired of life.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Boredom
Mind Disgust everything with
Mind Dullness
Mind Exertion mental agg
Mind Ideas deficiency of
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Loathing of life
Mind Mental exertion agg
Mind Pessimist
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Thinking av
Mind Time fritters away his
Mind Wearisome
Mind Weary of life
Mind Work aversion mental
Gen Lassitude
Gen- Sluggishness
Gen- Weariness

314. ENTERTAINMENT
The act of diverting, amusing or causing someone’s attention to pass his time agreeably
Such as person may have feeling excitement or diversion which may provide him some sought of relief to
divert his mind from feeling the sufferings.
Example – Hearing music, taking to someone etc. may ameliorate some illness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Excitement amel
Mind Jesting
Mind Laughing
Mind Occupation amel
Mind Play desire to
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling

315. ENVIRONMENTAL
Orientation increased and decreased

316. ENVY
Resentful desire for another’s possession or advantages.
This felt when a person desiring something is deprived of it and seems another person’s having those things which he has launched for
A desire to achieve some prosperity or some possession, which others are, have
Envy is more positive,
Jealousy is more negative
A jealousy having malignant feeling his neighbor has purchased a car even if he is having it. The prosperity of other is not tolerable.
According docks & Kocklenberg, Envy is more materialistic but jealousy is more sexual.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Avarice
Mind Jealousy
Mind Sadness on seeing others
Mind Selfishness egoism

317. ERYTHRISM
Excitement or stimulation with an abnormal irritability

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Sensitive

318. EROTIC
Dominated by sexual love or desire
These persons have an increased libido and constantly dwell on sexual matters.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amativeness
Mind Amorous
Mind Company av to, practice masturbation
Mind Delirium erotic
Mind Dress indecently
Genit M Sexual passion increase
Genit M Masturbation disposition
Genit F sexual desire increased
Genit F Desire, violent masturbation driving her to
Mind Hysteria Lascivious
Mind Indifference exposure here person
Mind Insanity erotic
Mind Lascivious lustful
Mind Lewdness
Mind Libertinism
Mind Nymphomania
Mind Naked wants to be
Mind Sexual excess symptoms from
Mind Shamelessness
Mind Singing of obscene
Mind Thoughts sexual
Mind Thoughts tormenting sexual

319. ERRATIC
Irregular and unpredictable in behavior

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Eccentricity
Mind Mood changeable

320. ERUPTION
Mental symptoms after suppressed eruptions

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Insanity, Eruption after suppressed

321. ESCAPE
A means of obtaining temporary freedom from worry, care or unpleasantness. To avoid capture, danger or harm.
A desire to run away from the present situation condition, association or environment.
This may be due to some dissatisfaction or detachment of love and affection with them.
Example – A lady has lost affection with her husband due to some obvious reasons prevailing from her family and she wants to run from that atmosphere as she does not get well in the present circumstances.
Important Subrubrics
Crime for a fear of having committed
From family and children
Mania – puerperal is in
Waking on children

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind approached av
Mind delirium escape
Mind fear escape with desire to
Mind home desire to live
Mind impulse run to
Mind insanity escape
Mind jumping bed out of
Mind runs about
Mind travel desire to
Mind Home desire to go out
Mind Run away from house
Mind Street at night

322. ESTRANGED
To turn from kindness to indifference, turn away in feelings or affections
Person is indifference to her family and will not show any affection to loved ones
Due to certain dissatisfaction one keep himself at a distance from his family or society.
He leaves his family and start residing at a place other than his house. The feelings which may have this circumstance are obvious and can direct towards his mental condition.

Important sub rubrics
Children from here on
Family from his
Friends and relatives
Husband from her
Wife from his

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Approached av
Mind Aversion husband to
Mind Aversion family members
Mind Aversion mother parents wife etc
Mind Children dislike her own
Mind Children fly from his own
Mind Del belongs to her own family does not
Mind Del deserted forsaken
Mind Del disgraced that she is
Mind Del repudiated by relatives
Mind Del husband things she not her
Mind Escape attempts to family and children
Mind Forsakes children
Mind Indifference family
Mind Indifference loved one
Mind Mocking relatives
Mind Sadness av to see his own children

323. EUPHORIA
A feeling of elation or well-being
This is seen in certain condition where a person has a state of heightened state of well-being.

Important sub rubrics
Drugs with
High speed

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Blissful
Mind Deeds feel as if he could do great
Mind Del creative power has
Mind Del great person is
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Exaltation
Mind Excitement
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Fancies exaltation of
Mind Plans make great
Mind Tranquility

324. EVADING look of other persons
Avoid artfully, escape from responsibility

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind looked avoiding

325. EXACTING
Requiring great accuracy or effort

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Fastidious

326. EXAGGERATING
To overstate, to may greater than is actually the case.
The above symptom suitable to those persons who have the habit of showing of or talking big, for even smallest of their problem.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Unreliable
327. EXALTATION
A state of intense exhilaration and well-being
An abnormal sense personal well-being, power or importance
A state of extreme spiritual elevation usually marked by a more or less transitory sense of unity in the deity or with all things natural to divine – there is hyper responsiveness to normal stimuli.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerful gay
Mind Contented
Mind Exhilaration
Mind God humor
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Joy
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play desire to
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

328. EXCITEMENT
Any stimulant that give agitation, which may be emotional or inducing action as a motive.

Important sub rubrics
Absent person about
Palpitation with violent
Attempting events when
Debate during

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Agitation ailment from anticipation
Mind Ailments from excitement
Mind Ailments from excitement emotional
Mind Alcoholism excitement
Mind Emotions
Mind Entertainment
Mind Exaltation
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Euphoria
Mind Giggling
Mind High spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Laughing
Mind Play desire to
Mind Restlessness nervousness
Mind Vivacious
Abdomen apprehension
Bladder apprehension
Chest apprehension
Face discoloration red excitement
Cough nervous
Stomach apprehension

329. EXCLAIMING
A sudden forceful utterance
Person suddenly crying out or uttering a sharp noise when surprised
A normal human being may not feel excited on such a news but due to his sensitivity this types of person take it seriously and feels exclaimed

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Shrieking

330. EXCLUSIVE
A person who highly choosy and does not mix easily with people – having limited friends only

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Haughty

331. EXECUTION
Lost as a result of over powering visual sensations - means performance

332. EXERCISE mental symptom amel
A person while suffering from depression, but whenever he starts doing physical exercise, he forget his depression or it is not felt to that extend.
They are mentally amel by physical exercise by engagements.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Exertion physical amel
Mind Occupation amel
Mind Sadness exertion amel

333. EXERTION mental
A feeling of aggravation or amelioration from doing any work, which may be involving the mind of a person
A person unable to move or walk but when he starts thinking, calculating, or making some planes he feels ameliorated.
334. EXHAUSTED
Worn out completely

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Exertion mental agg
Mind Indolence
Mind Prostration
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Thinking av to
Mind Torpor
Mind Wearisome
Gen – Lassitude
Gen – Lie down inclination to
Mind Gen – Sluggish

335. EXHILARATION
Person feel inordinately happy joyous without sufficient cause.
An exaggerated feeling of pleasure which can be judged from the action of that person.

Example _ A person is suffering from disease since long but during the course of his suffering he gets perspiration which makes him very cheerful.
Exaltation is in respect of the feelings a person is already having Exhilaration is in general

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerfulness
Mind Contented
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Exciting
Mind Exaltation
Mind Eccentricity
Mind Exultant
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High Spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Joy
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play desire to
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smilingh
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

336. EXPANSIVE
Inclined to be open and generous
Communicative, free from reserve

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Communication
Mind Loquacity
Mind Extrovert

337. EXPRESSING ONESELF
To communicate one’s feelings. Make known in words
Person has a strong desire to known his feelings, to tell others about his condition.

338. EXTRAVAGANCE
Immoderate display or expense, exceeding the bounds of reason
A great desire to spend money, which may be unaffordable in the normal course.
He has the habit of pointlessly spending money, energy, time etc.
Example – A person want to buy a luxury car, but its cost is too beyond his reach yet he will buy that car.
Similarly he is in the habit of telling about his sickness as if it was so great that nobody else could tolerate it.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Fear Extravagance of
Mind laughing extravagance
Mind Speech extravagance
Mind Squanders money
Mind Vanity

339. EXTREME
A type of fanatics, behavior out of usual course
A person who advocates extreme measures
340. EXTROVERT
A person interested mainly in the world external to himself. A selfless interest in one’s environment or in others

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Communicative
Mind Excitement
Mind Expansive
Mind Loquacity

341. EXUBERANCE
Full of unrestrained enthusiasm or joy
Having abundant or unrepressed desire, extravagance

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerfulness
Mind Contented
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Exciting
Mind Exaltation
Mind Eccentricity
Mind Exultant
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High Spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Joy
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play desire to
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

342. EXULTANT
Triumphantly or rapturously joyful
Mind. Amusement desire for

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Cheerfulness
Mind Contented
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Exciting
Mind Exaltation
Mind Eccentricity
Mind Exultant
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High Spirited
Mind Jesting
Mind Joy
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play desire to
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

343. EYES
Down cast walk with eyes
Look down upon others with contempt

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Sadness eyes down cast with
Eyes Down cast

344. FACES
In certain condition the person make faces or grimaces knowingly or unknowingly

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Childish behavior
Mind Foolish behavior
Mind Gestures makes
Face Expression idiotic

345. FACETIOUSNESS
A person with habit of making funny remarks or actions with the intentions of amusing others.
345. FAILURE literary or scientific
CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Confidence want of self
Mind Del business unfit for that he is
Mind Del Confidence him friend has lost to
Mind Del disgraced that she is
Mind Del fail everything
Mind Del friend has lost the attention
Mind Del succeed that he can not
Mind Del wrong he had done
Mind Discouraged
Mind Fear failure of
Mind Fear understand anything
Mind Fear business of
Mind Helplessness feeling of
Mind Succeed never
Mind Undertakes nothing lets he fails

346. FAITHLESS
Want of religious feeling

347. FALTERING
To stumble, her tale in space as if taken aback, doubtful

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind irresolution

348. FANATICISM
A state of mind where in a person is intolerant of any views or concepts, which differ from his, own – an unreasonable wild and extravagant notion on one subject.
A patient taking to the doctor show so much attachment with his views on a particular subject that he has no care whether there is cure or not, but he is adamant on that particular point.
Example – Not ready to avoid salt in hypertension

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Anarchist
Mind Ardent
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Dogmatic
Mind Extravagance
Mind Impetuous
Mind Entrance goes to
Mind Religious fanaticism
Mind Superstitious
Mind Thought persistent

349. FANCIES
Imagination especially of fantastic or whimsical nature
Inclination to absorb in one particular type of thoughts or likings, for something as an internal desire without any reasoning
Example – A person is font of collecting some antiques and is always having in arranging, displaying or taking about them.

Since everybody may not be interested in his collections and he may not change his habit even during sickness. It because a special feature of that individual.

Import sub rubric
Absorbed in
Exaltation of (too much imagination)
Sleeplessness with
Sleep preventing

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Absent minded
Mind Del fancies of
Mind Dream as in a
Mind Ideas abundant
Mind thought
Mind Plans making
Mind theorizing

345. FAR AWAY
Far away as if with apathy and indifference to future. Usually found in depression and schizophrenia

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Detached dream as if
Mind Indifference
Mind Distance in accurate judge of
Mind Time slowly
Vision Distant object seen
Vision small object seen

346. FASCINATING OTHERS
Charming and entreating

346. FASTIDIOUS
Very difficult to please marked by delicate in taste, meticulously attentive a demanding attitude
A person is so hard in his nature that nothing pleases him in regard to any work or taste either in home or in office. Even while taking to the doctor, he will not smile on matters, which other can laugh. He wants everything neat clean and order.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Carefulness
Mind Cleanliness excessive
Mind Conscientious about trifles
Mind Del dirt he is
Mind Discontent
Mind exciting too
Mind Offended
Mind Rest can not
Mind Trifes seems important
Mind Washing cleaning mania for

347. FAULT FINDING
Person who continues looking for negative points in others or circumstances – a tendency to remitting petty especially unjustified criticism.
A person is so critical in his nature that while entering to our room he starts criticizing many things in the room which may be concerning his own life, other even arrangements made by our self in our room.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Carefulness
Mind Conscientious about trifles
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Contrary
Mind Dictatorial
Mind Fastidious
Mind Quarrelsome
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Rest can not

348. FEAR
Alarm & agitation caused by expectation or realization of danger.
An unpleasant emotional state character by something involving the nervous system creating an anxious excitement as to what may happen.
In Anxiety – There may not be any apprehension of something untoward to happen which definitely felt under fear with excited feeling. It is an objective; there is a reason for it. There may be various modification of fear given under this rubric, which may be utilized by carefully ascertaining, the modification as explain by the patient.

Important subrubric
Abortion from fear threaten
Accident of
Alone of being
Appearing in public of
Baby will die utro
Cancer of
Children in night
Coition during impotence from fear with
Crowd in a
Danger of impending
Dark of
Disease impending
Failure of
Happen something will
Humiliated of being
Insanity
Medicines
Misfortune of
Opinion of others
Palpitation with
Poisoned being
Poverty of
Robbers
Sudden
Suicide of
Thunderstorm

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Afraid
Mind Anxiety fear with
Mind Apprehension
Mind Fright
Mind Starting
Mind Superstitious

349. FEARLESS
Brave, having no fear

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Ardent
Mind Audacity
Mind Courageous
Mind Deeds feels as if
Mind High spirited

350. FEASTING
A banquet, entertain freely

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Revealing night from
351. FECES passed on the floor
Bodily discharge passed on the floor, which is not a normal case.
A mental state in which a person like to pass feaces on the floor instead of the proper place.
This may not be applied to small children who do not have so much maturity or sense to pass it at the proper place.

Important subrbrics
Urinating and going stool everywhere children

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Insanity eating dirt

352. FEIGNING
To give false appearance, a pretence
Here a person pretence to be ill or do something as mode of attracting attention or as a means of avoiding work – An artificial posing to be sick.

353. FERVENT
Not glowing Ardent, Animated

354. FICKLE
A state of mind characters by constant change instability
The person is so changeable in his mind that his decision and start moving on the track for which nobody may expect.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Capriciousness
Mind Inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Mood changeable
Mind Persist nothing
Mind Undertakes many things

355. FIDGETY
To behave restlessly
Person cannot sit still. There is compulsive movement of a limp for group of muscles. These movements are not involuntary. But they are as matter of habit.
Example – A person is a habit shaking his feet while siting anywhere. Even if he asked to stop it, he will start it after some time, as it is his habit.
CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Delirium restless
Mind Excitement excitable
Mind Impatience
Mind Restlessness
Mind Wander
Extr – Restlessness
356. FIERY
Temperament – irritable

357. FIGHT WANTS TO BE
Aggressive person who gets violent at the slightest provocation.
Marked by a nature and attitude of fighting, he does not believe in reasonability but is excited very easily and starts fighting.
A person comes to a doctor and enters the chamber of the doctor even if others are waiting, but while doing so if the other patient objects him he starts fighting with them.

358. FILLS pockets with everything

359. FINANCES ability to manage
Inability to manage
The science of money management

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Anxiety money matters
Mind Avarice
Mind Business aptitude
Mind Ailments from business failure of
Mind Del Money counting he is
Mind Del Money talk of
Mind Del Starve family will
Mind Fear financial loss of
Mind Fear poverty of
Mind Fear ruin financial of

360. FINERY
Elaborate adornment, Luxurious, Excitement

361. FIRE wants to set things
During the course of excitement one is so violent that he desire to put thing on fire.
Example – A person is mentally disturbed, and in every span of excitement, he behaves so violent that he wishes put things on fire.

361. FIRMNESS
Indicating resolution or determination, strong and resolute

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Confidence
Mind Seriousness
Mind Pertinacity

362. FISHING likes
Aptitude and Inaptitude for
363. FISTS
The hand closed tightly with the fingers bend against the palm

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Gestures makes fit

364. FITFUL
A sudden emotional upset occurring or marked by intermittent burst of activity - marked by irregular burst of activity
A person’s mood is so changeable with suddenness that one movement he wants to buy a pen at the other moment he wants to throw it away. All this happen in a sudden fit of change in mood of such a person.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Capriciousness

365. FIXED NOTION
Fixed or peculiar type habits, ideas customs or usages without having a proper reasoning and care even if others laugh at him.
Example – A person is in the habit of wiping his cloths several times a day - people laugh at him but he has no care for it.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Delusion
Mind Ideas fixed
Mind Thought persistent

366. FLASH BACK
A scene of the past, future inserted as command or explanation

367. FLATTERED
The act of please in somebody by artful commendation or praising.
One who desire to be pleased by such artful commendation.
Person whishes to have good things about himself. They always works as to be appreciated, they have need to be appreciated otherwise they will not do anything.
He has a constant feeling that he is not appreciated despite his best deeds. While telling his sickness he makes references as nobody appreciated his sufferings.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Del appreciated
Mind Del criticizing
Mind Del deserted
Mind Del forsaken
Mind Del Neglected
Mind Desire full more
Mind Despair social
Mind Forsaken
Mind Haughty
Mind Lamenting
Mind Longing for good

368. FLEEING away
Inclination to run away

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind escape

369. FOGGED
Mental confusion or bewilderment

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind confusion

370. FOOLISH behavior
A tale of behavior, which can judge to be unintelligent or lacking consideration according to the occasion
There have been a death in the family and person is that family is laughing, while others have gathered for condolence.
Also children who behave more childish than their age, who use baby language. This often happen when another child is born in the family.
The other child is jealous and become regressive, wet is bed, suck thumb cannot go to school etc.

In childish behaviour – A person of grown up aged behave like a child
In foolish behaviour – A person behaves in a foolish manner irrespective of age.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Absurd
Mind Answering foolish
Mind Antics play
Mind Buffoonery
Mind Cheerful foolish
Mind Childish behaviour
Mind Delirium absurd
Mind Delirium foolish
Mind Del absorb
Mind Del confusion others will observe her
Mind Fancies absurd
Mind Frivols
Mind Gestures ridiculous
Mind Giggling
Mind Grimaces
Mind Impulse abs rub
Mind Jesting ridiculous
Mind Laughing causeless
Mind Laughing immoderate
Mind Laughing serious matters over
Mind Laughing ludicrous
Mind Laughing silly
Mind Ludicrous thought seems
Mind Mirth foolish
Mind Serious absurdities
Mind Smiling foolish
Mind Speech foolish
Mind Thought foolish
Mind Silly
Dream Silly
Face expression foolish

371. FOPPISH
Pre occupied with his cloth or always wants to be dress at his best – A personality disorder

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Dress best at his
Mind extravagance
Mind Vanity

372. FORAGE
In search of – Mainly food

373. FOREBODING
A predilection or presentiment of a impending misfortune with a nagging feeling that something bad is going to happened.
Prior knowledge or warming something yet to take place
Example – A person say that during last plague there had been many deaths and since it going break out again there shall be many deaths.
He is in the habit of uttering such prophecies many times

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Anxiety anticipation
Mind Anxiety anticipating
Mind Clairvoyance
Mind Death presentiment of
Mind Fear failure of
Mind Fear happen something will
Mind Presentiments
Mind Sadness future about the

375. FORGETFUL
Neglectfully or thoughtlessly inattentive, being unable to remember
A person is so forgetful that he constantly misses appointment or forget his purchases on the way.
375. FORGOTTEN something feels constantly
A recurrent feeling in the mind of the person that he has forgotten something.
He try to remember things constant

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Forgotten things comes to mind in sleep

376. FORMAL
Methodical and proper

377. FORSAKEN feeling
A constant feeling of being neglected it may be a friend, relative, kith and kin etc. A person is constantly having a feeling that he has been or is being neglected by his children and nobody cares for him
This he cannot hide even from the physician while taking about his sickness. May occur in depressive disorders.

378. FORSAKING
Children his own Relations
A person is so much disturbed and dissatisfied with the behavior of his own children and relatives due to certain reasons that he lives the house and resides elsewhere, which became a cause of his sickness.
It is a disturbed mental condition, so that he leaves his own children and relation and does not want to join them.
My occur in Schizophrenia and depression
CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Children av to
Mind Children dislike her on
Mind Escape attempt to family and children from her
Mind Estranged flies from her own children
Mind Indifference children’s to her
Mind Neglect children to her
Mind Indifference to loved ones to
Mind indifference relatives to
Mind Aversion family members to

379. FRAIL sensation of being
Braking into pieces
Persons feel he is delicate and he will break, fragile

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Del body brittle
Mind Del body parts delicate
Mind Del body parts thin
Mind Del emaciation
Mind Del glass that she is made of
Mind Insanity touched will not be
Mind Touched aversion

380. FRANTIC
Mentally deranged to the point of madness in anger
Emotionally despite, out of control, over whelmed with feeling to the point of wildness marked by rapid disordered nervous action.
A panic disorder
Due to some mental dissatisfaction, emotional and nervous disorder, a person become wild and loses his mental control to the extent of madness.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Frenzy
Mind Insanity
Mind Mania madness
Mind Rage fry

381. FRATERNIZED with the whole world
To associated with others in a congenial or brotherly way. Person feels that the whole world is his friend.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Brotherhood
Mind Company desire for
Mind Extroverted
Mind Friendly
Mind Sociability
Mind Unification
Mind Unification sensation of

382. FRETFUL
A type of irritability with agitation, such person easily agitated at trifles.
A child has been refused something which he wants to possess, after the refusal he become irritable and show his feeling by irritating postures.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Anger
Mind discontent everything with
Mind Irritability (Irritability does not involve agitation)
Mind Morose
Mind Rage
Mind Sulky
Mind Unfriendly humor

389.FRIENDLY / friendship
Loving or attached to another, an intimate acquaintance were one can likes or trust

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Affection it
Mind Extraverted
Mind Sociability
Mind Sympathetic compassionate

390. FRIGHT Complaints from
Sudden and violent fear usually of short duration – A terror excited by a danger
When a person meet with an RTA, some passengers died, some seriously injured since then this person is ill and not having a recovery in his complaints.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Anxiety fright from
Mind Forgetfulness fright from
Mind Fear sudden
Mind Hysteria fright from
Mind Insanity fright from
Mind Starting startled fright from
Mind Suicidal disposition fright after

391. FRIGHTENED easily
Thrown in to a state of alarm easily
Person apt to be easily frighten by object by circumstances which would not affect normal person. A feature of avoided personality disorder.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Cowardice
Mind Fear appearing others of
Mind Senses acute
Mind Sensitive over sensitive noise to
Mind Starting startle easily
Mind Timidity

392. Fritters away his time
To waste his time
Due lack of inclination to work or to do something constructive, many people may waste there time in an unnecessary talk in an unproductive manner.
They are day dreaming, working extremely slowly, generally losing and waste away ones time.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Time fritters

393. FRIVOLOUS
Does not pay serious attention to anything, worth of any attention having no basis or loss in action
Person does not appreciate the serious nature of anything he comes in conduct with – In appropriately silly. He considers matters of little importance
A histrionic personality disorder.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Antic plays
Mind Buffoonery
Mind Childish behavior
Mind Gestures ridiculous
Mind Grimaces
Mind Jesting
Mind Laughing constant
Mind Laughing immoderately
Mind Laughing serious matters at
Mind Laughing silly matters at
Mind Laughing trifle at
Mind Mirth foolish
Mind Smiling foolish
Mind Speech foolish
Face Expression foolish

393. FRIVOLOUS
Does not pay serious attention to anything, worth of any attention having no basis or loss in action
Person does not appreciate the serious nature of anything he comes in conduct with – In appropriately silly. He considers matters of little importance
A histrionic personality disorder.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Antic plays
Mind Buffoonery
Mind Childish behavior
Mind Gestures ridiculous
Mind Grimaces
Mind Jesting
Mind Laughing constant
Mind Laughing immoderately
Mind Laughing serious matters at
Mind Laughing silly matters at
Mind Laughing trifle at
Mind Mirth foolish
Mind Smiling foolish
Mind Speech foolish
Face Expression foolish

394. FROWN
Tendency to wrinkle brow to show displeasure disapproval by facial expression – to regard with disapproval or distaste.
A person is by nature, in the habit of contracting his brows on the least provocation or matters which are not liked by him. The manner of taking of such person is that he can express his disapproval or something by a facial expression furnishing an indication towards identity.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Discontent
Mind Gestures
Mind Irritability
Mind Mood repulsive
Mind Morose
Mind Sulky
Mind Unfriendly
Face Wrinkled for head
Face Expression sullen

395. FRUSTRATED
Having sense of discouragement and dissatisfaction - nullify
Discontent through inability to archive one’s desire.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Ailment anger suppressed
Mind Ailments moral
Mind Impatience
Mind Indignation

396. FUR
Warp's in summer
Generally it happen mentally dear ranged person who like to wrap up for even in summer when other cannot wear such clothing
He is identified for his character, since it is unexpected of normal human being to wear fur in summer. May also occur in some disease conditions the person feel abnormally chilly because of law BMR.

CROSS REFERENCE
Mind Delirium warps in fur during summer
Mind roving raped in for in summer
Gen – Warm clothing desire for

397. FUROR
Excitement enthusiasm

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind excitement

397. FURY
Violent unrestrained anger
A person gives to one violent uncontrollable boots of anger.
A person by nature, whenever he is been angry, he is in such a furious condition that he look as if he will do some harm or destruction.
His attitude under this condition seems to be destructive which may cause any harm

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Delirium furious
Mind Insanity madness
Mind Mania madness
Mind Rage fury

398. FUSSY
Paying great attention to detail
To give much affectionate or amicable attention
A person who's all actions are govern by the dictates of his own consciousness

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Cautions trifles
Mind Fastidious
Mind Rest can not
Mind Trifles seems important

399. FUSSINESS
Confusion

400. GAMBLING
To take great risk for the sake of possible advantage
To play a game of chance for stakes to bet money on the outcome of a game or contest.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind play gambling
Mind Play passion for gambling

401. GAY
Showing exuberance or happy excitement
May occur in alcoholic intoxication or mania

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Cheerful
Mind Vivacious

402. GENEROUS too
Liberal in giving or sharing
Such person shares their possessions without inhibitions

Sub rubric
Strangers for

403. GENTLENESS
The quality or state of being mild by nature
The person is extremely gentle and sober by nature with tender affection for people.
A person is so gentle by its nature that he will try to please everybody with his behavior and he is moved so easily that whatsoever talk with him praise his behavior as gentle man
Others are generally making a reference that he is very mild person and he is helpful to all.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Anxiety other for
Mind Benevolence
Mind Mildness
Mind Sympathetic
Mind Quiet disposition

404. GESTURES
The act of moving limbs or body as an expression of thought or as a means of intentional expression.
Such action is mostly involuntary.
Example – a person is sick and lying unconscious for the last 15 days. His hand is placed up on genitals. A doctor comes and remove his hand from there but again he gradually takes his hand at the same place.
Similarly in a conscious state also one can move his limbs constantly in particular manner which is an involuntary action of that person.

Important subrubrics
Angry somnambulism
Finger somnambulism
Hand somnambulism
Strange attitudes and position
Usual vocation of
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Affection – gestures and action in
Mind Antic place
Mind Attitude assumes strange
Mind Awkward
Mind CARPHOLOGIA
Mind Frown
Mind Grimaces
Mind Griping
Mind Slowness motion
Mind Ridiculous action
Head Motions in
Head Motions of invol
Face Expression
Extr motion invol

405. GET
Oneself together
Sensation has a one cannot get himself together occurs in drug addiction or psychotic disorders

406. GIFTED
Talented, having high IQ, Endowed with natural ability

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind talented

407. GIFT
Husband making no gift to his wife or son

408. GIGGLING
Laughing with continued short convulsive catching of the voice or to laugh with short repeated high pitched sound
Laugh in a silly or nervous manner
Person in the habit of laughing at petty matters and manner of his laughing is such that there is continued voice of same kind (hee.... For some minutes)
May occur hysteria

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Childish
Mind Foolish behavior
Mind Laughing silly

409. GLOOMY
A pessimist. A person who always look on the dark side of every thing
Marked by hopelessness, devoid of brightness, color and joy, which can read from, face itself.
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Depression
410. GLUTTONY
Consuming immoderate amount of food and drink, they have a compulsive desire to each much

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Gourmand
Mind Greed cupidity food

411. GODLESS
Lack reverence for God, refusing to obey God’s laws, full of Godless thought and void of natural affections – want of religious feelings.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Indifference religion to
Mind Moral feeling wand of
Mind Religious feeling wand of

412. GOING OUT av to
A settled and vehement desire not to go out
The person is so rigid in observing his routine that he not been agreeable to leave his habit of routine, which he has been following since long despite any sort of advice.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Agoraphobia
Mind Amusement av to
Mind Company av to
Mind Fear crowding
Mind Fear going out out
Mind Fear open
Mind Fear out of doors
Mind Fear public place
Mind Fear run over
Vertigo walking air

413. GOOD HUMORED
A cheerful looking expression on face, vivacious
A person despite being sick looks cheerful or satisfied in his present state.
He does not express any discontentment about the temperament or behavior he meted out.
Despite all the sickness he remains in a good happy mood.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Cheerful gay
Mind Vivacious
414. GOOD for nothing
Sensation of being worthless on himself
Discontent on himself

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Discontent himself

415. GOSSIPING
Indulging in rumor or talk of a personal, intimate and often sensational nature
A meeting of friendly talks for the entertainment of each other without a specific purpose. Since talk may include rumors, beauty of somebody, information behind the scene, about doing of others etc. While taking about the sickness of a patient, his friends or relatives inform that this person is always busy in having gossiping with his friends.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Curious
Mind Indiscretions
Mind Imaginative
Mind Loquacity
Mind Reveals secrets
Mind Slander disposition to
Mind Talk Talking desire to someone

416. GOURMAND
Person with compulsive desire to eat, over fond of eating

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Gluttony
Mind Greed cupidity eating food

417. GRACIOUS
Graceful, Graceful slender

418. GRATITUDE
Thankfulness, warm and friendly feeling towards a benefactor

419. GRAVITY
Seriousness of character
A nature of grave disposition even upon matters which may not be of so much severity.
A minor ailment of a patient become a fatal disease in spite of the repeated assurance by the doctor

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Serious

420. GREED
Having an over whelming desire to acquire or have, has wealth or power, in excess what one requires or deserve
Explained in detailed at Avarice

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Avarice
Mind Desire more than she needs
Mind Envy
Mind Insanity madness gluttony with
Mind Rich desire
Mind Selfishness

421. GRIEF
An aggrieved state of mind. Deep mental anguish / sorrow. Here is continued mental disturbance with resentment from an outward behavior by some body or failure in achieving a desired goal.
Example – A beautiful and blue eyed lady married three year back. She is very vivacious and had no physical complaints at that time, but after three year of marriage many complaints like headache body pain and various other problems used to affect her without desired response from treatment. On enquiry it revealed that due to the ill treatment husband’s family members she had grief which used to bear in her mind only.

Important sub rubrics
Business in morning when thinking of is
Chronic
Cry cannot
Offense from long past
Past events about
Silent
Undemonstrative

Cannot Cry – He can cry but hides it he will try hide it as long as possible as in Ign,Puls,Aethusa
Silent – It means they can weep, but they prefer to suffer alone or deep down. They will not express their sorrow unless their consoled or talked to.
Undemonstrative – Even more crossed than silent grief. No one can ever see them in sorrow. They will suffer from headache instead

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments ager silent grief
Mind Brooding
Mind Cares worries full of
Mind Despair
Mind Dwell on past disagreeable
Mind Fear grief as from
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Melancholy
Mind Moaning
Mind Sadness
Mind Sadness weep cannot
Mind Sighing
Mind Sorrowful
Mind Sulky
Mind Weep weep can not
Mind Weeping sad thought
Resp. Sobbing

422. GRIMACES
Persons use his facial muscle to express his inner feelings of contempt, pain or disgust – as voluntary and desired action. They are in the habit of making distorted faces with an intentional motive to please or displease others. This habit is continued even during the course of the sickness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Antics
Delirium Grimaces
Foolish
Gestures tics
Face – Expression foolish
Face – made ill mannered

423. GROANING
A prolonged deep wordless sound expressive of pain, grief, annoyance of disapproval. During the course of suffering, which may or may not be serious a patient uttering some sort to show his discomfort. It is not actually due to the suffering but may the result of some resentment, which that person has in his mind.

CROSS REFERENCES
Bemoaning
Complaining
Discontent
Grumbling
Grunting
Lamenting
Moaning
Torment everything with complaints

424. Groping As if in the dark
To search blindly or uncertainly may occur in organic brain disorder In certain conditions there may be lack proper of co-ordination of movements of extremities force the individual to feel in his way careful and uncertainly as if he was blind or walking in a dark place.

425. GROWLING
An utterance made in harsh, rasping in angry tone, which may be resembling law guttural threading sound made by a dong or other animal. Person behavior such as if he was expressing in his anger, in a gruff tone, which could be compared to the sound, produced by a dog.

Cross References
Barking
Bellowing
Howling

426. GRUMBLING
Expressing the discontentment by way of muttering
A muttered Complaint
This is usually found in a person who habituate to finding fault with circumstances prevailing around him. They feel offended in certain aspects which may be contrary to his feelings, but in response to that his starts tailing or saying something against the person offended him in a low voice complying manner which other person may not clearly understand. They are offended easily and resort to showing their dissatisfaction by muttering in a low complaining voice.

CROSS REFERENCES
Bemoaning
Complaining
Disconcertment
Discontent
Lamenting
Moaning
Muttering
Torment every one with complaints

427. GRUNTING
Uttering in a deep sort sound characteristics of hog (a type of animal who is lover of filth). This is an involuntary expressive sound uttered to show ones disgust without actually putting it into words.

CROSS REFERENCES
Groaning

428. GUILTY
Remorseful awareness of having done something wrong or having failed to do something required or expected.
CROSS REFERENCES
Anguish
Delirium – Blame himself for his folly
Delusion – Brother feels
Del- crime committed he had
Del Criminal he is a
Del Policeman coming in to house
Del Reproach neglect his duty
Del Right does nothing
Del Wrong thing he had done
Escape – attempt to for fear of having committed
Remorse
Reproaches himself
429. HALLUCINATION
False or distorted perception of object or events with a overwhelming sense of their reality.
The apparent perception of an external object when no such object or stimulus is present.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Crazy
Mind Dreams
Mind Fancies exaltation of
Mind Hearing Illusion of
Mind Idea fixed
Nose Odors imaginary or real
Mind Mania
Mind Schizophrenia
Mind Thoughts persistent
Vision Illusion

430. HANDLE .....  
Cannot handle things any more

CROSS REFERENCES
Discouraged
Excitement
Prostration
Sadness

431. HAPPY
Having a feeling well being arising from the consciousness
A person despite various problems with him or during sickness seems happy. It is not judged out worldly that is he facing problem or he is sick.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cheerful
Gaiety
Happiness
Mirth

432. HARD for inferiors and kind for superiors
Person in the habit of using harsh words towards inferiors but kind or obedient towards superiors.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference- loved ones to...

433. HARD HEARTED
Clear from word itself – hard hearted – a heart, which is hard – even when it is required to exercise some sympathy, it does not. – An antisocial personality disorder.
A person who devoid of any sympathetic feeling towards others, they are not moved up on matters, which needs sympathy. They when coming across the posy cat, would probable strike out kick the cat. Husband who is callous in their behavior will beat the wife regularly.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cruelty inhumanity
Malicious
Mocking ridicule
Moral feeling want off
Ridicule mania to
Sensitive want of sensitiveness
Unfeeling hard hearted
Wicked disposition

434. HARMONY desire for
Agreement in feeling or opinion. A normal and satisfying state of completeness and order in the relation of things to each other.

435. HASTINESS
The quality or state of being in hurry or rapidity, done everything to quickly to be accurate. He wants others also to carry out everything hastily.
They are usually mentally restless and try to do many things at once, result in the work done haphazardly.
Their speech may so rapid, that the opposite person is usually left confused has to what had been just discussing.
The person request the doctor “Doctor, please cure me in a day or two”.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answer hastily
Excitement hurried as if
Hurry haste
Impatient
Impulsive
Quick to act
Rashness
Speech hastily
Time passes too quickly
Time passes too slowly

436. HATRED
A settled dislike with prejudiced feeling for particular person or aspect.
A person may offend by somebody in the past; he does not forgive him and develop an intense dislike towards that person.
He can be so deeply heart that he never forgets it, and that can be change into hat.
He does not like even hear their names and in case they try to apologize with him, he may not be moved at all and may continue his prejudiced attitude.
437. HAUGHTY
Arrogantly proud
Thinking one to be in a high position or having excessive clam in over something in comparison with others. The person is very proud of his looks, his intellect, the cloths he wears, and the religion he professes. He compare himself with others and tend to be looked down upon them in contempt.

Example – In a case of high fever, the doctor advised the patient not to take bath today, but the patient say that he cannot postpone it as he is a Brahmin.
Longing good
Pedant
Presumptuous
Pride
Reproaches others
Rudeness
Speech extravagant
Squandering money
Talking pleasure
Vanity

438. HEAD STRONG
Obstinate, directed by an ungovernable ill
This individual usually have a fixed idea and would not care for the point of view of anyone else.
They do not care for anybody’s advice for consequences.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contrary
Contradict disposition to
Disobedience
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Quarrelsome
Rashness
Stubborn

438. HEEDLESS
In attentive, unmindful, paying little attention.
Unaffected by any sort of advice, warnings, but without understanding any consequences theire of.
This usually found in teenagers who play little attention to the advice of elders and have a careless and
happy go lucky attitude in life.
As for a patient, when suffering cough and occasional blood spitting, he has been advised for an X-ray by
the doctor, but pay no attention to this, so careless and does not understand this consequences.

CROSS REFERENCES
Carefree
Carelessness
Impetuous
Improvident
Impulsive
Indifference
Indiscretion
In attentive
Loquacity heedless
Meddlesome
Rash
Revealing secrets
Sensitive want of sensitiveness
Unobserving
Untidy

439. HELD –amel
desire to be
Want to be held of carried

CROSS REFERENCES
Attached
Clinging
Carried desire to be
Holding

440. HELPING OTHERS
Aversion to helping others
Desire to help others (Benevolence)

441. HELPLESSNESS feeling of
Unable to manage alone
A feeling of ineffectiveness in strength or power in a particular situation for which one should come out.
This is due to the inferiority complex, the person lack the self-confidence for doing anything and feels he
is unable to manage things own his own ability. May occur in depressive disorders.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confidence want of self
Despair
Delirium- crying help
Delusion help
Discouraged
Forsaken
Inconsolable
Inconstancy
Irresolution
Pessimist
Succeed never

442. HEMORRHOIDS
Mental symptom after suppressed
Development of mental symptom after suppressed hds

443. HESITATING
In doubt, irresolution, not decided up on

444. HIDING
A tendency to hide in appearing, an intention to keep away, a tendency to hide feelings,
A child is so much afraid or shy of strangers coming in his house that he will never before them and if called he will go and hide himself behind the furniture. The person may hide also on account of fear of being assaulted. Hiding things – To keep away things at a place, which may unknown to others
This is characteristics in children because of their possessiveness hide their toys and other personal object at unknown places which they would not like to be share with others

Important Sub rubrics
Hiding: children strangers from
_ visitors laugh at them so hide
_ himself fear of assaulted
_ things

445. High places agg
Certain persons experiences various kinds of mental or physical complaints while at high places like mountain or multistoried buildings. This anxiety is usually relived as soon as he comes down.

CROSS REFERENCES
Fear- airplanes
Fear- falling height from
Fear high places of
Suicidal- throwing ht
Gen. Ascending high
Gen Aviators disease
Vertigo High places

446. HIGH SPIRITED
Characterized by a bold, energetic feeling despite being placed in tense situation, It is the bold and courageous attitude one takes up towards the ups and downs one encountered in life. A person is so energetic that he suffering from severe cancer and while meeting another suffering from TB pacifies him, he saying that he will be alright very soon, he says that nothing is going to happen him and he takes all the advices in jolly way.

CROSS REFERENCES
Amusement desires
Audacity
Boldness
Cheerful
Courageous
Exhilaration
Jesting
Temerity
Vivacious

447. HILARITY
A lively feeling, merriment, a state of internal feeling of pleasure with laughter. These persons are so happy and hilarious that despite any sufferings they keep himself laughing
The difference between cheerful and hilarity is that the former is satisfied and happy but the latter is not only cheerful but laughing with happiness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Exhilaration
Cheerfulness
Mirth

447. HOLDING
Caressed, wants to be held, may occur as an anxiety disorder of childhood. Children who constantly hold mother hand. It becomes a problem when you are mother of three children. The third child can be found under forsaken feeling.

Important sub rubrics
Holding mother’s hand child constantly

CROSS REFERENCES
Caressed prosperity of being
Carried desire to be
Clinging hold wants
Held on to desire to be

448. HOME desire to go
A constant mental inclination to go home whenever one may be even if may be in a good environment. A dislike for any places other than one’s home.
Bry – has impression he is away from home
Even during the course of sickness he would prefer to go home rather than having a treatment required for his health. A person is having such a nature that whenever he goes he feels uncomfortable or restless and desire to go home.

Important sub rubrics
Leaves home and lead a clear unbundled life without her family

CROSS REFERENCES
Delirium home wants go
Delusion home away from
Fear home away from
Homesickness

449. HOMOEOPATHY aversion to
Aversion to homoeopathic system and medicines

CROSS-REFERENCES
Refusing medicines
450. HOME SICKNESS
Longing for home and family while absent from them. A vehement desire to returns to one’s country. Here a person’s become lonely and longs to be with his family and loved ones, especially if he has been away from his home even for short period.

Example – A person has been posted in a country where he feels that he had no body with them and develop certain troubles but real cause of sickness is his longing to go back to his family, he get bored while abroad although he has been there for a few days only.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments Homesickness
Ennui Homesickness
Sentimental
Suicidal homesickness from
Sleep- sleeplessness homesickness from

451. HOMOSEXUALITY
Sexual desire or sexual activity with another member of the same sex. A erotic attractions towards the same sex.

CROSS REFERENCES
Aversion- sex opposite
Aversion women to
Aversion women men homosexuality
Aversion women men religious
Delusion- women are evil...
Fear – men dread of
Fear women of
Hatred women for
Love lovesick own sex
Marriage unendurable
Religious affection- horror of opposite sex
Chest palpitation women on seeing

452. HONOR wounded
Result followed by a insult to the reputation or prestige of a person any way causing embarrassment and various other defects.
When a person went to attend a function at his relatives house where he is ill-treated and insulted. This affect him profoundly result him some physical ailment, which did not respond to any ordinary treatment.
He feels him so sensitive that least word, uttered against his prestige as an insult.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from Egotism
A/F Embarrassment
A/F Honor wounded
A/F Indignation
A/F Mortification
A/F Reproaches
A/F Scorn being scorned
Chagrin
Dullness mortification after
Dullness mortification after
Egotism self esteem
Embarrassment
Haughty wounded...
Indignation
Mortification
Pride
Sighing- honor from wounded

**453. HOPEFUL**
An inspiration for the fulfillment of some desire – Inspiring hope, an optimist
Even when faced with setbacks and failures, an optimist will always look at the bright side of things and
he always hopeful to achieve something.
A person has been sick for year despite various modalities he is not getting well. He goes to
homeopathic physician and on asking he say that he is confident of being cured by homoeopathy.

Important sub rubrics
Diseases in long
Recovery of

CROSS REFERENCES
Optimism

**454. HOPELESS**
Having no expectations of good, having no possibility of solution no expectation of cure
Here the person gives ups when faced with small problem and look at the dark and negative side of
everything.
Whenever a disease his prolonged a person have been very sensitive in his mind things that he will not be
cured and he leaves all hope about his cure or getting well although his ailments are not so severe. In
such a situation there shall be two aspects, either the person shall be sad or he will be constantly thinking
that he cannot recover from his illness. In the former case the sadness will dominate, but in the latter
case his thoughts will be stronger and predominating.
Sadness – is a general rubric usually without implication about cause of intensity or unhappy feelings.

CROSS REFERENCES
Despair recovery of
Discouraged resignation
Helplessness feeling of
Hypochondriasis
Inconsolable
Sadness despond any
Suicidal disposition
455. HORRIBLE – things sad stories affect her profoundly
People who cannot bear cruel stories or thrillers, after it they still have nightmares. Certain individuals are so sensitive that they are much disturbed mentally in their emotion by hearing any horrible or sad stories. An amount of fear or anxiety is aroused in such person and they have some reaction in their mind and body. Here a person is hypersensitive to horrible and sad stories, which have had effects on his wellbeing.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety cruelties after hearing of Cruelty seeing Delusion horrible every thing Excitement horrible things hearing Fear bad news hearing Fear Cruelties Sadness stories Sensitive cruelties Sensitive crying Sensitive sadness Stories exciting < Talking unpleasant thing < Weeping anecdotes from

456. HORROR
A strong and intend painful emotional feeling of fear, dread and repugnance A type of fear which may arose the emotion of a person to the extent of effecting once heart and brain. A person is so much terrified by hearing a story of Jurassic Park that he is unable to sleep. Whenever he hear any such story he so much terrified that he needs some body to pacify his feeling.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anguish horrible things Anxiety cruelties after hearing of Fear bad news after hearing Horrible thing sad stories..

457. HOUSEKEEPING – woman unable to
Woman neglecting or not in a position to do their house jobs

CROSS REFERENCES
Neglecting Household

458. HOUSE
Aversion is to being kept in He is not at all interested in sitting in the house and love to go outdoors.

CROSS REFERENCES
Travel
459. HOWLING
A prolonged cry has in distress; cry out with lack of restraint and prolonged loudness through strong
impulse, feeling or emotion.
This may occur when a person is in severe pain either mental or physical example – when a child is
beaten or scold.
When RTA injures a person is crying in a howling voice he needs some proper care at the earliest to save
him from the distress.

CROSS REFERENCES
Barking
Bemoaning
Growling
Lamenting
Shrieking

460. HUMAN KIND
Shuns the foolishness of human kind.

CROSS REFERENCES
Men
Aversion- men shun
Fear men of

461. HUMBLE
Exhibiting differential or submissive respect
Characterized by modesty or mock ness in behavior, attitude or sprite

462. HUMILITY
The quality of condition of being humble

463. HUMOR
The quality of being amusing or comical
The ability to perceive, enjoy or express what is comical or funny. It is mood or characteristics found in a
jovial easy going carefree persons or the type of behavior or mood qualifying the nature of that person.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mood agreeable

464. HUMOROUS
Ability to say or perceive the things that are amusing,
Characterized by pleasant or funny or jocular state of mind – they are generally jolly people.
This person even though under stress or tense circumstances does not seems to be disturbed but cut
jokes or may be looking cheerful.
465. HUNTING FOR WORDS
During talking or conversation he found very difficult to get words.

466. HURRY
A disturbance of mind with turmoil to hurry, to move or act with haste or speed
It indicates a peculiar characteristic of a restless mind in which case the person is always quick and fast in doing all his work, even though he has enough time on hand to do it at is.
He wants to things at once, he so nervous that till he complete a jobs he is restless, so much that if he wants to reach somewhere at a appointment he will constantly thinking and hurrying that so that he is no late and in this process he will always reach in his appointment earlier than the scheduled time.
Sulp acid- Despite his tiredness he is quick

Tarantula – He is fast, wants others to be fast. He is irritated when others are slow , wants everybody wants to be occupied with something. It is not important what they do, as long as they move around and do something. It is a matter of being occupied.
Lil tig – She has a desire to do several things at once. A kind of confusion. She starts 10 things at one time but doesn’t finish any of them. She does not know very well what is doing.
Aur.m – He does not have time to do all the things he wants to do
Arg nit – She feels better mentally and physically when she is walking fast. To be occupied, to move, it is somebody who walks up and down before an exam. Generally feels better when she walks around. It is the only way for her to calm down they feels better by physical exertion also.
Tarentula - also amel in the same way, but you can also calm him down with music, but it must be calm relaxing music.
Occupation in
Time hurry to arrive for the appointed
Works in
Writing in
Walks to and fro
Cannot be amused by thinking or reading

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answering hastily
Anxiety hurry
Activity
Busy
Fear hurry followed by fear
Hastiness
Impatience
Impulsive
Quick
Rashness
Speech hasty
Time passes too quick
Time passes too slowly

467. HURT easily
To have a feeling of pain or discomfort

468. HUNTING other people feels
They have no sympathy to others

469. HUSBAND av to
A settled and vehement desire to be away from husband.
Does not wish to talk to or have any contact with the husband. This is the mental condition where in a lady has become so indifference to her husband that she does not even like to talk about him
She does not like to come before him besides her other physical sufferings.
May occur in marital problems, psychosexual dysfunction, functional vaginismus, lesbian and depressive disorders.

470. HYDROPHOBIA
A morbid dread of water – A mental condition where a person feels while looking at water.
This is a morbid dread to such a extend that he is averse to have his bath. This condition is generally found in case of rabies, but may occur otherwise also.

Important Sub rubrics
Constant recurring paroxysm
Prophylaxis of
Thoughts of water causes paroxysm
471. HYPOCHONDRIASIS
It is condition where by a person has tendency to imaging that he suffering or will suffer from a serious disease.
An individual have a minor physical ailments but he become so sad having exaggerated imaginary feeling that he goes into depression.
It is a persistent condition that one is likely to be become ill, often having experience of actual pain, when illness is neither present nor likely.

Important sub rubrics
Suicide driving to
Weeping with

CROSS REFERENCES
Alcoholism
Hypochondriacs
Anxiety health
Anxiety health own
Anxiety hypochondriacally
Blindness pretended
Deafness pretended
Despair health of
Despair recovery of
Delusion sick being
Delusion disease
Delusion health
Del sickness
Doubtful recovery of
Fear disease impeding
Fear health ruined
Feigning sick
Lamenting sickness
Sadness hypochondriacally
Sensitive complaints
Sick imagine he is
Thinking complaints <
Thoughts diseases of

472. HYPOCRISY
The act or practice or pretending to be what one is not or to have principles or believes that one does not have.
For some ulterior motive a person may act contrary to his believe or what he feels. Posing many principles of life but not following any principles which such a person should follow – in practice he is quite different.

CROSS REFERENCES
Deceitful
Dishonest
Delusion Lie
Liar
Slander
Untruthful

473. HYSTERIA
A neurosis marked by conscious symptom, marked by emotional exact ability, episodes of hallucinations, somnambulism, amnesia, and involuntary disturbances of the psychic, sensory, vasomotor and visual function.
It is condition experienced mainly by the females where they tend to over react to small insignificant situation. This sort of behaviour, at times, is shown merely to attract attention she feels excited and nervous resulting in having a fit or fainting.

Important sub rubrics
Changing symptoms
Fainting
Lascivious
Menopause at
Menses
Pregnancy & labor during
Sexual
Sleeplessness with

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety hysterical
Cheerful hysterical
Delirium hysterical
Laughing hysterical
Resp asthmatic hysterical

474. IDEAS
-Abundant
-Deficiency of
-Unconnected

Idea means something exciting in mind, as a result of mental activity such as thought, image, or conception.
A product of reflecting or mental concentrations, a formulate thought or opinion.
This rubric may utilized either in person for excessive ideas which have clear meanings or there may be deficiency of ideas.
A person’s brain is so fertile that he has got readymade plans any business, education or any other aspect with a clear understanding, which may be on excessive side causing the person to be sick.
In the case of deficiency of ideas whatever proposal one may have been full of defect or follies rendering that person to the extent of some sickness has it practice will prove that the ideas are not worthy of implementation and sometime they may be ridiculous also.
CROSS REFERENCES
Abundant:
Activity – creative
Agility
Clarity
Concentration- active
Fancies vivid
Memory active
Mental action desire
Mental power increased
Plans making
Quick
Theorizing
Thoughts profound
Thoughts rapid
Thoughts thoughtful
Witty

Deficiency of
Concentration difficult
Dullness
Ennui
Memory weakness
Prostration
Slowness
Thinking aversion
Thoughts vanishing

475. IDIOCY
Is worse than Imbecility IQ much lower
A condition of subnormal intellectual development or ability, marked by intelligence in the lowest measurable range.
Extreme mental deficiency, commonly due to incomplete or abnormal development of brain usually congenital or due to arrest or development following disease or injury in early childhood.

Here the person always doing something stupid or foolish –
This is description of the person low intelligence which may be due to severe mental disorder.
His reaction to many advice and direction are not in accordance with normal human being. This is because he does not understand the normal way of life due to the lack of the understanding.
The difference between Idiocy and Foolish behavior is that the former is due to deficiency or under development of brain while the later has no deficiency of brain.

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers foolish
Antics plays
Biting
Buffoonery
Childish behavior
Cretinism
Dullness
Foolish behavior
Gestures ridiculous
Imbecility
Laughing causeless
Laughing idiotic
Laughing serious matters over
Loquacity foolish
Smiling foolish
Face expression idiomatic

476. IDLENESS
Insolent and lazy to pass time without working
A person always shrinks in work due to laziness and make excuse for his behavior.

CROSS REFERENCES
Exertion mental <
Indolence
Loathing work at
Thinking av to
Work av to mental
Gen Lassitude
Gen Lie down inclination to
Gen. Sluggishness

477. ILL FEELING
Sensation of sick feeling, Hypochondriacally

478. IMAGINARY disease
Always think that he having some disease

CROSS REFERENCES
Delusion disease he has
Del health he has ruined his
Despair health of
Fear disease of impending
Hypochondriacally
Lamenting disease about his
Torment everyone with his complaints
Thoughts disease of

479. IMAGINATION
The power of mind to form a mental image or concept of something that is unreal not present.
480. IMBECILITY
The quality of condition of being a feeble minded person-having defect in mental ability. This individual is in such state of mind that he has no consideration what is good or bad, a foolish person who indulge in absurd and stupid behavior.

Important sub rubric
Negativism

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers foolish
Antics plays
Biting
Buffoonery
Childish behaviour
Cretinism
Dullness
Foolish behaviour
Gestures ridiculous
Imbecility
Laughing causeless
Laughing idiotic
Laughing serious matters over
Loquacity foolish
Smiling foolish
Face expression idiotic

481. IMITATION mimicry
To copy the action, appearance or mannerism of another
Here a person has a habit of copying other people’s action and speech

482. IMPATIENCE
A restless desire or longing to achieve his goal at the earliest. They are always hurried and restless, never be patience and are intolerance of any delay.
Devotion of all mental faculties to one goal in the shortest possible time with utter eagerness. A person is so much impatience that whenever he is hungry he should be served food immediately and will be restless till he gets the food.

Some have pain he so restless with pain that he cannot wait for the reaction of the homoeopathic drug, which relives the pain. He will repeatedly asked the physician to do something to relive his pain.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answers abruptly
Answers hastily
Egotism
Hastiness
Hurry
Haste
Impetuous
Intolerance
Impulsive
Irritability questioned when
Quick to act
Rash
Restlessness
Speech hasty
Weeping impatience

483. IMPERIOUS
Domineering or over bearing or a mental disposition to thinking in terms of some royal ideas and behaviour, which is otherwise, not a fact.
This is a state where a person is dominating and full of himself who is always try to force his views of other people. OR
In a person who belongs to a medium class family having limited means to earn and support his family yet his manner of talking and behaviour is like persons belonging to some royal families.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contradiction intolerant of
Dictatorial
Domineering
Haughty
Power love of
Suggestions will not receive
Reproaches others

484. IMPERTINANCE
Lack reliance or appropriateness
Roundness, improper in performance not being ones age
A disposition, which prove that this person is not following normal channels of behaviour or action, which are expected.
This people behave rudely an in a improper manner without showing respect to other people and are always discourteous
Insolent – Lacking usual or proper respect for ran or position
Rudeness implies general a habitual deficiency, talking with another person even elderly

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Defiant
Heedless
Haughty
Impolite
Insolence
Meddlesome
Pertinacity
Presumptuous
Rudeness
Shameless

485. IMPETUOUS
Marked by force and violent of movement or action, impulsively vehement in feeling
This is found in persons who tend to do things abruptly in an impulsive manner without any thought of consequences. They behave or acting in such a way that he is extra ordinary in a hurry or impatient to get his work done. They will be using much force in all his routine affairs.

In Hurry – a person’s wants to do things in a haste and there is no excitement.
In Impatience, The persons is mentally restless
In Impetuous – He is violent in achieving his goal

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Defiant
Heedless
Haughty
Impolite
Insolence
Indiscretion
Meddlesome
Pertinacity
Presumptuous
Rudeness
Shameless

486. IMPOLITE
Not polite, uncivil rude in manner, they does not show respect or courtesy for others.

487. IMPORTANT person behaving as a
Having characterized by great value, significance or consequences
Marked by an exaggerated show of dignity or self-important.
They have an air of superiority when they deal with others, consider them low and inferior to himself.

CROSS REFERENCES
Pompous

488. IMPRESSIONABLE
Easily influenced, susceptible to impressions
Some people get very easily taken up and are impressed even by small trifles.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confidence want of self
Helplessness feeling of
Irresolution
Sensitive external impression  
Sensitive mental exertion  
Sensitive moral  
Sensitive sensual  
Sympathetic  
Yielding

489. IMPROVIDENT
Not providing or caring for future
This is found in persons who have no care for the future or live only for the present. Wanting care to make provisions for future, neglecting measure for future safety and advantages, want of foresight, unforeseen.

CROSS REFERENCES
Careless  
Heedless  
Rashness

490. IMPRUDENCE
Wanting foresight or discretion
An inconsiderate disposition of mind
A person is lacking in his will power to assess the importance of the work he has to undertake, example – he will start form his house and reaching the bus stand he thinking or seeking.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indiscretion  
Heedless  
Rash  
Unobserving

491. IMPUDENT
Rude, shameless, disrespect personalities, they have no modesty or shame at all.

CROSS REFERENCES
Insolence

492. IMPULSE
A sudden spontaneous urge or inclination.
A sudden and momentary thought, which comes with a force to destroy life, stab others etc. The person with unsound mind may have suicidal tendencies like jumping out the window or have an irrational desire to harm to himself for to others.

Some students when failed in their examinations try to commit suicide impulsively.

CROSS REFERENCES
Fear- injuring others of  
Injure feels to be left alone
Jumping
Kill desire to
Kill sudden impulse to
Rashness
Runs about
Self-control loss of
Suicidal disposition

493. IMPULSIVE
An inner driving or impelling force to carry out some action, moved to action by present feeling, acting suddenly with no thought for the consequences – an impulsive control disorder.
His manner of action is with a sudden force, which is not expected of a normal person. At times the same persons may be calm, but whenever there is sudden impelling order of his mind to do something, he will do with a sudden speed or force without thinking of its consequences.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answers abrupt
Answers hastily
Capriciousness
Heedless
Hurry
Impetuous
Impatience
Indiscretion
Meddlesome
Mood changeable
Quick
Rash
Speech hasty
Thoughts rapid
Time slowly

494. INACTIVITY
Not functioning or operating, want of action or exertion
A state of laziness or sluggishness where a person does not wished to do anything active, but would rather just sit and gaze.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference
Indolence

495. INADVERTENCY
In attentive or negligence

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded
496. INATTENTIVE
Display a lack of attention. A type of attention deficit disorder characterized by absent-mindedness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded
Absorbed
Dullness
Dream as if in a
Meditation
Sit meditates
Unobserving

497. INCITING
A mental disposition to exit or provoke others to take some action.
Certain people have a tendency to rouse or encourage others in to action either good or bad.
Example – In a class room it takes just one mischievous boy to provoke the others into causing an uproar.

CROSS REFERENCES
Defiant
Presumptuous

498. INCONSOLABLE
Incapable of being consoled, aggrieved beyond comfort
Certain individual have in the habit of feeling something such an extent that no amount of consolation brings him any comfort or amel.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments Love disappointed
Anger consoled
Brooding
Consolation <
Depression
Despair
Grief
Grief inconsolable
Grief silent
Helplessness feeling of
Hopelessness feeling of
Irritability consolation <
Love disappointed
Sadness love
Sadness weep cannot
Sighing
Sulky
Weep consolation <
499. INCONSTANCY
Changeableness, one who cannot stick to one place or in one occupation
They undertakes many things but persist in nothing
A person is of such nature that he cannot sit up one place for some time, he cannot stay in one profession for long. In all he is so much changeable that he can be observed easily by any one.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Changeable
Indecision
Irresolution
Mental
Mood changeable
Mood alternating
Persist in nothing
Undertakes many things but..
Gen - contradictory & alt states
Stomach Appetite capricious

500. INDECISION
Inability to make up decision
A person who cannot make up his mind and he is in turmoil when asked to make a selection or indicate his choice.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Confidence want of self
Hopelessness feeling of
Inconstancy
Irresolution
Persist in nothing...
Undertakes..

501. INDEPENDENT
Not influenced or determined by someone or something else.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contrary
Contradict disposition to
Courageous
Disobedience
Obstinate headstrong
Pertinacity
Positives

502 .INDIFFERENCE
Marked by total or negligible important or value for something – no marked feeling, interest or concern
Neutrality of mind between persons or things
There is a lack of interest or anxiety towards either children or business matters or loved ones or some doing. May occur in schizophrenia
A lady has been much attached to her daughter but ones daughter asked to her mother to provide her a house, which she did. Now the daughter had stopped talking or going to her mother. The mother becomes so indifference towards the daughter, she did not like even to talk about her daughter.

Important Sub Rubrics
Appearance to his personal
Business affairs to
Children to her
Duties to
Everything to
Exposure of her person
External things to
Family to his
House hold affairs
Life to
Loved one to
Pleasure to
Relatives to
Welfare of others to

CROSS REFERENCES
Amusement avers to
Apathy
Asking nothing
Aversion everything to
Dullness
Ennui
Delirium apathetic
Heedless
Indifference
Joyless
Listless
Mood repulsive
Pessimist
Phlegmatic
Pleasure nothing in
Reserved
Sensitiveness want of
Torpor
Unattractive things seems
Wants nothing
503. INDIGNATION
An intense deep felt resentment or anger aroused by annoyance or displeasure with an injustice or wrong they had suffered.
When the principal has felt embarrassed for act of one of the student, which is very deeply felt by him and has a great resentment for it, with constant thinking in his mind but it has not come out. He has sleeplessness, pain, and turmoil etc. result from that. This is revealed by such persons after long questions only.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments Anger indignation
A/F Embarrassment
A/F Honor wounded
A/F Reproaches
A/F Rudeness
A/F Scorned being scorned
Brooding
Honor effect of wounded
Mortification
Sensitive rudeness to

504. INDISCRETION
Something marked by a lack of discretion. An act at variance with the accepted morality of the society.
Some guest has come to the resident of a person who has been very busy in his own affairs. Instead of attending the guest he continue his own work and asked his wife to attend them, which is not the normal practice. In many other affairs also such persons are not following the normal practice of the society.

CROSS REFERENCES
Circumspection lack of
Heedless
Impetuous
Imprudence
Meddlesome
Rashness
Sensitive wants

505. INDOLENCE
Lazy people, people who would not like to work.
Some people are very lazy have marked dislike for any kind of mental or physical activities. This may be in general of under certain condition or circumstances.
A person has been under employment in a big concern where he has been working hard, but when he turn of promotion comes he is not consider suitable for some reasons, therefore this persons has no interest for his job and he is indolent.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ambition loss of
Business averse to
Exertion mental <
Fear work dread of
Indifference work with av to
Irresolution indifference with
Laziness
Loathing at his business
Loathing general work his
Time fritters away his
Work mental av to

506. INDUSTRIOUS
A disposition to be constantly regularly or habitually occupied
Certain type of individual can never be satisfied when they are unoccupied.
Even though he unable to do any physical works due to illness, he has a desire to do many pending jobs.
This people always take on some work in their free time, even in ill health, but in many times this works are fruitless.

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity desire for
Activity business
Busy
Delirium Business
Delirium Busy
Delusion Business doing
Delusion Business ordinary
Del Engaged occupation
Del Engaged occupation ordinary
Exertion mental >
Exertion physical >
Irritability idle
Mental exertion >
Mental exertion desire
Occupation >
Work desire for mental

507. INFANTILE behavior
Lacking maturity, childish
In certain condition an adult behave like a child, and they have a low IQ also.

CROSS REFERENCES
Childish behavior

508. INFLEXIBLE
Adhere in firmly to particular intension or purpose
They persist in one thing even if others disagree

CROSS REFERENCES
Obstinate
509. INHIBITION
Social inhibition lack of
Many of us want to do various moral and immoral things, but we are not doing that on account of fear of society and rules.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indiscretion

510. IN HUMANITY
The quality of state of being cruel or barbarous characterized by un sympathetic and inhuman act or attitudes – and antisocial personality disorder.
Lack of feeling in human beings who take pleasure being cruel and unsympathetic. This may be case the Person himself is undergoing mental anxiety.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cruelty
Destructiveness
Joy at misfortune of others
Moral affection want of moral feelings
Sensitive want of sensitiveness
Unfeeling hard hearted
Wicked disposition

511. INITIATIVE lack of
Lack of the power ability or instinct to begin or to follow through with a plan or task.
This is usually seen in people who have very little confidence in their capability and can never begin any work as there on.

CROSS REFERENCES
Irresolution
Undertakes lack will power to undertake everything
Will loss of
Will weakness of

512. INJURING himself
A person may cause harm to himself if he is left alone and anticipate that he wishes not to be left alone.
A person has been engaged in his business but suddenly there has been some set back to him and therefore he is frustrated to the extent of breaking his head or injured himself in any way he left alone.

CROSS REFERENCES
Death desire alone when
Impulse stab his flesh
Jumping
Fear accidents
Hysteria injure
Kill desire to sudden impulse
Loathing life injury
Mutilating his body inclination to
Suicidal disposition

513. INJURIES
Development of mental symptom after injury or blow.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments Injuries Accidents
Anxiety injury from
Confusion of mind injury after
Delirium injury to head after
Dullness injury to head after
Insanity injury to head from
Memory weakness loss of injuries from
Sadness injuries from
Stupefaction injury to head after

514. INJUSTICE cannot support
Reluctant to support violation of rights of another.
Some people who are impartial and upright can never tolerate or see any wrong done to other people, even though it may not concern himself, he will fight out the case and see that the outcome is lawful.

CROSS REFERENCES
Conscientious about trifles
Honest

515. INQUISITIVE
Curios, but not so innocent, more like in the medieval inquisition (hence the word).
Disposed to ask too many questions out of any curiosity, that is improperly curious about the affairs of others. They are disposed to ask too many questions, even though it has no bearing to him.
A child is asking too many questions when he goes out of the house with his parents. If asked some about some animal he will ask questions like minute details like its eating, its nature, its place of living, then why like this etc.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ask questions many
Curious
Question speak continuously in
Reveal secrets
Spying
Touch things impelled to

516. INSANITY madness
Unsoundness or derangement of brain or lack of understanding that prevent one from having the mental capacity required by law, where a person behavior is marked by the act of madness.
An insane person does not respond to any calls or his actions and gestures are always a foolish type. He has no care for his dress. He is unconcerned with love, hate, sympathy, company etc. He has no comprehension in his mind as it is already deranged. Any of his action is also not void under the law, if he has already been declared insane.

CROSS REFERENCES
Crazy
Childish behavior
Delusion confusion
Delusion Insane she will become
Delirium maniacal
Delirium tremens
Frantic
Fury
Idiocy
Madness
Mania
Monomania
Rage
Ridicule mania
Violence
Wildness

517. INSECURITY mental
Here the person feels mentally unsafe; he always feels a lack of security – want of confidence softly.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cautious
Confidence want of self
Cowardice
Delusion- appreciated she is not
Del business unfit for his
Del confidence in him feel have lost all
Del Fail everything will
Del friend’s affection lost
Del neglected he is
Del succeed he cannot
Del wife run away from him
Discouraged
Fear
Helplessness feeling of
Irresolution
Longing for good opinion of others
Succeed never
Timidity bashful
Undertake nothing lest he fails
518. INSENSIBILITY
An unconscious, unresponsive, uncreative condition. In certain cases there is complete lack of feeling and person is unresponsive or uncreative to his surroundings.

CROSS REFERENCES
Stupefaction
Torpor
Unconsciousness

519. INSOLENCE
Disregarding others, being rude and immoderate in language and attitude.
Here a person lack respect for other people feeling and is most of the time rude and ill manners even to his elders or superiors.
Whenever he has to call a superior he will call him by name and it can be judged from his manner, as if he has no regard or respect for an elder or superior.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abusive
Audacity
Contemptuous
Contradict disposition to
Cursing
Defiant
Dictatorial
Impertinence
Laughing contemptuous
Mocking
Presumptuous
Rudeness
Reverence lack of
Rudeness
Slander
Smiling sardonic

520. INSTABILITY
Lack of determination of uniformity
A fluctuating mind that keeps on changing from time to time. In many walks of his life, the person is unstable and found in changed moods and conditions.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Inconstancy
Irresolution
Mood changeable
Persist in nothing
Undertake nothing
521. INTELLECT predominate emotions
Here the person lets the head rule over the heart in making decisions.

522. INTELLECTUAL
Have or relating to intellect
Rational rather than emotional

CROSS REFERENCES
Agility mental
Concentration active
Emotions predominated...
Ideas abundant clearness of mind
Plans making many
Theorizing
Thoughts rapid quick

523. INTELLIGENT
Having high degree of IQ and intelligence
Mentally acute displaying sound judgment

524. INTEMPERANCE
Lack of moderation especially in the excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages.

CROSS REFERENCES
Violent

525. INTERRUPTION agg mental symptom
This is state which a person gets irritated when disturbed in his doings.

CROSS REFERENCES
Disturbed

526. INTOLERANCE
Not enduring difference of opinion
Here a person cannot bear slightest factors which provocation him, excited by any form of interruption, noise, music etc,

CROSS REFERENCES
Censorious
Contradiction
Contrary
Dictatorial
Fanaticism
Impatience
Quarrelsome
527. INTOXICATION
The quality or state of being drunk, a strange feeling as from joy or pleasure and looking as if he drunk. The person is unaware of his action and behavior. In case of sickness also, the patient may look intoxicated but it is not a fact.

CROSS REFERENCES
Alcoholism
Confusion of mind
Intoxicated as if
Stupefaction

528. INTRIGUER
A person who builds up a secrete plot or behaves in such way has to baffle or puzzle other people.

CROSS REFERENCES
Deceitful
Sly

529. INTROSPECTION
To look with in one self
The examination ones in thoughts and feeling – self-examination
The individual as a habit of looking into himself, examining his own thoughts, feelings, behavior and he is always in search of self-examination.
A deep thinking about on self-feeling as if he himself is responsible for everything.
A stage come when a person start thinking about his own faults or what extend he is responsible to the present state and he is mostly thinking examining himself.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absorbed buried in thought
Brooding
Dwells on past disagreeable
Meditating
Pessimist
Reflecting
Reserved
Self-meditates
Talk himself
Theorizing
Thought thoughtful

530. INTROVERTED
To concentrate on oneself, to turn or direct inward.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absorbed buried in thoughts
Ask for nothing
Company av to
Introspection
Meditates
Quite disposition to
Reserved
Secretive
Sit wrapped in deep sad thoughts
Talk himself with
Talk talking to remain silent
Thoughts thoughtful
Timidity

531. IRASCIBILITY
Quality of being easily influenced by anger – marked by hot temper and resentment
He gives to easy outburst of anger because even trifles annoy him, that is angry on petty things

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger irascibility
Censorious
Contrary
Contradict
Fightswants to
Irritability
Quarrelsome
Reproaches others

532. IRKSOME
A state of mental fatigue where even the most fascinating things bore him
OR
One feels as if everything is irritating for him
A person is so much irritating he feels upset on petty things as he as fear in his mind that even petty things are going to harmful for him causing boredom.

CROSS REFERENCES
Boredom
Ennui
Weary of life

533. IRONY
An attitude of person who seeks to hurt to others by making contemptuous or mocking statements.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mocking
Sarcasm

534. IRRELIGIOUS
Want of religious feeling, indifference religion
535. IRRATIONAL
Incapable of reasoning affected by loss of mental activity

CROSS REFERENCES
Talk talking irrational

536. IRRESOLUTION
A person who cannot make up his mind and is in turmoil when asked to make a selection or indicate his choice. He may also change his decision frequently
A person is so much undecided in his mind that whenever he has undertaken any work he will think whether he should do that or not is not sure of the consequences if he undertakes a job.

Important sub rubrics
Irresolution ideas in - people who constantly change their ideas
Irresolution marry to
Projects in – they do not really know what they want, which profession to choose, whom they will marry or whether they should marry

Baryta carb – He cannot make up his mind about what to wear or which shoes to choose. Somebody else has to take decision.

CROSS REFERENCES
Antagonism
Capriciousness
Confidence want
Confidence identity
Confidence identity duality
Discouraged irresolution
Fear undertaking anything
Helplessness
Inconstancy
Indecision
Insecurity
Mood changeable
Postponing
Thoughts train of thoughts
Timidity
Undertaking lacks
Undertaking many
Will two

537. IRRITABILITY
Easily upset
Individual by their nature feels sore when something happen which is not agreeable to his mind, example he become irritated when he suffering from headache.
A quick excitability to annoyance feeling something disagreeable to one’s mind, or something cause irritation of his mind.
Important sub rubrics
Children in
Children towards
Menses before
Consolation
Disturbed when
Headache during
Sleeplessness with
Trifles from

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger
Anger answer
Complaining
Contradict disposition to
Contrary
Discontent
Fretful
Frown
Morose
Offended
Petulant
Quarrelsome
Sensitive
Sulky
Unfriendly
Vexation
Fever- irritable
Gen Irritability.

538. ISOLATION sensation of
A feeling of segregation, one feels as if he has been separated by his friends and relatives – a forsaken feeling.
He has a constant feeling that his family members have no attachment with him, he remain alone and uncared for.
This may be the reason he is not getting well in many instances despite living in good family.

539. JEALOUSY
The uneasiness which arise from fear of another robbing as of the love or affection of one whom we love – the prosperity of another is not tolerable
A morbid state where in one desires somebody else possessions or qualities
Example – These individuals by disposition have a malignant feeling if his neighbor has purchased a car, even if he is having it.
According to Docks – Jealousy mostly means being jealous of partner. It is not the same as envy. With jealousy there is erotism involved. Envy is more for material thing
Important subrubrics
Children between
Women between
Strike his wife desire to

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from jealousy
Avarice
Delirium jealousy
Delusion wife faithless
Envy
Greedy
Jealousy
Love lovesick
Miserly
Mocking jealousy
Quarrelsome jealousy
Sadness jealousy
Selfishness
Slander
Suspiciousness

540. JESTING
Making merry by words or action
A disposition of cutting jokes, talking in such a manner that the persons who may be near by cannot control their laughing.
Even when attended by a doctor or in serious condition, he will start jesting with the doctor. These persons have the habit of making funny remarks or actions with the intention of amusing them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Amusement desire for
Cheerful
Childish
Exhilaration
Foolish
Frivolous
Fun makes
High-spirited
Humorous
Irony
Laughing
Levity
Loquacity
Mirth
Mocking
Playful
Pleasure
Teasing
Vivacious
Witty

541. JOYLESS
Not having a feeling of happiness even if there are occasion where one should feel happy – he does not feel pleasure even when they are such events.
He may be under some problem of mind at that time, generally he does not feel happy other time also.

CROSS REFERENCES
Depression
Indifference
Sadness

542. JOYOUS
Looking happy or pleased despite any circumstances, which may be adverse.
This individual by disposition is in the habit of remaining pleased despite any ailment he may be suffering from. At those times he derives joy from inside by the natural gift to be happy.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cheerful
Ecstasy
Exhilaration
Laughing
Singing joylessly

543. JUMPING
The act of jumping, raising in a sudden manner with force for coming down.
It may be delirious conditions where the patient does not wish to remain one place.
He is getting impulse in his mind to jump, from window, bed etc.

Important Subrubrics
Children chairs & tables on

CROSS REFERENCES
Impulse to jump
Bed jumps out of
Escape
Restlessness bed

544. KICKING
A tendency to strike with the leg, a tendency to kicks something
Example – A child is so crossed that as soon as he awakes, he will kick and scold.

Important sub rubrics
Carried become stiff & kick when
Sleep in
Worm complaints during

CROSS REFERENCES
- Gestures stamping
- Striking
- Violent

545. KILL
A disturbed state of mind characterized by an impulse to kill
The feeling is not intentional but voluntary.
A mental disposition to think about killing someone.
Example – A mother on seeing fire as a sudden impulse to throw her child into fire.

Important sub rubrics
- Beloved once
- Child the own
- Husband impulse to kill her beloved
- Sudden impulse to kill for a slight offense
- Irresistible impulse to kill a women

CROSS REFERENCES
- Anger - stabbed anyone
- Destructive
- Fear killing
- Impulse kill
- Impulse stab
- Jealousy kill
- Murder desire to
- Rage kill
- Thoughts persistent homicide
- Thoughts persistent murder
- Threatening kill to
- Violent

546. KILLED
Desire to be
A mental condition where a person feels fed up his life; he wishes that somebody should kill him.
A chronically suffering person so much frustrated with his ailments wants to escape his agony by dying but will commit suicide – but wants to put his misery by somebody killing him.
They asked the physician to give such medicine by which he may die.

CROSS REFERENCES
- Suicidal disposition

547. KINDNESS
Affectionate with sympathy and compassion.
CROSS REFERENCES
Affectionate
Anxiety others for a
Consolation
Benevolence
Gentleness
Generous too much
Mildness
Sympathy compassion

548. KISSING
To touch or press with lips
The act of kissing, the expression of affection of love
It may be a devoted state of mind, where the patient has urge to kiss everyone who comes near him or her.
OR
A person despite been fully sound in mind has a disposition to kiss every one means – He is having too much affection for everybody.

Important subrubrics
Every one
Hands of his companion

CROSS REFERENCES
Amativeness
Amorous
Embraces companions
Lascivious
Lewdness

549. KLEPTOMANIA
A persistent impulse to steal especially without any economic motive but the object stolen is usually believed to have symbolic significant to stolen
They have an uncontrollable instinctive habit of stealing. The object stolen may or may not be of much value.
Example – A person is so charmed by seeing a paper wait at the clinic of a doctor, he could not resist his desire to leave it there as soon as he got the opportunity he lifted it and went home.

CROSS REFERENCES
Steal dainties
Steal money

550. KNEELING
The act of kneeling by bowing and placing the knees on the earth and then asking and desiring for something as in church or temple.
It will not only do so in a church, but even before the physician he will do this act to convince to him that he so much distressed that he should be helped very urgently.
CROSS REFERENCES
Praying
Religion

551. KNIFE cannot look at
Cannot look at knife it will create some impulse.

552. LACONIC
Speaking concisely, person in the habit of speaking in the few words

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answers abruptly

553. LAMENTING
An earnest request in grief – An expression of sorrow, suffering by request or suggesting as in great need of help, which may not be so urgent.
Requesting in a most respectful manner to others and to the doctor for some better arrangement for his treatment, even though it is milder.

Important Subrubrics
Appreciated because he not
Pains about
Sleep during

CROSS REFERENCES
Begging
Bemoaning
Complains
Discontented
Grumbling
Howling
Moaning
Muttering
Shrieking
Sighing
Tormenting
Waling
Weeping

554. LANGUAGES inability for
Inability to grasp or learn languages may occur in moderate to severe MR.
555. LASCIVIOUS
A tendency to have to much desire for sex or always devoting his energy towards this types of lustful desire – verbal and physical expression of such heightened state of sexual fantasy. He may be very sick and still he asking the doctor whether he has to observe any restriction in sex.
In Lascivious – person is much more attractive to sexual thoughts and acts
Lewdness and Shameless – Sexual thoughts may not be predominating but the person to desire to expose her person.
Lewdness – Exposure of body is involuntary
Shameless – Exposure of body is voluntary

Important sub rubrics
Looking at women on the street
Looking at a women
Women become lascivious at every touch

CROSS REFERENCES
Amativeness
Delirium erotic
Ecstasy amorous
Fancies lascivious
Genit.M&F sexual passion increased
Hysteria lascivious
Lasciviousness
Lewdness
Libertinism
Naked wants to be
Nymphomania
Passionate
Shameless
Sleep dream amorous
Thoughts amorous
Thoughts intrude sexual
Thoughts tormenting sexual

556. LATE
Slow always behind hand – They are does not perceive the value of time for the importance of punctuality.

Important Subrubrics
Riser late
Too late always

CROSS REFERENCES
Bed remains morning
Sleep waking late
Slowness behind hand
557. LAUGHING
An expression of pleasure by producing a sound showing a teeth representing happiness excessive laughing may become a cause of concern or illness and may be guiding factor for a homeopathic prescription.
They are abnormal circumstances where normal persons would not laugh

Important Subrubrics
Night children
Alternating with
Barking dog as a
Childish
Children in
Constant
Contemptuous
Exhausted condition during
Immoderately
Love from disappointed
Menopause during
Overwork after
Silly children on all occasion
Trifles at

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from laughing excessive
Amusement desire
Anger laughing with burst of
Cheerful
Content
Delirium laughing
Frivolous
Giggling
Jesting
Joy
Smiling

558. LAZINESS
Aversion or reluctance to work or execration

Important sub rubrics
Amenorrhea in
Intelligent

CROSS REFERENCES
Ambition loss disappointed
Business av to
Business neglect
Exertion < mental
Fear work dread of
Indolence
In attentive
Indifference
Loathing
Mental exertion <
Mental exertion Av
Occupation av
Time fritters
Work av mental

559. LEARNING
A person ability to study, grasp or understand whatever is communicated to him,

560. LECHEROUS
Marked by lewd or lascivious thoughts

CROSS REFERENCES
Amativeness
Delerium erotic
Ecstasy amorous
Fancies lascivious
Genit.M&F sexual passion increased
Hysteria lascivious
Lasciviousness
Lewdness
Libertinism
Naked wants to be
Nymphomania
Passionate
Shameless
Sleep dream amorous
Thoughts amorous
Thoughts intrude sexual
Thoughts tormenting sexual

561. LETHARGY
Weakness, inactive.

562. LEVITATION
A light manner or attitude especially in appropriate circumstances

563. LEWDNESS
A mental tendency of being remaining without clothes or exposing the parts – an involuntary act.
This is a mental satisfaction by being sensual, shameless and lustful to such an extend that she may expose her body in front of others.
Example – A lady expose her parts, live them uncovered in such manner that they remain exposed.
564. LIBERTINISM
Free from restraint, no bounds
Free thinking in religious especially excessive
These are immoral people who behave in and unrestrained perverted manner always contrary to the conventional and moral standards
Example – A Muslim of Kerala who have their set custom for marriage and other rituals, but this person has forgone all such restriction and he is doing everything in his own manner, which may not be liked by so many in his own communities,

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from sexual excess
Alcoholism
Confusion-spirituous
Del tremens
Lasciviousness
Lascivious
Lewdness
Nymphomania
Shameless
Chill alcohol
Cough debauch
Gen intoxication
Gen narcotics <
Gen reveling
Sleep Sleeplessness wine

565. LIE
On bear floor wants to
Wants to lie on cement or marble floor without bed or cloths

566. LIAR
Never speak the truth
Habits of certain people who never speak the truth in order to avoid, blame, or just make an excuse – an antisocial behavior. A tendency to lie in such a manner that while talking to others she forgets what she has been saying.

Important subrubric
Never speak the truth

CROSS REFERENCES
Charlatan
Deceitful
Delusion lie
Dishonest
Hypocrisy
Slander
Untruthful

567. LIFE
Weary
Mentally or spiritually fed up with one’s own life with no desire to survive as life is felt a burden
Due to frequent set back in life like losing son, wife, reputation, after some grave mental disappointment, a person become so depressed that he is fed up with life and feels that he is a burden.

567. LIGHT
Aversion to – Shun light
People who does not like light. They avoid it, like to have subdued light at home, no bright for light
Desire for – A disposition to have light, as one is afraid of dark or sometimes even if fear of dark is not there, yet he desire the light to be on. They feel uncomfortable without light. They may not get sleep without light. This condition mostly helpful in case of sickness, when the patient desires the light to be on.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety Dark
Anxiety evening twilight
Darkness <
Delirium dark
Delusion images dark
Del people behind him walk dark
Del Specters twilight
Fear dark
Fear walking of dark
Longing sunshine
Sadness darkness
Weeping dark
Eye photo mania
Dreams Darkness
Gen Faintness dark

568. LISTLESS
Condition of the person who has no pleasure in his work and who there for act without energy – A type of indifference.
A condition in which despite having desire to do something he does wish to attend anything. They show lack of inclination to do any activity and are usually careless and spiritless in their work. Example – An MD student has been trained to raise himself. In his carrier but suddenly he felt some disappointment and he stop his practice and he has no desire to do any more practice.

569. LITERARY WORK
Pertaining to or dealing with literature

570. LITIGIOUS
Filing cases or suit against others
These individuals have a tendency to take others to court or police station or sue others for the minor reasons, even though it does not benefit him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Quarrelsome

571. LIVELY
Fully of life, active, cheerful
A pleasurable love and affection to life visible from expression or movements of a person. A person has been in a suffering or distress for a long time yet he is cheerful that from all his talks or movements it is judged that he is not so much disturbed in his mind regarding his physical sufferings. He wishes to undertake new projects of work and look unhappy.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Contented
Mind Delirium —gay
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Exaltation
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Embraces companion
Mind Gaiety
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Hopeful
Mind Jesting
Mind Joking
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play Playful
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Thoughts – persistent humorous
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

572. LOATHING
A feeling of aversion or disgust
The individual has a marked dislike for everything, so much fed up with his life due to his long sickness or some other reasons that he feels his life as a burden, they are marked dislike for everything and as a feeling of hatred and disgust for even his work.

Important subrubrics
Life
Work at

CROSS REFERENCES
Discontented
Disgust
Ennui
Hatred
Misanthropy
Malicious
Thoughts disguising

573. LOCALITY errors of
Making mistakes in locating places which are familiar to him. He does not recognize even that well-known street where his house is situated.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confusion losses his way in well-known streets
Distant in accurate judge of
Forgetful which side of the street
Forgetful street of well known
Memory weakness places for
Mistakes localities in
Recognize doesn't
Stupefaction knows not where he is
Unconsciousness dream as in

574. LOCATION
Sense of location diminished

575. LONELINESS
A feeling of being alone isolation, dejected, abandoned remoteness from human habitation or grief caused by the condition of being alone.
A person living with his family but his thoughts and ideas are not resembling with others in the family. He thinking is quite different from others, such he cannot make any adjustment with the family members particularly in respect of his taught he feel himself to the lonely despite being in the family.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Ailments Friendship, deceived
Company. Desire
Confidence. Want of self
Delusion. Affections of friends has lost
Del. Alone that she always
Del. Alone feels
Del.alone cast away
Del.alone graveyard
Del.alone wilderness
Del.alone.world
Del.appreciated she is not
Del.belongs to her family does not
Del.confidence in him his friend have lost all
Del.deserted
Del.disgraced
Del.dispised
Delenemy every one
Del.does not belongs to her own
Del.forsaken
Del.friend affection has lost the
Del.friendlessness
Del.friend a lost friend, she is about to
Del.help calling for
Del.husband think he is not her
Del.neglected he is
Del.persecuted he is
Del.reproach he has neglected his duty
Del.repudiated relatives by his
Del.wife faithless
Del.wife will run away from him
Del.wrong suffered he has
Deserted
Estranged
Forsaken feeling
Forsaken
Isolation sense of
Helplessness feeling of
Lamenting
Weeping forsaken feeling from
Weeping goes off alone & weep as if she has no friends

576. LONGING – good opinion others
Desire to get good opinion to others every act done by him –

Important Subrubrics
Good opinion of others
Things which are rejected when offered

577. LOOKED AT cannot bear to be
A condition where a person feels that he is watched observed by the others, which he cannot tolerate since it, is his idea that they are mocking or laugh at him.
Irritation felt if somebody is looking at
Generally noticed in children in front of the doctor, cannot bear to be looked at them. As soon as the doctor look at such child they start crying or hide bound behind mothers lap.

Important sub rubric
Looked down when looked at

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from Looked at
Delusion looking every one
Del Watched
Fear looked at
Fear observing
Hiding himself
Hysteria looked at
Laughing looked at
Morose looked at
Weeping looked at

578. LOOKING – around herself
Backward as if followed

CROSS REFERENCES
Delusion people behind
Del persuaded
Fear behind

579. LOQUACITY
An unrestraint talk or speech, sometimes having no relation to the subject discussed
Only excessive talking or speaking of those person who are otherwise sound in mind may be termed as loquacious that is a person is so loquacious that whenever he reaches in the company of his friend, he will start speaking and will not stop for long time.
This rubric cannot be worked out for imbecile or insane persons that they are go on taking without any gap and may uncalled for, but only in a normal person with excess in speech.

Important sub rubrics
Answers questions but
Changing from one subject to another
Fever during
Open hearted

CROSS REFERENCES
Communicative
Curious
Delirium loquacious
Del tremens
Loquacity
Eloquent
Expansive
Exhilaration
Gossiping
Heedless
Indiscretion
Jealousy loquacity
Reveling
Speech bubbling
Speech fluent
Speech prattling
Speech hasty
Loquacity
Talkative
Talk desire to someone
Talk listens
Talk talking

580. LOVE
An expression of one’s affection towards others
There may be some ailments, which a person may suffer mentally or physically if he is deprived of the beloved persons or those closed to heart.
A girl has been in love with her boyfriend, but he was transferred from our college to another college and from there also she had no communication. As a result of this break of love this girl developed certain troubles, which compelled her for some medical treatment
According docks
Homosexuality – They are men like to enjoy them self, they have exaggerated and are not satisfied by women any more. So they try men. For this group Argn, Med, Plat, Hyos etc,
Some may become homosexual due to frustration, that is in jails or monasteries – Natm, Ign, Staph are the remedies.

Important Subrubrics
Anal coitus with a women
Disappointed love
Exalted love
Pedophilia
Romantic love
Wrong person with (out of social context)

581. LOW MINDED
Relate to level of thinking of a person for reaction in relation to, behavior to the other person, which is generally to lower level.
The opinion of others always low about him, in his circle of society. Their level of thinking is always petty and they are looked down up on by others – a repulsive behavior.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cowardice
Depression
Dwells on past disagreeable
Inconsolable
Sadness
Sighing
Sulky
Weep sad thoughts from

582. LOW SPIRITED
A feeling of dejection, depression where a person is discouraged when ever faced with failure.
A person so mild hearted whenever he find himself dishearten in any work or job, he seems to be in a very sad dejected mood having no interest anything with certain physical ailments.

583. LUDICROUS
Things seem so obviously absurd, incongruous, has to be laughable.
He feels that everything is foolish; laugh sometimes even at most serious and important things.
They are a subject of laughing for others, are considered to be laughable.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absurd
Delusion ludicrous
Foolish
Laughing lewdness

584. LYPOTHYMIA
Mental exhaustion from grief
585. MADNESS
Unsoundness or derangement of mind where the mental capacity is lost, where a person’s behavior is marked by act of insanity.

CROSS REFERENCES
Crazy
Childish behavior
Delusion confusion
Delusion Insane she will become
Delirium maniacal
Delirium tremens
Frantic
Fury
Idiocy
Madness
Mania
Monomania
Rage
Ridicule mania
Violence
Wildness

586. MAGNETIZED
Attract like a magnet; exert a powerful influence up on
Here a person has strong wish to be influenced by a person with a stronger will than his.
A person is so lazy that he himself will not be undertaking anything, does not take any initiative.
His fellow workers of collegians have to assist to him to undertake any job.

587. MALICIOUS
Person who is generally in the habit of making plans to harm others, with an extreme disposition to injure – will fully involve commission of wrong.

Important subrubrics
Dirty tricks on teachers
School boys
Hurting other people’s feelings
Insulting
Loved once to

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Cruelty
Cursing
Hard hearted
Hatred
Insanity malicious
Jealousy vindictive
Jesting malicious
Joy misfortune
Misanthropy
Mischievous
Moral feeling want of
Play dirty tricks on others
Plans making revengeful
Rage mischievous
Thoughts persistent evil
Unfeeling hard hearted

588. MALINGERING
A condition in which a person show that they are having some disease, when it actually not so, in order to attract attention or sympathy or fool others.

CROSS REFERENCES
Blindness pretended
Complaining injury of supposed
Deafness pretended
Delusion sick he is
Feigning sick

589. MANIA
Excitement of psychotic proportion manifested by mental and physical hyperactivity, disorganization of behaviour and elevation of mood.

Important t sub rubrics
Delirium maniacal
Delusion Insanity
Frantic frenzy
Insanity madness
Jumping bed mania
Rage
Rage teat things
Religious affection mania
Schizophrenia paranoid
Violent
Violent feelings
Wildness

590. MANIA – A – potu
Delirium tremens – An alcohol withdrawal syndrome
A delirious disorder of the brain produced by over absorption of alcohol, often marked by convulsive or trifling symptom.

591. MANIAC DEPRESSION
See MDP
592. MANIPULATIVE
Corrupt and dishonest

CROSS REFERENCES
Corrupt
Deceitful
Dishonest
Hypocrisy
Liar
Untruthful

593. MANKIND
Society

594. MANNERLY
Polite and obedient

595. MANNISH
Resembling a man
Here girls desire to dress an behave like a man, and general acts masculine

596. MANUAL WORK – complaints from
Engagement in an activity or education requiring physical skill or energy or, working involving hand ,result mental agg.
A person used to have mental agg whenever he has been engaged in any physical work or work involving reading fine prints by straining the eyes.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety exercise from
Anxiety manual
Fear manual
Ailments from manual

597. MARRIAGE unendurable
Here the person dislike even the idea of marriage, may or may not be due to the idea of the responsibility associated with it.
It is a mental feeling that it would not be possible to bear a married life or to sustain a marriage without having sufficient reasons, which may not be valid
A person is so aversion to ladies that he does not like to participate in any talks with ladies. If he is asked to marry he will put forward false problems, will not agree to any proposal of marriage. He feels that it would not be possible to sustain the married life.

Important subrubric
Girls are sexually excited and obsessed by the idea of marriage
598. MATHEMATIC ability for, inability for
Some people may have an aptitude or inaptitude for calculation, number and mathematics

CROSS REFERENCES
Concentration difficult calculating
Confusion calculating
Mistakes calculating

599. MATURE
Behave has much older child
A young child not yet having approached his teens, he turned to behave like an adult, often astonishing people around him by his maturity.

600. MEDDLESOME
Interfering in others matters which may not concern him
Some people having the habit of constantly interfering in the others personal affairs even though it does not concern him, without permission or request of those who are concerned.
Example . A neighbor regularly interfering in the private life of a newly married couple.

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Heedless
Impertinence
Impulse
Impulsive
Indiscretion
Inquisitive
Presumptuous
Rash
Unobserving

601. MEDICINES
Desire to swallow large doses of
It is a condition in which a person feels that, the more amount of medicine that he takes, the sooner will be get rid of all the complaints.
Such patient always prefers to visit a doctor who would give large quantity of medicines, even though they are just placebos.
602. MEDITATING
A series of close and deep thoughts occasioned by any subject – A private devotion or spiritual exercise consisting in deep continued reflection on religious things.
The person is deeply absorbed in his own thoughts having a faraway spaced out look and is generally inattentive to what is going on around him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absorbed
Brooding
Dream as dwells on past
Introspection
Reflecting
Sitting inclination meditates
Sitting inclination wrapped
Thoughts thoughtful
Face Expression vacant
Vertigo meditating

603. MEGALOMANIA
A mental condition in which fantasies of power and wealth predominant – rulers who would always fight wars to expand their kingdoms.
They are an over ambitious people have desire for great things like power, wealth and fame.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contemptuous
Haughty
Delusion distinguished
Del; great person is
Del noble person is
Del superhuman control
Del superiority of
Egotism
Grandeur desire for
Pride
Power love of
Self

604. MELANCHOLY
Dejection, depression of spirit or a glooming state of mind.
A person had been leading a normal life but due some domestic problems the affairs become a subject of the people, he may attain an emotional state characterized by depression and violent out breaks of anger.

CROSS REFERENCES
Dejection
Despair
Grief
Sadness mental depression

605. MEMORY
Memory means the process of reproducing or recalling what has been learned the mental faculty of reflecting or recalling past experiences.

Important subrubric
Active
Loss epileptic fits after
Weakness children in
Mental exertion for
Thought for what he just has

Active – They have very good power of retaining and recalling even past remote events. Even though he is very weak in all his activities, his memory so sharp that normal cannot remember many things what he can remember and reproduce.

Sub Rubrics _
Past events
False memory
Loss of memory

Confused – He is in a disordered and puzzled state of mind and always mixing up recent and past events.
Losses of – He has total loss of power to retain and recollect events. May after a trauma or coma
Weakness of – His memory poor and he forget things and events either past or present or occurrence of the day. This may be a periodical weakness of the memory or for different things that is for names, dates, what has been read or said.

Sub rubrics
Business for
Children in
Do for what was about to
Happened for what has
Headache during
Mental exertion child cannot be taught
Orthography for
Periodical
Sudden & periodical
Thoughts for what he just has

CROSS REFERENCES
For Active Memory
Activity creative
Acuteness
Agility mental
Concentration active
Exhilaration recall

www.simillima.com
Fancies vivid
Forgotten sleep
Ideas abundant
Plans making many
Quick
Thoughts profound
Thoughts rapid
Thoughts thoughtful
Witty

For Weakness of Memory
Absent minded
Concentration difficult
Confusion
Dementia
Dullness
Fancies confused
Forgetfulness
Forgotten something feels
Ideas deficiency of
Mental effort inability to
Mistakes
Recognize doesn’t
Speech incoherent
Thoughts vanishing

606. MEN dread of
A sensation of some disastrous happening on seeing a man with a feeling of great and sudden fear.
If a lady hears a call bell from the door, she goes to open but seeing a man outside, she feels terrified and come back. It is observed that otherwise also whenever any man comes in the house she feels frightened.
CROSS REFERENCES
Aversion husband
Aversion men
Aversion sex opposite
Delirium fear men
Delusion man
Fear men of
Hatred men of
Sensitive noise voice male
Head – pain voice men

607. MENDACITY
Untruthful, tendency to lie

608. MENOPAUSE
The lady may more irritable, depressed or uneasy in the relation with the menopause. She is very uncomfortable during this period.
609. MENSES
Mental symptom agg during menses
She may be more irritable, depressed, or uneasy in relation with menstrual cycle either before during or after or after suppressed.

610. MENTAL exertion agg
A mental weakness which creates further difficulty or inability to do any mental work.
The least straining of mind agg the suffering. He cannot concentrate mentally on his work, which tires him easily.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments mental exertion
Anxiety mental
Dullness
Ennui
Fear exertion of
Forgetful mental exertion
Laziness
Irritability exertion from mental
Prostration
Will weakness mental
Work mental fatigue
Vertigo mental

For Aversion
Ailments mental exertion
Dullness
Laziness
Loathing work
Thinking aversion

For Desire
Agility
Desire full more
Ideas abundant
Industrious
Mental power increased

For Impossible
Concentration difficult
Confusion of mind
Dementia
Dullness sluggishness
Exertion mental <
Forgetfulness mental exertion
Ideas deficiency of
Mistakes
Prostration of mind
Sadness mental
Depression
Slowness
Stupefaction
Thinking av to
Unobserving
Work mental fatigue

611. MENTAL POWER
The power of mind

612. MENTAL symptom alt with physical
Here there is successive change of symptom at alternating interval. At one time on one mental plane and other times on physical plane.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cheerfulness mirthfulness alt with pain
Cheerfulness mirthfulness alt with physical sufferings
Concentration difficult with uterine pain
Delirium alt with tetanic convulsions
Insanity alt with physical sufferings
Mania alt with physical symptoms
Mania alt with metrorrhagia
Sadness alt with physical energy
Stupefaction alt with convulsions
Unconsciousness alt with convulsions

613. MENTAL WORK
Mental exertion

614. MERGING of self with one’s environment
The person is always with nature and can adjust in any circumstances

615. MERRY
Cheerful and happy

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Contented
Mind Delirium –gay
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Exaltation
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Embraces companion
Mind Gaiety
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Hopeful
Mind Jesting
Mind Joking
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play Playful
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Thoughts – persistent humors
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

616. MESMERIZED being
Seem to be under influence some unknown force. The person has strong wish to be influenced by another person with a stronger will power than him. He looks to be in a different world and not easily possible to divert his attention. It is not the same as absorbed or abstraction – in hypnosis there is concentration to one point.

CROSS REFERENCES
Gen magnetism >
Magnetized mesmerism >

617. METICULOUS
Over careful about the details, conscientious

618. MILDNESS
Gentleness nature or behavior characterized by kindness sooth behaviour with everyone. Other are generally making a reference that he is very mild person and he is helpful to all. They can never offend or harsh to others. You can do anything with them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Affectionate
Anxiety others
Benevolence
Quite disposition to
Sympathetic
Tranquility
Yielding
619. MIRTH
Hilarity Liveliness
An excessive feeling of happiness which may not be found in other normal persons – which is usually expressed by the laughter even though a person may suffering from any physical disorder
A person is suffering from pneumonia, but he found to be very happy that he was like before disease. This is a deviation from normal happiness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Amusement desire for
Mind Buoyancy
Mind Contented
Mind Delirium –gay
Mind Exhilaration
Mind Exultant
Mind Exaltation
Mind Ecstasy
Mind Embraces companion
Mind Gaiety
Mind Good humor
Mind Happy
Mind High spirited
Mind Hopeful
Mind Jesting
Mind Joying
Mind Laughing
Mind Mirth
Mind Merry
Mind Mood agreeable
Mind Optimistic
Mind Play Playful
Mind Pleasure
Mind Smiling
Mind Thoughts – persistent humorous
Mind Vivacious
Mind Witty

620. MISANTHROPY
A hardhearted, of mankind, distrust of human being.
A marked aversion to mankind and always distrust others
Hatred – is applied to a particular individual of affair
Misanthropy – Hatred from the whole mankind. He does not have least feeling for any number of human deaths as he hates mankind.

CROSS REFERENCES
Aversion persons to all
Approach of a person <
Company av to
Cruelty
Cynical
Dullness company on
Escape attempts to
Estranged
Fear people of
Hatred person of
Indifference company in
Indifference welfare of others
Loathing
Malicious
Mischievous
Moral affection want o
Repulsive mood
Restlessness company in
Sadness company in
Stranger presence <
Unsympathetic
Wicked disposition

621. MISCHIEVOUS
Capable of causing or tendency to cause trouble, harm or injury to others.
An act, which is willfully done to displease or harm somebody, they always doing such activities.
Such actions are deliberate and are done to derive pleasure
Example – putting drums or waste across the road to disturb the traffic
It is not as strong as malicious

CROSS REFERENCES
Antics plays
Brutality
Childish behavior
Cruelty
Destruction
Disobedience
Fear mischievous
Hatred loathing general
Insanity malicious
Joy misfortune of others
Malicious
Misanthropy
Moral feeling want of
Play dirty tricks of
Rage mischievous
Wicked

622. MISERABLE
Helplessness, great unhappiness with extreme pain
623. MISERLY
A great desire to save money even from occasions where it is considered necessary to spend, even for the
basic needs. He were a torn, old threaded shirts, instead of buying a warm coat or sweater even in the
severest winter even though he have enough money.
He does not want to spend money even on the death ceremony of this mother; thing that the brother
will meet all expenditure

624. MISERY
Great unhappiness sorrow with extreme pain

625. MISFORTUNE
Bad luck and disaster
626. MISTAKES
An act of an error committed by a person without having an awareness of that the consequence of this type of act would have some repercussions. Due to the preoccupation of the mind they turn to break blunders while doing the routine like calculating, speaking, and writing.
627. MOANING
Making a low prolonged sound due to grief or pain
They give an expression pain or sorrow in a prolonged audible sound during sickness, which is demonstrated by this type of voices.
Example -- during high fever he producing a low voice expressing their by that he is have some pain or sufferings
They have the habit of complaining to others even though they are suffering is minimal or of no great consequences.

Important subrubrics
Children in
Offense happened long ago for trifling
Sleep during

CROSS REFERENCES
Bemoaning
Complaining
Delirium moaning
Discontent
Discouraged moaning
Grief
Grumbling
Groaning constant
Lamenting
Muttering
Sighing
Tormenting others

628. MOCKING
To mimic in contempt
They have a habit of laughing at and ridiculing others, which may offend, hurt or humiliate others.
A type of mal treatment which intentionally done to humiliate somebody or to treat in such a manner so that the other person may feel offended.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contemptuous
Cynical
Haughty
Insolence
Irritancy
Jesting malicious
Laughing contemptuous
Laughing mocking
Ridicule mania to
Rudeness
Scorn
Teasing
Unfriendly humor

629. MODESTY
Displaying a moderate estimation of one’s own talents, abilities and value
They have a tendency to under estimate or under play one’s own talent, abilities and values.

630. MONOMANIA
Exaggerated obsession of enthusiasm about a single idea or subject – a mental derangement restrict to one idea.
They have fixed concentration for single idea or subject
Example – A person is so much attached to dress, that he has no care for other things due to this habit he may not be liked by people, whenever he wants to come out of the house he will come well dressed and in a grotesque manner.

631. MOOD
A conscious subjective state of mind. A representation of feeling which may be good, bad, changeable or alternating
Alternating – The mental state is very difficult to be predicted because on the one moment he looked very pleasing and other moment he seems to be morose
CHANGEABLE – It is less strong than alternating. It is been changeable, feeling fine one day, little bit fine in the next day
Alternating means positive or negative black and white, fine and angry

CROSS REFERENCES
AGREEABLE
Cheerful
Exhilaration
High spirited
Jesting
Laughing
Mirth
Paly playful
Smiling
Vivacious

ALTERNATING
Capriciousness
Inconstancy
Persist in nothing
Whimsical
Gen contradictory & alt states

CHANGEABLE
Capriciousness
Impulsive
Inconstancy
Instability
Irresolution
Mood variable
Persist in nothing
Understanding many
Whimsical
Gen contradictory
Gen side alt
Stomach appetite capriciousness

INSUPPORTABLE
Irritability
Morose
Peevish
Quarrelsome
Sulky
Unfriendly humor

REPULSIVE
Casting
Fancies repulsive
Frown
Fretful
Indifference
Morose
Peevish
Sulky
Repulsive mood
Unattractive
Unfriendly humor
Unsympathetic

632. MOONLIGHT
Mental condition arising as result of coming in the contact with moon light or during moon days.
They are affected mentally by the moon faces to such an extent that their basic nature changes during that time
Example – A happy lively lady become dull and morose during full moon
It is established fact that the certain human beings do feel some changes in their life with changing moon faces.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from moonlight
Ecstasy night walking in moon light
Sentimental moonlight
Ear pain full moon
Eye moonlight
Gen light < moon light
Vision moonlight
633. MOPING
Sadness yield to low sprite

634. MORAL feeling want of
Want of moral feelings
Lack of concerns without the principles of right and wrong, lacking humanitarian considerations in actions, thoughts and conduct.
An antisocial personality disorder in which, he cannot differentiate between right and wrong and as very low principle in life.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Conscientious
Corrupt
Cruelty
Depravity
Deceitful
Duty want of
Godless
Heedless
Hard hearted
Indifference to religion
Indifference welfare of others
Liar
Malicious
Misanthropy
Mischievous
Religion want of
Sensitive moral
Slander disposition
Unfeeling
Unreliable
Unsympathetic

635. MOROSE
A bitter unsociable person having sullen, gloomy and discontent disposition.
He does not like come out and contact with the people, he avoid talking to his neighbors or colleague mates. He does not like to attend various social functions also – A not friendly disposition.

Important sub rubrics
Causeless
Children in
Forgetfulness from
Interruption from
Menopause at
Trifles about
Women in
CROSS REFERENCES
Complaining
Cross
Cynical
Discontented
Discouraged
Discouraged morose
Dullness
Sluggishness
Fretful
Frown
Gloomy
Irritability
Mood repulsive
Muttering
Pessimist
Peevish
Petulant
Sadness mental depression
Sulky
Unfriendly humor
Wearisome
Face expression sullen

636. MORPHINISM
Drug addiction – They have an addiction to habit forming drugs like morphine.

CROSS REFERENCES
Gen Medicines
Gen Narcotics desire

637. MORTIFICATION
A feeling of shame, humiliation caused by something that wounds one’s pride or self-respect.
Sensitive people get hurt and offended when their pride is wounded and this manifest has a disease.
Example – If a PG student is shouted by his boss, may get fever, may end up wetting his bed.

Certain newly married ladies do not behave properly with their mother in laws resulting to constant amount of humiliations being felt by the mother in laws.

Certain ailments do not get well due to this existing fact which are a continuous source of a problem. Some ailment starts only after this type of exciting cause prevailing in many families.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from abuse
Ailments from embarrassed
Ailments from indignation
Ailments from mortification
Ailments from reproaches
Ailments from rudeness
A/F Scorned being scorned
Dullness mortification after
Honor effect of wounded
Humiliation painful sense of
Indignation
Rage insult
Vexation
Weeping mortification

638. MOTIONS
Act or process of changing position
To move in such a way has to suggest an intended action.
He is in the habit of indicating his desires or interested to get things by motion of his hand in particular directions or manners. Sometimes these types of motion have no particular aim, but just the gestures coming involuntary from the mind of person.

639. MUDDLED
Confused, to mismanage
The person is puzzled and confused in his behavior and work in disorganized way

CROSS REFERENCES
Chaotic
Confounding objects & ideas
Confusion of mind
Senses confused

640. MURDER desire to
A mental disposition to kill somebody
The person is so sensitive that he does not wish to tolerate least contradiction and desire to kill everybody who tries to contradict him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger stabbed at every one
Destructive
Jealousy kill drives to
Impulse kill to
Kill desire to
Rage kill people tries to
Thoughts persistent homicidal
Threatening kill to
Violent

641. MURMERING
A low continually repeated sound during sleep.
CROSS REFERENCES
Muttering
Mouth speech murmuring

642. MUSIC
A settle and vehement desire to not to listen music – a feeling of unsmoothing sensation in mind arise on listening to music.
Any form of music increase their complaints make them sad, suicidal etc. If he enters the house, he will switch off the TV and VCD player if somebody has played it for music.
Even if he goes to attend a function, he will try to avoid the music by going here and there.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments music
Anxiety church bells
Anxiety music from
Anxiety playing piano when
Delusion music hearing
Excitement music of
Fear music
Fear piano
Irritability music from
Restlessness music
Sadness music
Sensitive music
Suicidal music
Thoughts persistent music
Unconsciousness music from
Weeping bells
Weeping music

643. MUTILATING body
The characteristics of any part of the body making imperfect
The person is disturbed mentally to such an extent that he may try to disfigure his body by cutting or scarring.
It occur if a person so fed up or disappointed with himself, he tries to disfigure his body, in such a way has to become imperfect.
CROSS REFERENCES
Cut desire to
Mania tears himself to pieces
Self-torture
Tears himself
Torments himself

644. MUTTERING
To speak in low in distinct tone with compressed lips – murmure, in a low resembling voice representing his complaints in angry way.
They have a tendency to mumbling under their breath, because, either they do not want others know off their discontentment or anger or just from habit. He feels angry on some issue, but does not have the courage to express it directly. He starts speaking in such a way that his lips appeared to work partly and in allow voice so that his full test is not understood by everyone.

CROSS REFERENCES
Bemoaning
Complaining
Delirium murmuring
Delirium muttering
Discontented
Grumbling
Lamenting
Moaning
Mouth speech murmuring
Mouth speech unintelligible
Mumbling
Unconsciousness murmuring with

645. NAGGING
Scold continually quarreling

646. NAÏVE
Lacking critical ability and analytical in sight
Used for person who is simple trusting, plain and always takes things at their face value.

647. NAKED
Desire to expose her body or organs
She is generally in the habit remaining naked despite many advices that it does not look good in society.
She has some pain but uncover some other areas without having any care for the society.

CROSS REFERENCES
Delirium erotic
Delusion naked
Dress indecently
Eccentricity dressing
Fancies lascivious
Hysteria lascivious
Indifference exposure
Lasciviousness
Lewdness
Nymphomania
Obscene
Roving naked
Shameless
Undressing
648. NARRATING her symptoms agg
This individual emotionally upset while thinking or taking of their complaints that they either start crying or get depressed.
It may be a feeling of exaggerated sufferings for which the treatment sought while narrating her symptom before physician or somebody who comes to her and asked her wellbeing.

649. NARROW MINDED
Lacking tolerance, petty
The person has very shallow, narrow mind will always view things in a petty, intolerent way

CROSS REFERENCES
Fanaticism
Religious affection narrow minded

650. NEGLECTING
Fail to care to give proper attention
This is mental state in which the person does not do full justice to the work at hand and tend to be careless. This may lead to dislike and hatred for his occupation and individual.

Important subrubrics
Business
Children
House hold

CROSS REFERENCES
Business av to
Business neglect his
Indolence
Loathing general
Work av to

651. NERVOUS
Anxiety with excitement

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety
Apprehension
Excitement nervous
Excitement stammers
Frightened easily
Restless
Sense acute
Sensitive noise to
Starting startled easily
Weeping crying nervous
652. NEURASTHENIA
Nervous debility causing fatigue

653. NEUROSIS
A psychological or behavior disorder in which anxiety is the primary characteristics – a functional nervous disease.

654. NEW
A mental state when the entire object despite very old are looking new. Whether it is furniture or cloths or anything very old are looking new. This may be observed when individuals are sick when and have deviated to this extend in their mind or having such a feeling in a condition of sickness.

655. NIBBLE
To bite at gently and repeatedly
This is habit, where in a person takes small quick bite or small hesitant qualities at time.

656. NIGHT TERROR
Fearful dream child awake frightened – cannot remember in the event, occur in early part of night.
Nightmare – occur in last part of the night, awake frightened, and remember the events
In both case observer find the patient is frightened.

657 NOISE
Aversion to – A settled and vehement desire to be away to the noise, a feeling or mental disturbances from noise.
He is so aversion to noise that he hear the noise of children he will stop them, switch off the TV and radios and if it is beyond his control he will go somewhere from that place and he cannot tolerate the noise.
Inclined to mimic – They likes to make a lot of noise, either to attract attention or to disturb others out of envy, rage, loneliest or just boredom – a conduct disorder.

658. NOSE BLEED amel mental symptom
Mental symptoms > bleeding from nostrils

659. NOSTALGIA
Homesickness
He feels lonely and desire to be with his family and loved ones, if he is away from the home.

660. NUMBERS
Tendency to draw to even numbers

661. NYMPHOMANIA
Increased desire for sexual intercourse in females, usually based on personal inadequacy.
There are an increased desire in ladies, an may be seen certain periods of time such as before menses, after delivery etc.
A lady from royal family have much sexual desire for sexual intercourse, so she enjoys even with car driver or Gardner or any other low paid employee – which is considered to be great insult to such family.
This may be found in many ladies they do not feel satisfied with their husband, so sexual relation with many others. Here the question of respect of prestige is not involved, but is an internal desire of the lady which is to be considered as a part of a disease. 

Organum – Children masturbate very early in age
Platinum – Children masturbate at an older age

CROSS REFERENCES
Adulterous
A/F sexual excess
Amorous
Company av for masturbation
Delirium erotic
Fancies lascivious
Female desire increased
Male masturbation disposition to
Female desire violent masturbation driving to
Hysteria lascivious
Ideas lascivious
Insanity erotic
Lasciviousness
Lewdness
Libertinism
Masturbation
Naked
Pleasure voluptuous
Satyriasis
Shameless
Sexual desire
Thoughts intrude sexual
Thoughts sexual
Thoughts tormenting sexual
Gen sexual excess

662. OBJECTIVE reasonable
Uninfluenced by emotions or personal opinion.
These peoples are very realistic and down to earth. They have clear perspective

663. OBLIGATIONS
A moral or legal bond, a depth of gratitude

664. OBLIGED
To comply with this wishes for others man to bind morally or legally.

665. OBSCENE
Offensive to accepted standard on decency
They use impure language, action, thoughts and behavior which is designed to encourage to lust (A desire for sexual indulgence).
Certain ladies are in the habit of inciting others by posing or dressing in such a manner so others also encourage for sex.
Even during the course of sickness she unable to control herself and expose her organs in such a manner that even the physician may compel to lest.

Important subrubric
Man seeking for little girls

CROSS REFERENCES
Adulterous
A/F sexual excess
Amorous
Company av for masturbation
Delirium erotic
Fancies lascivious
Female desire increased
Male masturbation disposition to
Female desire violent masturbation driving to
Hysteira lascivious
Ideas lascivious
Insanity erotic
Lasciviousness
Lewdness
Libertinism
Masturbation
Naked
Pleasure voluptuous
Satyriasis
Shameless
Sexual desire
Thoughts intrude sexual
Thoughts sexual
Thoughts tormenting sexual
Gen sexual excess

663. OBSEQUIOUS
Submitive up to slavery, all the time being depended on others opinion, they do not complain.

664. OBSESSION
A persistent thought on disagreeable occurrences by compulsion.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety
Cleanliness excessive
Delusion on past disagreeable occurrences
Fanaticism
Fears
Ideas abundant - same ideas repeated
Ideas fixed
Monomania
Phobias
Thoughts persistent
Thoughts repetition of
Washing always her hand

665. OBSTINATE
He had the queerest objection against whatever was proposed. They are inflexible firmly adhering to an opinion or purpose by argument or other means. He is very firm in his thinking and will never change his opinion or weak point even if it harms him or doing him wild he will never follow any advice. He is so adamant that, if decided to cross a road in spite repeated advice the accident, he will do and meet with an accident.

Important subrubrics
Children
Queerest objection
Simpleton

CROSS REFERENCES
Contrary
Contradict disposition to
Disobedience
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Quarrelsome
Rashness
Stubborn

666. OCCUPATION amel
An activity, business or profession provides amelioration to all complaints. Any feeling or pain or inconvenience reduced when one engaged him in a work or study. The person feels better whenever he is busy. If he is suffering from pain will feels much better, if he has some work to do or any other mental or physical activity that will take his mind off his complaints.

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity desire for
Amusement desire for
Anxiety motion >
Busy
Business desire for
Ennui entertainment >
Excitement >
Industrious
Paly desire to
Restlessness busy
Thinking complaints
Work desire for
Work mania to
Gen activity desire for

667. OCCUPIED
With the objects immediately around him
This is seen when a person is always busy with the things lying closed to him in his surroundings.

668. ODDS
Dissatisfied or discontented with himself

669. OFFENDED easily
Easily feeling ill or offended by the least provocation or cause. A sense of dislike with anger and vexation on the least disliking event.
Sensitive persons feel insulted very fast and takes even the most harmless remarks as heart feeling. Even a mild reproof will upset him as to why he was said so.

CROSS REFERENCES
Admonition <
A/F mortification
A/F Indignation
A/F Mortification
A/F Reproaches
Delusion accused
Del criticized
Del despised
Del laughed at
Del insulted
Del looked down upon
Del watched
Discontent
Fastidious
Hatred bitter
Hatred person
Indignation
Irritability taking in bad parts
Kill desire to
Kill offences
Reproaches ailments after
Sensitive rudeness to
Sensitive oversensitive external impression to
Sensitive ailments most trifles
Sulky
Vexation wrong

670. OLDER
Child behave as a matured person
A precocity in which child behave as a matured person

671. OPINIONS
Expect other to pay respect to her
These persons are very dominating and will not tolerate any contradiction.
They want everyone to do as they say, no matter what the other persons view are – they wants to be respected by others.

672. OPTIMISTIC
People who are always positive, expect a favorable out come
They always take a hopeful view of a matter, no matter how grim things seems.

673. ORDER in one’s life
Wants everything in perfect orderly manner, fastidious he rest cannot when things are not in proper places.

674. ORDERLY
Manner cannot perform anything the person is so careless that any work done by him has to be rechecked since he is disorderly and haphazard in doing everything.

675. ORPHAN
Forsaken children

676. OVERACTIVE
They are so restless that, they always wants to be busy and occupied, never to be seen at rest for a time.

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity hyperactive
Ideas abundant
Restlessness children

677. OVERBEARING
Hauhtily and proud
He very proud of his looks or the clothes he wears, turned to be looked down up on others with contempt.

678. Over sensitive
Unduly or extremely susceptible to feel something. An exaggerated feeling of any happiness or act in a sensitive individual. If he injured by a prick of nail, he become so much restless, feeling too much pain, wants to be take some super specialty hospitals or specialties

679. OVERWEENING
Very proud and haughty person
680. **OVERWORKED**
Complaints from over work or mental exertion.

681. **PANIC**
Sudden attack of fear

682. **PARADOXICAL**
That which is contrary to received opinion

683. **PARANOID**
A no degenerated chronic psychosis marked by delusion of persecution or grandeur, strenuously defended by the person with apparent logic and reason.
The person has delusion and feels that he is a King living in place with crown on his heat; though in reality he may be a pauper

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Anxiety persuade as if
Delusion arrested
Del criticized
Del enemy
Del injury
Del insulted
Del murdered
Del superhuman
Ideas fixed
Suspiciousness
Thoughts persistent

684. **PARTIAL**
Prejudiced or biased
Favoring one person or side over another, having a particular liking for someone or something.
A teacher may be inclined to favor one particular student more than the other, irrespective principles or justice, because of special fondness towards that student.

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Prejudices traditional

685. **PASSIONATE**
Capable of having intense feeling
Violent exaltation and agitation of mind in anger, love or fulfillment of desire

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Anger
Ardent
Enthusiasm
Fanaticism
Rage
Vehement

686. PATHETIC
Arousing pity or sympathy
A manner, which a person sets sympathy from other

687. PATIENCE
The quality of suffering calmly
Seen in person who has the power to bear anything calmly and coolly and cannot easily prorogated

CROSS REFERENCES
Calmness
Quite disposition to
Silent
Tranquility

688. PEACE
Sense of heavenly
The person feels in perfect harmony with his some doings. A sense of extreme calmness and contentment.

689. PEDANT
Those who unduly concerned with book learning and formal rules without understanding or experience of practical affairs.

690. PEDOPHILIA
Desire for sexual intercourse with children

691. Perceptions
Insight, the act or faculty of perceiving. The effect or product of perceiving

682. PERFECTIONIST
A predilection for setting extremely high standards and being displeased with anything else.
He cannot rest when they are not in proper place.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger mistakes over his
Anger conscientious of
Censorious
Conscience trifles
Delusion neglected his duty
Del reproach has neglected his duty
Del right does nothing
Del wrong he has done
Discontented
Fastidious
Reproaches himself
Reproaches others
Rest cannot
Sensitive oversensitive
Trifles seems important

683. PERFIDIOUS
Faithless, basely violating faith

684. PERSEVERANCE
Not to abandon or give up easily what is undertaken.
If the person has a purpose then he will try to fulfill it under any condition whatever may be the consequences.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contradict disposition
Contrary
Courageous
Industrious
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Thoughts persistent

685. PERSIST in nothing
The continuance of an effort after the course is removed.
Jumping from one thing to another without any purposes. They are fickle minded and always wavering and unsteady. They are doing many things but cannot do justice to all of them.
Example – A child is playing with a toys and breaking them, a next moment he is playing a kite, sometimes later he will pay something else .
His attention is frequently diverting.
The child has no definite purpose or aim rather he is of a feeble mind. Changing frequently from one thing to another.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Delusion fail everything will
Del succeed cannot
Inconstancy
Irresolution
Mood changeable
Succeed never
Understanding many
Will weakness

686. PERT
Impudent in speech or conduct
687. PERTINACITY
Persisting or holding firmly even if others disagree. They have certain fixed ideas and hold firmly to them even if others do not agree to them.

An unyieldingly persistent fixedness hard to get rid of – it is compulsive personality disorder.
Example – If a person has formed an idea that KSEB is controlled by central Government when he advised that it is a department of state government. He does not agree to it, despite the fact that a common man also can understand that this cannot be a subject of Central Government. But this man will go in persisting on his own presumptions.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contradiction disposition to
Contrary
Courageous
Defiant
Determination
Dictatorial
Disobedience
Obstinacy
Perseverance
Positives
Quarrelsome

688. PERVERSE
Want of moral feeling
The state of turning from what is considered morally right

CROSS REFERENCES
Duty no sense of duty
Godless
Religious feeling want of
Moral affection want of

689. PESSIMIST
A tendency to take the least hopeful view of a situation.
He think that he cannot succeed that and having the opinion that everything that existing is for the worst. A depressive disorder

CROSS REFERENCES
Brooding
Complaining
Confidence want of self
Death desires
Del fails everything
Del succeed cannot
Del wrong he had done
Despair
Discontented
Discouraged
Doubtful recovery
Dwells past
Ennui
Helplessness
Indifference
Introspection
Lamenting
Loathing
Morose
Succeed never
Suicidal thoughts
Understanding lacks
Weary of life
Wrong everything seems

690. PETTINESS
A thing of little value is given lot of importance. He emotionally upset this uptime when person making him irritable or sad.

691. PETULANT
Characteristic by temporary ill humor, out of temper and irritable.
They are peevish and irritable for no apparent reasons and behave in cross way with everyone.
They are so touchy that the least talk against him for his family members he is placed in a deep ill humor and feels irritable in his mind.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Discontent
Impatience
Irritability
Morose
Offended
Sulky
Unfeeling

692. PHILOSOPHY
Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual investigation and moral self-discipline.
This people are deeply involved in every science and who act calmly and wisely in search of knowledge and for reasoning out things properly.

CROSS REFERENCES
Fanaticism
Piety
Praying pity
693. PHLEGOMATIC
A type of indifference laziness, marked by slowness and solidity

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference
Indolence av to work
Slowness

694. PHOTO MANIA
Desire for light and colour

695. PHYSICAL
Physical symptom alternate with mental symptom

696. PICKING
Plucking something any part of the body, surface any where
The person has a habit of making gestures has he plucking and picking anything like cloths, lips, nose etc. especially during course of sickness – this become an important symptom for homoeopaths.

697. PIETY – nocturnal
The person is thinking of God with reverence and respect at night only.
The moral and spiritual reasoning in individuals or group arise at night
A business man take part in all sort of activity in day time, he may tell lies or do an act which may be beyond the limit and good moral character.
But when he sleep at night he will have many religious thoughts and pious things. He will maintain all sort of pious activities, cleanliness and neatness at night.

CROSS REFERENCES
Praying at night
Religious affections

698. PITIES herself
Sympathetic he artful sorrow for herself while suffering mentally or physically – a compassion for herself.
A very kind hearted lady very much careful for her actions and will always try to do the best but whenever she things about herself, she feels that life has not treated her very well and she has never got what she deserve thus always feeling sorry for herself.
CROSS REFERENCES
Delusion misfortune inconsolable
Del misfortune
Weeping children in
Pieties
Weeping pities himself
Unfortunate

699. PLACIDITY
Peaceful and undisturbed having freedom from disturbance and agitation, they are calm placed and peaceful.
700. PLAIN TIVE
Expression of sorrow or mournfulness
Complaining

701. PLANS making many
This individuals have a habit of wanting to do many things which is not always practical or possible
The person is desirous or expanding his present business for a while he will make many statements, charts, graphs or other things although he may not implement them.
In Theorizing – The person has no definite plan, statement, graph etc. but he makes castles in the airway, but it is not so in plans making many.

702. PLANTS
Lover of nature and plants, green peace moment.

703. PLAYING
Aversion to play in children
Desire to play in children
Inability to play

704. PLAYFUL
Full of good sprite and fun
An occupation of exercise of any kind other than work, to afford pleasure or diversion, for the purpose of deriving and amusement.
Desire to play – A child has always being very much inclined in playing, but due to sickness he stopped all such activities and now has a desire to play, but cannot do so due to his compelling circumstances.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference
Mildness
Tranquility

CROSS REFERENCES
Absorbed
Air castle
Activity creative
Concentration active
Exertion mental
Fancies exaltation
Fancies absorbed
Ideas abundant
Industrious
Memory active
Theorizing

CROSS REFERENCES
Amusement desire
Cheerful
Content
Jesting
Vivacious

705. PLEASANTLY
Full of fun and jesting

706. PLEASED
Desire to be pleased

707. PLEASING
Desire to please others

708. PLEASURE
An enjoyable sensation of gratification, often suggesting an excitement or exaltation of the sense of the
mind.
This is agreeable sensation of emotion giving gratification or enjoyment to the mind.
A patient feels very happy while walking at the night due to the sickness. Generally the individual feels
happy after enjoying in good sleep, but this person feels happy while awake and walks at night.

709. POLITE
Submissive

710. POLITICS ability for
Relating to or dealing with study, structure or affairs of government politics or the state.

711. POMPSOUS
Marked by an exaggerated show of dignity of self-importance.
They have an air of superiority, when they are dealing with others, consider them low and inferior to him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Arrogance
Contemptuous
Haughty
Importance feel his

712. POSTIVENESS
The quality of being positive in all his affairs. They are affirmative self-assured, they will reach their
objectives.
He is so confident that he will always act on his decision and never accept another opinion and feel that
only his judgment will lead to successes
Whatever action he is taking or whatever he expects from others must be positive, he cannot listen “NO”
whenever he is right or wrong he wants “YES”. He would like every result to be positive.

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Confidence
Contradict disposition to
Contrary
Courageous
Defiant
Disobedience
Dogmatic
Obstinate
Perseverance
Pertinacity

713. POSTPONING everything to next day
A lazy person who has the habit delaying or putting of work for tomorrow that has to be done today.

CROSS REFERENCES
Fear failure of
Fear undertaking anything
Indolence
Irresolution
Laziness postponing
Procrastinate

714. POWER love of
Tending to issue order or commands, to issue authoritatively
Great desire and ability to control or compel others
He has the capability of influencing people, to be spokesmen or leader, yet he is unable to do so. They are very much eager to command power
Due to his love for power he can merge to have false respect and regards as such cannot implement it.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ambition
Avarice
Contemptuous
Contradiction intolerant of
Delusion better than others
Del creative power
Del diminished every thing
Del distinguished
Del great person
Dictatorial power

715. PRAISED being
They wishes to have good things told about to him

CROSS REFERENCES
Flattery desire
Lamenting appreciated he is not
Longing for good opinion of others

716. PRAYING
An earnest, solemn addressed to God for the favour blessing, asked for earnest entreaty.
They devote their maximum time to prayers, they have increased desire to pray and are very religious minded.
If a person dejected in the affairs of his life, he may be in a bad health or difficult circumstances in the family and he feels that there is no alternative for him and as such he praised to God for his success or getting rid of the problem he is facing.

CROSS REFERENCES
Del tremens praying with
Insanity religious
Kneeling & praying
Piety nocturnal
Religious affections

717. PREARRANGING
Prearranging or preplanning everything in advance

718. Precocity
Attainment of maturity in an early age.
Ripe in understanding and early development of the mental faculties before the usual or proper age
A child of ten years has got such a maturity of brain that he talks like a very experienced person who has faced life for many decades – They often astounding people around him by his maturity. Even matured person may feel that this child is too matured for talking like this.

719. PREDICTING
Power to perceive things that are naturally beyond the range of human senses

720. PREGNANCY
They have peculiar mental complaints during pregnancy such as depression, mania, and sadness

721. PREJUDICED - traditional prejudices
Bias or pre posse ness of mind.
A previous inclination of mind formed with out regard to evidence. There are many tradition customs followed even today even though they may not be practicable in this day or age.

722. PREMONITION
Presentiment of the future seeing in advance

CROSS REFERENCES
Anticipation
Clairvoyance
Death presentiment of
Fear happen something will
Presentiments forebodings
Dream- clairvoyant
Dream event future
Dream prophetic
Dreams visionary
Stomach apprehension
Abdomen apprehension

723. PMT  Pre Menstrual Tension
The symptom such as anger, depression, irritability hot flushes occur in women before menses

724. PREOCCUPIED
Lost in thought, absorbed from look itself, one seems to be mentally occupied.
A person is so thoughtful that whenever somebody wants to approach him, he seems to be occupied in his thoughts and it is felt that he should not be disturbed. Such a person not easily responding to calls also.

725. PRESUMPTUOUS
Bold and over confidant to excess, rashly confident
They are so arrogant and over confident that they may rashly undertake to do things often on the ground of strong probability, with no thought of the outcome.
He while taking any action when somebody's is permission is required, goes on further in doing it assume that he will definitely get his permission for the work even if it is not possible to get such a permission. If he got no permission he may be in trouble, but in future also he assume like things.

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Contemptuous
Contradict disposition
Contrary
Defiant
Haughty
Impertinence
Insolence
Meddlesome

726. PRESENTIMENT
A feeling that something unpleasant bad is going to occur even before it actually happens. It is a previous apprehension of something unpleasant or distressing about to happen

CROSS REFERENCES
Anticipation
Clairvoyance
Death presentiment of
Fear happen something will
Presentiments forebodings
Dream- clairvoyant
Dream event future
Dream prophetic
Dreams visionary
Stomach apprehension
Abdomen apprehension

727. PRIDE
Possessing an unreasonable conceit of superiority – an unreasonable opinion of one’s own excellence.
It is an exaggerated state of one’s self-image where he considered people around him inferior and at time insults and even humiliate them.

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F Scorn being scorned
Arrogance
Contemptuous
Delusion great person
Del appreciated think she is not
Del better than other
Del body greatness
Del creative power
Del diminished every thing
Del distinguished is
Del humility & lowness
Del prince is
Del proud
Del queen she is
Del insulted
Del knowledge thought...
Del superhuman
Del superiority
Del tall he is
Egotism self esteem
Exhilaration
Flattery desire
Haughty
Honor effect of wounded
Indignation
Mortification
Reproaches others
Reserved
Weeping mortification from

728. PRIM
Affectation – An artificial behavior design to impress others

729. PROCRASTINATE
Postponing delaying or putting off doing something until is later date
730. PROFANITY
Disrespect towards the sacred or religious things
They tend to curse & swear at religious or Godly things, they show no respect for any things holy or sacred.

CROSS REFERENCES
Cursing
Blasphemy

731. PROPHESYING
The act of foretelling future events
Some gifted person has ability to see in to the future and predict event to come. They can tell of impending occurrences either good or bad.
If a person has been sick for about a month although his sickness may be an ordinary one which can be easily curable but he feels that he going to die very soon.
He may put forward his thoughts or calculation that by his Devine power or worship his time of death is fixed which he will declare.

CROSS REFERENCES
Clairvoyance
Death presentiment of
Death predict
Dream clairvoyant
Dream prophetic
Dreams visionary

732. PROPORTIONS disturbed sense of
An exaggeration, to make greater than his actually the case.

733. PROSTRATION OF THE MIND
Complete mental exhaustion.
The condition being powerless in mind, mind is reduced to extreme weakness. Here the least mental work causes weakness, fatigue and tiredness.
A person by profession, newspaper correspondence writing various reports. After writing a single report, he feels that he completely exhausted in his mind and cannot write any more.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety exertion
Concentration difficult
Delirium depletion
Delirium fatigue
Dullness
Ennui
Exertion mental <
Ideas deficiency
Mental <
Mistakes
Senses dull
Slowness
Stupefaction
Thinking av
Torpor
Unconsciousness
Unobserving
Face expression haggard
Face expression vacant
Gen lassitude
Gen lie down inclination to
Gen sluggishness
Gen weakness
Gen weakness exertion slight
Gen weariness

734. PROTESTING
They rebel against any authority, established order or ruling power

CROSS REFERENCES
Anarchist
Contradict disposition to
Quarrelsme

735. PROUD
Failing of pleasurable satisfaction over an attribute or act by which one's status of sense of self is measured. – Haughtiness.

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F Scorn being scorned
Arrogance
Contemptuous
Delusion great person
Del appreciated think she is not
Del better than other
Del body greatness
Del creative power
Del diminished every thing
Del distinguished is
Del humility & lowness
Del prince is
Del proud
Del queen she is
Del insulted
Del knowledge thought...
Del superhuman
Del superiority
Del tall he is
Egotism self esteem
Exhilaration
Flattery desire
Haughty
Honor effect of wounded
Indignation
Mortification
Reproaches others
Reserved
Weeping mortification from

736. PROVOKE
To excite, stimulate or insight others.

737. PRYING
To examine things with impertinent curiosity

738. PUBERTY mental complaints in
Certain complaints such as sadness, depression etc. during puberty.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference puberty
Loathing general puberty
Morose puberty

739. PULLING hair
A mental condition in which one desire to draw out one’s hair
He feels by his mental instincts that he wants to pull one’s hair although he may not do so practically.
This condition may not be associated with annoyance, but can be impulse of one’s mind.

740. PUNCTILIOUS
Accomplished at appointed time.
Arriving or reacting exactly at the designated time

741. PUNISHMENT agg mental symptom
Seen when any mental complaints increase after any sort of reproach

742. PYROMANIA
Fire mania

743. QUAKING
The sound produce by ducks occur in in mania

744. QUALMISH
A bitter regrets arising from the repentance of past misdeeds
745. QUARRELLESOME

Disposed to fight pettily.
Tendency to pick up quarrels for petty matters. Apt to violent dispute with loud and angry words,
They have tendency to disagree and dispute for the smallest things and also are in the habit of fighting
faults and in any and everything.

Important sub rubrics
Answers without waiting for
Causeless
Delivery during
Jealousy from
Menses beginning of
Sleep in

CROSS REFERENCES
Abusive
A/F quarrelling
Anger
Censorious
Contrary
Contradict disposition
Cursing
Defiant
Delirium scolding
Fight
Harshness
Insolence
Irritability
Irasibility
Intolerance
Litigious
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Protesting
Reproaches others
Rudeness
Weeping opposition
Weeping remonstrated

746. QUEER

Means open to suspicion, counter fit.

747. QUESTIONING speak continually

A disposition to ask many question even while having plane talks which are full of questions despite being
in the form of long speech
They are so inquisitive that, always talking in question mostly with a negative approach.
748. QUICK to act
A great co-ordination of ideas and actions in the mind of a person. He has quick reflexes and reacts very fast since his mind is active and has quick thinking.
We have too many ideas in our mind, but generally everybody is not quick enough to implement up on the ideas. But this man is so quick whatever idea is come to his mind, he will immediately take actions to implement it.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Answers abrupt
Answers hastily
Hurry
Impatience
Impetuous
Impulsive
Memory active
Mouth speech abrupt
Mouth speech hasty
Thoughts rapid

749. QUITE disposition
A tendency to remain calm and peaceful
Calm, silent, undisturbed temperament
A state of mental calmness where the person does not loose his temper easily even when provoked by member around.
Small provocation has no meaning of him to feel disturbed.

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers av to
Asking nothing
Company av to
Confidence want of
Content quite
Consolation <
Mildness
Reserved
Secretive
Spoken av being

750. QUITTED cannot
It is the conditions in which a person can be so agitated or restless that it is not possible keep him quite calm or at rest.

751. RAGE
A altered state of mind where the person has no control over his anger and behave in violent manner
Due to anger he seems to be insane of maniac because a normal person cannot be so violent in anger. His attitude under these conditions seems to be destructive which may cause any harm.
They are three degrees – First irritability
Then Anger
  Rage

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger
Anger sudden
Anger violent
Breaking
Cursing
Delirium raging
Destructiveness
Discouraged rage with
Fight
Frenzy
Gestures angry
Gestures made furious
Imbecility rage stamp the feet
Insanity madness
Jealousy rage
Laughing rage
Mania rage
Mania wild
Quarrelsome
Restless rage
Tears things
Violent deeds
Wildness
Wicked
Face discoloration bluish maniacal rage
Face discoloration wild rage
Face discoloration red maniacal rage

752. RAKES
Immoral personalities

753. RASH
Quality of acting hastily and incautiously
A rash man one who under-goes risk from natural impulsiveness
They have very casual approach towards the life. They tempt to make nothing seriously and are not worry about the consequences. They are so rash in their action that without caring their consequences, they go on taking their actions in every field of life.
This is people who act on their instincts.
If he drives a car he will not care whether he can cross the bus or will meet with an accident
If he is writing an article he will not care whether it is going exceed his limitation under the prevalent laws and customs.
They will not observe any restrictions during sickness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Audacity
Careless
Capriciousness
Courageous
Heedless
Hurry
Impatience
Impetuous
Impulse morbid
Impulsive
Indiscretion
Meddlesome
Quick to act
Reckless
Thoughts rapid
Mouth speech abrupt
Mouth speech hasty

754. READING av to
A settled a vehement desires not to read. A pre occupied feel in the mind of a person forbidding him to read anything.
The student is so much avers to read anything that he accept that any type of failure of criticism but he will not read. Some cases it may observe that the patients’ mental complaints increase while reading.

Important sub rubrics
Desire to read medical books
Unable to read in children

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded reading
Anxiety reading
Dullness reading while
Excitement reading while
Irritability reading while
Prostration reading
Restlessness reading
Sensitive reading to
Sleep sleepiness reading while

755. REALITY flight from
When faced with facts or difficult situation which are unpleasant, a person tries his best to avoid to escape them and may live in his imaginary world where every things calm and smooth but unreal.
756. REASON increased power of
Increased intellectual faculties by which things are judged or good thinking power. He have logical explanation for every little incidents in his life.

757. REBELLIOUS
Revolt, one who resents and resists authority, insurrection

758. REBELS against politics
Resist authority or control, which is judicious. They are over sensitive to external control and protest if advice or to obey others.

759. RECKLESS
Careless or heedless of consequence

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Audacity
Careless
Capriciousness
Courageous
Heedless
Hurry
Impatience
Impetuous
Impulse morbid
Impulsive
Indiscretion
Meddlesome
Quick to act
Reckless
Thoughts rapid
Mouth speech abrupt
Mouth speech hasty

760. RECOGNIZE anything
A mental condition or state where in one ceases to identify his own friends and relatives or anything. The person may unknowingly or purposely behave as if ever one who he meets he is a stranger though he knows them well. During the course of sickness he ceases to recognize his relatives.

761. RECRIMINATING
Accuse in return or quarrelsome
OR
When a person is always pre occupied with events that have occurred in his life and remain absorbed in nostalgia and bad memories.
CROSS REFERENCES
Abusive
A/F quarrelling
Anger
Censorious
Contrary
Contradict disposition
Cursing
Defiant
Delirium scolding
Fight
Harshness
Insolence
Irritability
Irascibility
Intolerance
Litigious
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Protesting
Reproaches others
Rudeness
Weeping opposition
Weeping remonstrated

762. REFLECTING
An attentive consideration with introspection

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers reflects long
Introspection
Meditation
Thoughts thoughtful

763. REFUSE
Everything – A mental condition where one reject something when offered although he himself desired it.
A child wants a toy car, when offered to him, he throws it away and does not wish to accept it.
Medicine – A person have been sick for a long time and he consumed various types of drugs after some time he become frustrated and feel that there is no use of taking any medicine as he is not getting well.
He also has a doubtful attitude towards the medicine. He may have a fear of being poisoned so refuse to take medicine offered.

Important subrubrics
Medicines to take
Treatment every
In spite of being very sick
764. REJECTING everything
He does not accept things offered, capriciousness
During rage, illness or in obstinate children one may find that everything shown or given is refused even if it was asked for previously.

765. RELIGIOUS
Committed, dedicated, concerted, to the service of the divine or religion
He has a strong fear of God. He so much committed or dedicated to his feeling or religion that he will be guided in all aspects in his life, according to the religions he is attached.
He build up his ideas and life according to whatever has been preached in the holly books. He will not try to go an inch beyond the limit of his religion. They may more inclined towards and interested in spiritualism

Horror of opposite sex – They have horror of opposite sex on the basis of religion, they have been told that it is bad, that has to do with devil.
Religion does not mean a Hindu or Muslim, as religion, but the feelings of sects with one which is attached to.

Important Subrubrics
Bible all day want to read the
Children in
Tortured by religious ideas at night
Fanaticism
Narrow-minded religious questions
Want of religious feelings

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety salvation
Aversion sex opposite
Delirium religious
Despair religious
Despair salvation
Doubtful salvation
Eccentricity salvation
Exaltation religious
Excitememt religious
Fanaticism
Fear evil
Fear devil
Fear faith
Godless
Haughty religious
Insanity religious
Kneeling & praying
Loquacity religious
Piety
Praying
Remorse
Superstitious
Suicidal disposition religious
Gen catalepsy religious

766. RELOCATING
They have a desire to change or misplace the things from their place.

767. REMEDIES homoeopathic
They have aversion to homoeopathic medicine and refuse to take it

768. REMEMBERING
Keeping mind in recollect

769. REMORSE
Painful memory of wrong doing
Moral anguish and bitter regrets arising from the repentance of past misleads
He is in a state of turmoil because of the guilty feeling arising in the consciences because of the bad things, which he had done in the past.
Repenting up on every past wrong.
A person forget observe certain formalities required to be observed as per social customs at particular event but as soon as he remember to that he forget to observe some formalities, he start repenting for it as if he did a crime.
It is general habit of repenting on any trivial ailments.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger mistakes
Anguish
Anxiety conscience
Delirium blame himself for his folly
Delusion crime committed
Del disagree
Del neglected his duty
Del reproaches had neglected
Del right doing
Del wrong had done
Despair religious
Discontent himself
Religious affections
Repentance quick
Reproaches himself
Thoughts tormenting

770. RENUNCIATION
Adornment, self-resignation

771. REPEATING
Repeating actions, words etc.

772. REPOSE
To rest in confidence

773. REPROACHES
Aliments or suffering from a feeling disappointment and disapproval – brought about from discredit, so they blame oneself for something.
A MD student had presented a seminar, which was really good but not approved by his boss or colleges. This was felt so much by him that he had great feeling condemning himself because he could not get the approval of his boss or colleges despite his best performance. He feels that this was great discredit to him and consequently he has some ailments.

They lack self-confidence. This sort of people doubt their own ability and if something goes wrong at work in relationship they condemn themself, thinking that it was their fault, always feel unfortunate.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger mistakes
Anxiety conscience
Censorious oneself
Confidence want
Consolation <
Contemptuous self of
Delusion blames
Del confusion think other will observe
Del crime committed had
Del criticized she is
Del despised is
Del laughed at
Del insulted he is
Del looked down upon
Del neglected duty
Del reproaches..
Del right does nothing
Del watched being
Del wrong she had done
Discontent himself
Discouraged reproaches
Haughty
Insanity women reproaching
Insecurity
Modesty
Quarrelsome herself with
Remorse
Striking himself
Tearing himself

774. REPULSIVE MOOD
Tending to forbid familiarity, to refuse, to be disagreeable.
This is feeling of some dislike they have marked aversion to any specific things
He has got a tendency to reject anything irrespective of its quality and quantity as nothing gives him satisfaction. He does not appreciate efforts made by somebody in preparing something for him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mood repulsive
Mortification
Unsympathetic
Face expression cold distant

775. RESENTMENT
Feeling of anger or irritation caused by a sense of injury or insult.
A feeling of indignation, displeasure because of something regarded as wrong.
Result a sense of agitation in the mind against some happening, cause or object. He has a marked hatred and takes insult at the least things and sets provoked easily, he has a feeling of too much humiliated by others.

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F honor wounded
Brooding
Dwell on past disagreeable
Envy
Hatred
Indignation
Malicious
Mortification

776. RESERVED
Marked by a disposition to be restrained in words or action – self-restrained in behavior and expression.
They are introvert and never open out easily. They remain silent most of time and do not show their main feeling readily. If he asked a question he would reply in brief and whenever he required to write anything he will try to write the minimum words.

CROSS REFERENCES
Aloof
Ask nothing
Cautious
Company av to
Confidence want
Consolation <
Indifference
Introspection
Quite disposition
Secretive
Taciturn
Talk disposed to
Taciturn
Timidity bashful

777. RESIGNATION
Giving up quiet submission without discontent. Individuals who are in certain position and the conditions around does not agree very well even though he wants to change it, he cannot. So they give up particular status because they cannot cop up with the mental strain and stress.

778. RESOLUTE
Marked by firmness or determination striking to a purpose action or decision.
He is so determined in his mind that ones he takes a decision to do something, nothing is going to stop or change his decision.
He has firm voice on any aspect and is bold enough to face any circumstances.
They are strong yield person who would try and fulfill their ambitions, against all odds.

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
Confidant
Courageous
Firmness
High-spirited

779. RESPECTED desire to be
They want to be respected by everybody even though he is not in a good position or status.

780. RESPONSIBILITY av to
They does not have enough confidence in himself, would try to avoid any important job or promotion given to him.

Important Subrubrics
Aversion to
Taking responsibility too seriously

781. Rest
Cannot when things are not in proper place.
They are difficult to please and so particular that they are never at peace until everything neat and in its proper place – an obsessive compulsive disorder.
They always cleaning up put things in order again and again. They feel forced to do this, cannot bear anything that is dirty or that is not in its proper place. The least uncleanness or things lying unarranged are intolerable to her. She is so restless that she cannot tolerate a picture hanging on the wall which is not in a proper position. Even if she is unable to some things she cannot have rest until things are arranged in proper order.

Rest desire to — They are lazy sick people hate to do any work and would just lied on doing nothing always wants to sleep.

782. RESTLESSNESS
Unable to rest, or be still. A feeling of inquietudes in mind.
This are hyperactive people who are full of energy and desires a constant change. They cannot be at ease mentally/ physically if they are tied down in certain activity for a long time. Their interest to change from one thing to another constantly. May be due to excitement, nervousness or fear.

This children are so restless that it cannot be peaceful under any circumstances. If he is in lap of his mother he wants to come down then again up, if he is lied down in the bed start going from one bed to another.

Important Subrubrics
- Children
- Company in
- Headache during
- Menses before
- Reading while
- Sexual excitement in
- Women in
- Working while

CROSS REFERENCES
- Activity restless
- Anguish driving from place to place
- Anxiety restlessness
- Delirium restless
- Excitement nervous
- Fear driving from place to place
- Fidgety
- Hurried
- Impatience
- Nervousness
- Sense acute
- Starting uneasiness
- Wandering desire
- Walking rapidly
- Weeping nervous
- Extr restless
- Gen shuddering
783. RETICENT
Reserved in speech a refraining from talking

784. RETIREMENT desire for
Desire to withdraw from company or occupation
This is a longing to give up work, active life, occupation and all responsibility in order to be rest and withdrawn from public notice

785. REVEALING secrets
Making known or disclose secrets by self or under some super natural inspired process.
Making known the facts, which are supposed to be maintained as confidential? This individual can never conceal or keep to themselves thinks, which are not to be made public.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confiding
Curious
Gossiping
Heedless
Indiscretion
Inquisitive
Loquacity
Sensitive want
Spying

786. REVENGEFUL
Full of revenge, desirous of vengeance
A tendency to take revenge by harming somebody who had harmed earlier is suspected to have harmed in any way. They will be on the look out to find an opportunity when he can harm other, so that he may complete his revenge.

CROSS REFERENCES
Hatred
Malicious

787. REVERENCE
Fear mingled with profound respect, affection, love and awe
Seen when a person show highest degree of respect esteem adoration to a point of worship and awe for others around him.
He has too much heart felt honor and respect for everyone around him. Since too much attachment towards everybody this type of feeling or behaviour is not generally expected of a normal person, this become relevant for consideration in homoeopathy.

788. REVERIES
The condition of being lost in thought, day dream
An extravagance or fanciful product of mind
The person is lost in his fanciful thought and strange theories, which may be purely based on theoretical concepts, like air castle. During this he looks to be mentally occupied and does not easily respond call or attention.

789. REVOLUTIONARY
Those who have rebellions thought against any authority, established order or ruling power

790. RICH
Desire to be rich in wealth and money

791. RIDICULOUS action
Uncertain foolish action
Action designed to excite laughter with some degree of contempt, mockery
The person is in the habit of making funny motion by any part of his body inviting the attention of others, but without having a very good and sensible aspect on it. Gestures are involuntary movement of the organs of the person, but ridiculous action – not such the action presented may be deliberate, yet this is to be considered in that very rubric.

CROSS REFERENCES
Gestures ridiculous
Ideas ridiculous
Insanity madness ridiculous
Jesting ridiculous
Mocking ridicule
Thoughts ridiculous

792. RIDING in carriage av to
A settled and firm mental condition in certain sensitive people who dislike travel in a carriage. He can prefer travel on foot for miles together, he would not like to travel any type of vehicle or carriage.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety riding down
Anxiety riding while
Confusion riding while
Fear riding while
Gen riding car <
Gen riding car av

793. RIGHT always claims to be
He is so confident that he will always hate on his decision and will never accept others opinion and feels that only his judgment will lead to success.

794. Rigid
Firmly adhering to a opinion or purposes they are inflexible and unyielding

795. Rocking amel
Having a swaying rolling or to and fro movement which amel
Children when weeping or whenever he is unhappy he feels amel if somebody is rocking him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Carried desire
Irritability rocking >

796. ROLLING on the floor
Rotating moving from side or up and down on the floor – may or may not be a deliberate action. During temper tantrum in children or due certain disease condition a child may roll on the floor due to pain or when their wishes are not fulfilled or for no valid or unknown reasons.

CROSS REFERENCES
Crawling on the floor
Delirium roll on the floor

797. ROMANTIC
An opinion idea or attitude based on feelings or emotions rather than reason

798. ROVING about naked
Inclined to travel or stray naked
A perverted state of mind where the person likes exposing in public.
He is so averse to wear clothes that he starts from his house in a naked condition without caring for anybody criticism or laughter. He is lascivious and would like to move around without any cloths.

799. RUDENESS
A general and habitual deficiency in manner and grace or coarse insensibility to another’s feeling.
They have no respect for elders, no concerns for friends and do not observe any kind of manners when dealing with people. He is talking very harshly to maid servant, when his uncle stopped him, he started behaving rudely with them also.
They are loud, harsh, and at times very much uncivilized.

Important Subrubrics
Children’s of neglecting
Employees to the chief
Women in

CROSS REFERENCES
Censorious
Contemptuous
Cursing
Despair
Rage
Cursing & imprecations
Dictatorial
Discouraged – cursing with
Insolent
Insulting
Quarrelsome
Rage
Reproaches others
Ridicule mania to
Rudeness
Slander
Scolding
Slander disposition to
Swearing
Threatening

800. RULES
They have great aversion to obey the rules, a rebellion, and contradictory personalities

801. RUNS about
A mental state in which one desires to run away to a definite place or tries to run here and there without having sufficient reason one is running about and wishes to run about.

CROSS REFERENCES
Awkward
Delirium
Escape
Foolish
Impulse run
Roving senseless

802. SADNESS
Affected or marked by unhappiness or sorrow
A mental state where a person is depressed, gloomy, sorrowful, dejected even though all efforts are made to enliven or cheer him.
It is a general term without implication about his intensity.
A person generally talking and behaving nicely become quiet and it can be very well read from his face that there is some cause of his sickness and mental depression.

Important Subrubrics
Causeless
Disappointment from
Girls in puberty before
Happy on seeing others
Harsh word from
Love from disappointed
Menopause during
Music from
Quarrels with husband after
Sighing with
Sleeplessness with
Suicidal disposition with
CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Brooding
Mind Complaining
Mind Dejection
Mind Despair
Mind Despondency
Mind Dwell on past disagreeable occurrences
Mind Grief
Mind helplessness feeling of
Mind hopeless
Mind hypochondriacs
Mind Inconsolable
Mind Lamenting
Mind low spirit
Mind Melancholy
Mind Sadness mental depression
Mind sighing
Mind Sulking
Mind Unfortunate feels
Mind wailing’
Mind whimpering
Mind weeping

803. SARCASM
A mocking or computably ironic remark intended to wound another. The ridicule and reproaches others by cutting expression in order to offend or wound others.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contemptuous
Cynical
Haughty
Insolence
Irons
Jesting malicious
Laughing contemptuous
Laughing mocking
Ridicule mania to
Rudeness
Scorn
Teasing
Unfriendly humor

804. SATYRIASIS
Excessive an uncontrollable sexual desire in men.
A kind of madness in male where there is increase desire for sex.
CROSS REFERENCES
Amativeness
Lascivious
Nymphomania
Shameless
Thoughts sexual
Thoughts tormenting sexual
Male sexual passion increased
Female sexual passion increased

805. SCAPE GOAT
A goat on which were laid sins of the Jewish people and then allowed to escape one who is made to bear others misdeeds.

806. SACRED
Frightening and terrifying

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety
Fear panic attacks
Mania
Madness anguish during
Remorse
Restlessness
Shrieking anguish from

807. SKEPTICISM
Doubtful and disbelieve

808. SCHIZOPHRENIA
A psychotic reaction marked by withdrawal from reality with highly variable accompanying affective, behavioral and intellectual disturbances. She may inert all the times or become violent or is sure that people are out to kill her.

CROSS REFERENCES
Adaptability
Answering incoherently
Answering refusing
Awareness body
Catatonia
Confusion identity as to his
Delusion body divided is
Del body immaterial is
Del hearing illusion of
Del lying near him someone
Del murdered he will be
Del outside his body someone else
Del people behind him
Del persecuted he is
Del perused about to be
Del superhuman control
Del strange everything
Del voices hears
Del watched she is being
Del whispering him
Dementia
Fear murdered
Fear poisoned
Gestures strange
Insanity madness
Mania
Mouth taste illusion
Mouth speech incoherent
Nose colors imaginary

809. SCHOOL
Aversion to going to school or study

810. SCOFFING
Feeling or showing open disrespect

811. SCOLDING
To find fault usually noisily by using harsh language and quarrelling
If mother admonished a child for some mistake instead of realizing his mistake he was scolding his mother, as per his habit

CROSS REFERENCES
Abusive
A/F quarrelling
Anger
Censorious
Contrary
Contradict disposition
Cursing
Defiant
Delirium scolding
Fight
Harshness
Insolence
Irritability
Irascibility
Intolerance
Litigious
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Protesting
Reproaches others
Rudeness
Weeping opposition
Weeping remonstrated

812. SCORNED
Contempt for a person or object thought to be hateful or inferior – means an emotion involving both emotion and disgust – an expression of extreme contempt
Ailments – his master abused a servant, by abusing his parents who are not alive. The servant feels it so emotionally, he become sick due to aroused sentiments. The servants could not say anything for fear of losing his service, but has been in silence.

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F Anger indignation with
A/F scorn being scorned
Chagrin
Egotism
Embarrassed
Indignation
Mocking
Mortification
Reproaches a/f
Rudeness a/f
Sensitive oversensitive to rudeness

813. SCORN
Inclination to – to wrinkle to brows to look gloomy and threatening

814. SCRATCHING with hands
To scrape, tear or mark the surface with hands
A symptom of delirium, found scratching with hands on the floor, bed cloths, and walls for no purpose but just as a mental instinct.

815. SCREAMING
A sudden sharp loud cry indicates sudden terror or pain or fear he has just experienced.
A child while sleeping at night suddenly screaming by seeing a frightful dream as somebody trying to kill him and wake up suddenly in the middle of the night.

816. SCRUPULOUS
Characterized by having moral integrity and having principles
He may be guided by his conscience or principle of morals, which turn to inhibit any wrong action.
Example- A Homoeo doctor who is so principle that even though given a chance to evade taxation, would not do anything wrong so that his moral integrity can never be question.
They are so vigilant careful about their moral integrity that they are always ready to face any type of open enquires.
817. SEARCHING
To make a search for something on the floor as if lost which may draw the attention of the others also. A lady has been so doubtful that some robbers has entered his house or a dream that robbers have entered the house. Then she make a thorough search in the house repeatedly then only she can sleep. This condition may arise without any provocative cause also.

818. SECRETIVE
Reliably close mouthed, concealment of ones activities. A tendency to maintain privacy in all affairs of life. He conceal events or incidents which have occurs from close friends. They never outwardly express their feelings. He is so secretive in his nature that whatever he has faced in life or events take place in his life could not like to share with any one. When he goes to physician he does not tell him about his previous illness or the real problem faced by him mentally.

819. SECRETS DIVULGES
Revealing secrets making known the matters, which are of confidential nature and should have been mentioned as secrets.
820. SELF CONTROL
Control of one’s feeling, desire and actions by one’s will.
They have a strong will power and are able to exercise control over their emotions and actions.
A unmarried young doctor when offered or get chance to examine a young beautiful lady while she was alone, he has intense desire to examine her, but he could not done it because he has strong will power and more over he has been told that it was not good for him.

821. SELF DECEPTION
The act of deceiving oneself or being deceived by yourself – mislead to doing something due to one’s on illusions or error

822. SELF DENIAL
Forbearing to gratify one’s on appetite and desires

823. SELF ESTEEM
Good opinion oneself, self-respect

824. SELF INDULGENCE
Undue gratification of one’s own appetite and desires

825. SELF SATISFIED
Giving satisfaction to oneself

826. SELF TORTURE
Causing an extreme pain to oneself, inflating punishment to oneself for the since a person feel he had committed.

827. SELFISHNESS
A concern for one’s own welfare or advantage without regard for others
A self-centered self seeking person who care for no one but concerned only with her own insisted and feelings.

CROSS REFERENCES
Avarice
Casting of people
Discontent
Envy
Egotism
Greed
Indifference loved ones
Indifference relatives to
Indifference welfare of others
Intolerance
Jealousy
Misanthropy
Rich desire
Thoughts himself
828. SELFLESSNESS
Concerned about others, rather than oneself
They are always very caring and considerate for others and will go out of their way to help them even if they have to sacrifice a great deal

829. SENSES
Acute – Acuteness of the facility of receiving mental impression through the senses of the body.
It is a heightened faculty of self-awareness represented by any of the functions of the hearing, sight, smell, touch etc.
He has a very good power of perception or strength or natural reasoning that even in the slightest change in their surrounding is immediately felt.

CROSS REFERENCES
Alert
Sensitive
Starting easily
Ear sensibility increased
Eye photo mania
Eye photophobia
Gen sensitiveness
Gen touch <
Gen irritability physical
Head pain odor strong from
Head pain light
Head sensitive
Hearing acute
Mouth taste acute

830. SENSITIVE
Having quick acute sensibility either to action on external objects or to impression up on the mind and feelings.
Easely, acutely, quickly alive to impression of external objects. He is so sensitive that the most trifling ailments will upset him and to such an extent that it cannot be tolerated.
They are so susceptible to ideas, emotional, circumstances to the external conditions or stimulation.

Important sub rubrics
Slightest noise to
Opinion of others to
Rudeness to
Surroundings

CROSS REFERENCES
Admonition
Conscientious
Delusion accused she is
Del Criticized she is
Del despised she is
Del insulted she is
Del laughed at
Del looked down upon
Del watched she is
Excitable
Fastidious
Fear noise from
Hatred of person offended
Hatred bitter feelings
Intolerance
Irritability easily
Irritability music
Irritability mania
Irritability noise
Music sensitive to
Offended easily
Reproaches ailments after
Starting noise from
Touched av to being

831. SENSUAL
Indulging in sensual activities, voluptuous and lewd

832. SENTIMENTAL
Marked or affected by an idea opinion attitude based on feeling or emotions rather than reasons, indulging in feeling to a un warranted extend.
They indulge or display exaggerated feelings and their judgment is marked by their emotions.

Their heart rule over the brain
Example – A lady is so sentimental that the least talking or discussion about her mother (who are not alive) brings tears in her eyes.

CROSS REFERENCES
Admiration
Ecstasy
Homesickness
Home desire to go
Romantic
Sleep sleeplessness homesickness

833. SERENE
A state of calmness or clearness of mind and kindly disposed towards every one.
They are always at peace and unruffled by an event always having a state of even mind.
Even though he is sick, he is laying so nicely and quietly that does not seems to be sick.
From his face he seems to quiet at peace although he might be suffering from serious problem.
CROSS REFERENCES
Calmness
Quite disposition to
Introspection
Tranquility

834. SERIOUS
Grave in disposition appearance or manner not in a happy mood
Involving important rather than trivial matters characterized by much effort or devotion

CROSS REFERENCES
Careful
Fear serious
Jesting av
Laughing av
Laughing never
Pessimist
Play av children
Sadness
Smile never
Solemn

835. SERVANTS desire to have
She desires to have someone to help her in the house.

836. SERVICE
Objectively submissive suitable to a slave or servant
They have no say of there on, all time being depended of other people opinion, even though they trampled up on they do not complaint.

837. SEXUAL EXCESS
Mental symptom arising after excessive indulgence in sex. A person looking sad or irritable, on questioning it was revealed to the physician that this condition has arisen from his too much indulgence in sex.

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F Sexual excess
Hypochondriac sexual excess after
Hysteria sexual excess from

838. SHAMELESS
Displaying a lack of modesty, decency, or respect for others. They are so immodest that the lack sensibility to disgrace and disowner.

A beautiful lady always seems to be half naked or talk in a shameless manner which is noticed by all but she does not pay any attention to her dress or talk, which is voluntary action by the lady.
839. SHINING OBJECTS
Objects having glittering or sparkling shine makes a person restless or arousing any aggravation in a person.
He is so sensitizes to see shine or sparkling object that he gets vertigo, headache or other ailments.

CROSS REFERENCES
 Del objects bright
 Fear mirror
 Light shuns light
 Rage shining objects
 Gen shining
 Eye photophobia

840. SHOUTING and shrieking
To utter a sharp shrill sound generally in pain, fear or dream
Children and adult may cry out with a shrill voice or screams in sudden fright, terror or nightmare

Important subrubrics
 Brain cry
  Children in
  Convulsions in
  Dentition during
  Fever during
  Pain with
  Sleep during

CROSS REFERENCES
 Crying
Delirium shrieking with
Lamenting
Idiocy shrieking with
Rage shrieking with
Screaming
Weeping aloud
Weeping shouting
Weeping sobbing
Ear noises shrieking on blowing nose

841. SHY
Avoiding observation by others a tendency to be keeping away
He is unable to come even before his relatives. Whenever somebody comes to his house he will try to avoid seeing him or her.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anticipation complaints from
Ask for nothing
Bashful
Confidence want of
Embarrassed
Gestures shy
Mortification
Reserved
Timidity

842. SICK FEELING
Delusion of being ill or sick

843. SIGHING
To exhale audible in long deep breathe as in weariness, grief or expression of an objections
This is an act of taking a long audible breath as if to express pain grief or relief.
Sighing usually appears with some type of ailments or trouble with the person and seldom without any other accompanying problem.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brooding
Dwells past
Grief silent
Lamenting
Moaning
Sadness
Sobbing
Whimpering
Resp deep
Resp sighing
Resp sobbing
844. SILENCE
A mental state of keeping quiet, making no utterance
In certain conditions without any reason, a person is not inclined to talk or make utterance, desire to be silent.

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers av to
Asking nothing
Company av to
Confidence want of
Content quite
Consolation <
Mildness
Reserved
Secretive
Spoken av being

845. SINGING
The act of producing sound in poetic manner to please the listeners.
He has a marked desire to sing continually wherever he may be. An executive will start singing in the midst of an important meeting. He may not care for the routine affairs of life to fulfill desire for singing. He may sing even during severe illness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Answers av to sings talk
Delirium singing
Delusion singing
Mania singing
Sensitiveness oversensitive music to
Weeping singing when
Whistling

846. SITTING inclination to
A mental condition or state where a person is desirous of sitting. He wants to sit whenever or wherever he may be. They have an inclination to sit irrespective of his surrounding even though there is no seats available.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anxiety sitting
Anxiety sitting >
Confusion sitting
Fear sitting
Impatience sitting
Excitability sitting
Laziness sitting
Restlessness sitting
Unconsciousness sitting
Gen sitting >
Gen sitting impulse

847. SITTING quiet stiff
Sitting in poster that gives to understand that the person is sitting very attentively or in tense mood. He always sit in a stiff position. If he goes to the doctor there also he sits in the same pose.

848. SITTING av to
A firm settled dislike for not to sit and with restlessness
A person goes to a function where they offer him a chair a mark of respect to sit-down, but he does not sit as per his habit. Similarly in the waiting room of a doctor he can stand and wait for long time but will not sit.

849. SIZE incorrect judgment of
An incorrect assessment of size of object, gravity of situations or problems.
They may not be able to access a situation to how grave it can be. There may be a loss of perception to decide on the actual dimension or magnitude of depth of the situation.

CROSS REFERENCES
Delusion body diminished
Del diminished all
Del double
Del enlarged
Del large people seem to
Del expanding
Del large parts
Del large surroundings
Del small things appear
Distance exaggerated
Distance inaccurate
Smaller things appear
Vertigo objects for
Vision large
Vision small

850. SKEPTICAL
Doubtfulness or disbelieve

851. SLANDER disposition to
Utterance of defamatory statements injurious to reputation of wellbeing of a person
They have tendency to formulate false stories about any one with mollified intention to spoil some bodies' reputation and in society by propagating some stories orally before others.
They uttering falls scandals and reports in order to disgrace, reproach and defame others

CROSS REFERENCES
Abusing
Caluminate
Censorious
Cursing
Deceitful
Envy
Gossiping
Hypocrisy
Jealousy
Lie never
Liar
Moral feeling want of
Rudeness
Untruthful

852. SLOVENLY
Careless in personal appearance or work
They are negligent in cleanliness and neatness in dress they are habitually careless about their looks even though they may financially well.

853. SLOWNESS
The act of being slow, not in readiness
Inability to perform any work or action with fast or normal speed.
They may not be very quick in action, may be less speedy than what is expected.
He may be dull in understanding slack in his speech. They are very poor in their studies also.

Important subrubrics
Behind hand always
Old people of
Works in

CROSS REFERENCES
Answering slowly
Bed remains
Concentration difficult
Dullness
Ideas deficiency
Irresolution
Prostration
Sluggishness
Speech slow
Talk slow
Extr walk late learning to
Gen sluggishness of body
Gen walk late learning to
Teeth dentition slow
854. SLUGGISHNESS
Disinclination to activity, mental dullness with poor understanding inability to do anything
They are slow sluggish that whenever he is asked to do anything he would start slowly as if he is unable to do something. He will forget to take the medicines and ask the doctor three to four times as how he should take the medicine.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Comprehended difficult
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confusion
Mind Ennui
Mind Ideas deficiency
Mind Idiocy
Mind Indifference
Mind Mental effort inability to
Mind Mental exertion aversion
Mind Morose
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Reflecting unable to reflect
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Sluggishness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Stupidity
Mind Thinking aversion to
Mind Thinking difficult
Mind Torpor
Mind Understand questions do not
Mind Unobserving
Mind Work aversion to mental
Face expression to stupid
Face expression vacant
Gen Lassitude
Gen Sluggishness
Gen Weariness

855. SLY
Inclined to cheat or deliberately misled, committing fraud and gives false witness in the court

856. SMALLER things appears
A mental state where the person tend to assess things smaller than what they actually are
A mother may not able judge the proper size of cloths required for her child and may land up in buying bigger cloths since they seems small to her.
A person goes to purchase car tire when he is shown required tire he say that this is too small although it is the standard size for the car he wants.
Everything appear small to him.
857. SMILING
To express pleasure moderate to joy, love or kindness by an expression of the features of the face. They have constant smile on the face, even though they may be undergoing hard and troubled times.

858. Snappish
Speaking curtly, sharply or abruptly
They are tense worried overworked or angry and tend to be peevish and utter sharp words, speak rudely very often hurting the opposite person’s emotions either knowingly or un knowingly.
Answer civil cannot
Answer snappishly
Impolite
Insolent
Quarrelsome
Rudeness
Talk talking abrupt

859. Snarling
Barking or growling like a dog.

860. Sneering at every one
The facial contortions that express scorn or contemptuous to everyone.
A person by habit whenever some body approaches him he will be looking with a contemptuous intention as if having no regard or respect. The other person feel as if he sneering at him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Contradict disposition to
Mind Cynical
Mind Del reproachful
Mind Egotism self esteem
Mind Haughty
Mind Insolence
Mind Laughing contemptuous
Mind Mocking
Mind Mocking ridicule
Mind Mocking sarcasm
Mind Reproaches others
Mind Ridicule mania to
Mind Presumptuous
Mind Rudeness
Mind Smiling sardonic
Mind Sneers at every one

861. Snub
Ignoring or behaving coldly towards others
He may maliciously or in anger reprimands or rebuke or ignore a person in a sarcastic manner.
CROSS REFERENCES
Abusive
Contemptuous
Laugh contemptuous
Rudeness
Scorn

862. Sobbing
Weeping with an audible convulsive catches of breath.
To catch the breath audibly in a spasmodic contraction of the throat resulting from an emotional excitement, a rapid painful intake of sobbing breath. When a child was admonished by his mother, as he did not completed the schoolwork. He is so sensitive, so he starting and sobbing.

863. Soberness
Straight forward, plain or subdued
Devoid of frivolity exaggeration or speculative imagination. They are reserved, and always are down to earth.
Earnest in their dealings and manners.

864. Sociability
Fitted for companion ship

865. Society
Companionship or association
They are people who desire companion ship

866. Solemn
Conforming to legal requirements, does not like to deviate from norms. A pronouncement about sincerity.
He is thorough in his dealings and behaviors that he will agree to do something which is essentially called for either legally or morally and does not like to deviate from norms or Customs.

867. Solitude
The quality or state of being alone or remote from society – a desire for loneliness
They do not like to mingle with society or family.

868. Somber everything that is
Everything seems to be in a deep blue condition to them. Not satisfied in life.

869. Somnambulism
An action performed while sleep
The action of walking or the performance of other smoother acts while asleep. These actions are not recalled after later. He gets up in sleep and starts walking, may walking like this for miles together.

870. Sopor
Indicating a deep stupid sleep

871. Sorrowful
Sadness, expressing of or inducing sorrow
A person seems to be depressed as he lost his wife in an accident two days before. His sorrowful attitude was judged when he came to a physician for some physical ailments.

872. Spaced out feeling
It is an empty feeling or stupefaction of mind.
873. Speech
The act of talking. The process by which a person is speaking or making an utterance.
Babbling speech – Speak in a manner which appears to be meaningless and resemblances the utterance of an un matured boy.

CROSS REFERENCES
SPEECH incoherent
Answering incoherently
Answers incorrectly
Concentration difficult talking
Confusion
Confusion talking
Dullness speaking
Excitement talking
Forgetful words
Memory weakness
Memory weakness words
Mistakes speaking
Schizoparanoid
Thoughts disconnected talking
Thoughts vanishing speaking

874. Spineless
Lack of vertebral column
Means he has no courage or dare to do anything.

874. Spite full
A petty unwanted annoyance
While talking or meeting with somebody, he talks in such a manner that the other person feels offended.
Since most of the people know that this is the normal manner of his behavior, they do not complain.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Cruelty
Cursing
Hard hearted
Hatred
Insanity malicious
Jealousy vindictive
Jesting malicious
Joy misfortune
Misanthropy
Mischievous
Moral feeling want of
Play dirty tricks on others
Plans making revengeful
Rage mischievous
Thoughts persistent evil
Unfeeling hard hearted

**875. Spitting**
A tendency or impulse that a person spit in face of people.
This not always as a result of some annoyance but is his involuntary action. This my occur in anger or insanity one wishes to insult, a person express his feelings by spitting either at the opposite person or any inanimate object.

CROSS REFERENCES
Biting spites
Mania spit
Rage spitting

**876. Spoiled children**
A conduct disorder, are children who have been overindulged or pampered and are given whatever they ask for.
They are in the habit of showing temper tantrums, of things are not done their way or when they are not given what they want.

**877. Spoken to av to**
A mental state when one is averse to being spoken to, he desires to be busy in his own thinking and working.
When a person is ill or depressed, he wants to be left alone and may dislike anyone coming up or speaking to him as he wants privacy at such moments.
The feel disturbed or offended. He asserts that he can work only if nobody speaks to him.
CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded —starts when spoken to
Anger interruption from
Anger spoken to when
Answers av to
Comp any av to
Irritability questioned when
Irritability spoken to
Obstinate children cry
Talk indisposed to
Quite wants to be
Reserved
Starting spoken to when
Taciturn
Weeping spoken to

**878. Spoonerism**
Transposition of initial sounds of spoken words.

**879. Spying everything**
Investigate secretly
880. Squandering
A wasteful manner of speaking, extravagantly and unwise fully
He is so extravagant in spending money that he may make unnecessary or unwanted purchases or make worthless investment without having a care for anybody in the family.
They have no planning or judgment and often find themselves as a papar on time. They spend money un wisely on things which are not necessary or useful to them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Avarice squandering
Boasters squanders
Extravagance
Insanity purchases

881. Stage fright
Anticipation on stage, in presence of people

882. Stammer
Flatter in speech

883. Staring
To fix look fixedly with wide open eyes
In the course of conversation one find the opposite person lost in a world of his own having a fixed, steady wide-open eyes. When questioned about what he was thinking, he replies that his mind was totally blank.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded
Anxiety looking
Delirium staring
Senses acute
Eye staring

884. Starting
To wake suddenly from sleep, to rouse by sudden alarm, surprise, fear or shock
They move suddenly in alarm or apprehension, even the slightest noise, touch, even the sneezing by his colleges may cause the person to be dreadfully jolted or shocked.

885. Starting
She found very difficult to narrate or describe her symptoms.

Important sub rubrics
Call by name when
Dream from easily
Fright from
Noise from
Sleep during
Going to sleep on Trifles at

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded starts
Cowardice
Excitement
Fear starting
Frightened easily
Senses acute
Sensitive oversensitive

886. Stealing
An uncontrollable or instinctive habit of stealing

885. Stereotypic
A conventional or traditional formula, which is usually an oversimplified opinion, concept or belief. They have fixed ideas in their life, way of dressing, mode of work, talk and behavior. They have no sense of creativity and are apprehensive to try out anything new.

CROSS REFERENCES
Automatic gestures
Gestures automatic
Unconscious conduct automatic

886. Stories agg by exciting
A feeling of aggravation or intolerance in the mind by hearing any exciting news. The person felt much disturbed in his mind by hearing the drastic death of a person, who is suffering from similar disease as to him. This will aggravated his disease.

CROSS REFERENCES
Excitement horrible
Horrible things
Sadness stories from
Talking unpleasant
Weeping anecdotes from

887. Strange – tings impelled to do
Tendency to do previously unknown, out of ordinary, unusual, peculiar odd things. Wants to do unusual things not done anybody before. This is an impulse of the mind provoking a person to do strange things.

Important subrubrics
Crank
Everything seems
Things impulse to do strange
888. STRANGER sensation as if one were
Feeling of oneself to be a stranger in his own house, between his own collegiate or with in his own field. During or after high fever or insanity a patient think that he is someone other than himself and may at times lose all physical bearings and senses.

889. STRENGTH increased mental
The quality or state of being mentally strong, power to sustain and withstand stress and strain. Their mind always being active, they have abundant ideas. They are tough people having a firm will and character, moral courage or power.

890. Stressed
Affected by strain, pressure or force

891. Striking
To touching something with a speed of force like an accident which may draw the attention of others nearby. A person when feel uneasy in his mind and start strikes his head in the wall. It is a routine for him to strike his head like this whenever he feels like doing so.
Important subrubrics
By standers
Children in
Children striking her own
Himself
Imaginary objects
Worm affection in

892. Stubborn
Obstinate, who refuse or does not care to submit to the lawful commands. One who are admen to his thoughts and actions.
Whatever he wants to do, he cannot be forbidden by any advice, law or custom.

CROSS REFERENCES
Contrary
Contradict disposition to
Disobedience
Obstinate
Pertinacity
Quarrelsome
Rashness
Stubborn

893. Studying - difficult
They lack concentration, are dull and sluggish in their study.

A sub rubric
Studying easily (intelligent)

CROSS REFERENCES
Concentration difficult studying
Dullness studying
Dullness thinking less
Memory weakness mental
Mental exertion < impossible
Restless study
Thoughts wandering studying

894. Stunned
To lose consciousness due to sudden event or news.
He became stunned, be hearing news that his father met with an accident while coming back from his office.

895. Stupefaction
The act of astonishing, being amazed, make mentally stupid, dull or insensible.
A tendency to cause insensibility or stupidity.
A lady while narrating her symptoms, saying that whenever her menses appear, she became lifeless and she is unable to perform her job.

Important subrubrics
Convulsions between
Headache during
Reading on
Sleepiness with
Vertigo during
Vomiting in children after

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Comprehension difficult
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confusion
Mind Ennui
Mind Ideas deficiency
Mind Idiocy
Mind Indifference
Mind Mental effort inability to
Mind Mental exertion aversion
Mind Morose
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Reflecting unable to reflect
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Sluggishness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Stupidity
Mind Thinking aversion to
Mind Thinking difficult
Mind Torpor
Mind Understand questions do not
Mind Unobserving
Mind Work aversion to mental
Face expression to stupid
Face expression vacant
Gen Lassitude
Gen Sluggishness
Gen Weariness

896. Stupidity
An unintelligent behavior or action, which can be easily judged by somebody. They are dull from the intellectual side and they are not doing such acts deliberately.
A person has been watering the plants, during this time some gusts come to his house, the path was narrow but the person does not stop the pipe in his hand, resulting in wetting the clothes of gusts, they call him a stupid.
897. Stupor
A physical or mental condition characterized by great diminution or suspension of sense of feeling. It is a state of apathy or torpor resulting often from stress, shock, fever etc.
A person suffering from fever 3-4 days, instead of getting some relief, he entered in to state of stupor – a state where he could respond to some calls and again going back to the same state.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Comprehension difficult
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confusion
Mind Ennui
Mind Ideas deficiency
Mind Idiocy
Mind Indifference
Mind Mental effort inability to
Mind Mental exertion aversion
Mind Morose
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Reflecting unable to reflect
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Sluggishness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Stupidity's
Mind Thinking aversion to
Mind Thinking difficult
Mind Torpor
Mind Understand questions do not
Mind Unobserving
Mind Work aversion to mental
Face expression to stupid
Face expression vacant
Gen Lassitude
Gen Sluggishness
Gen Weariness

898. Succeed never
Succeed means to achieve some desired or expected or remuneration for which one has made the effort.
A person is very hard working and devotes his heart and soul but whenever he expects some result, it is always in the negative. He is unable to achieve or obtain the objects he desires and can never attain success for anything he undertakes. Since he has met with many failures in his life, now he feels that he will never succeed.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Ailments anticipation
Mind Ailment Embarrassment
Mind Anxiety success
Mind Cautious
Mind Cowardice
Mind Cowardice opinion
Mind Del appreciated that she is not
Mind Del criticized that she is
Mind Del deserted
Mind Del forsaken
Mind Del fails everything will
Mind Del Neglected duty this
Mind Del succeed he can not
Mind Del wrong he had done
Mind Del insulted
Mind Del laughed
Mind Del looked
Mind Del wrong done
Mind Depended desires
Mind Discouraged
Mind Embarrassment
Mind Fear business failure
Mind Fear confusion
Mind Fear failures
Mind Fear opinion
Mind Fear say something wrong
Mind Fear understanding things
Mind Fear wrong
Mind Forsaken
Mind Helplessness feeling of
Mind Insanity
Mind inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Lamenting appreciated
Mind Longing good
Mind Mocking others
Mind Succeeds never
Mind Timidity
Mind Timidity bashful
Mind Undertakes nothing lets she fails
Mind Unfortunate

899. SUGGESTIONS WILL not accept

Unwilling to accept something offered to the mind or thought by others, irrespective of rank or position. A person by his nature does not like to interfere with in his working especially in whatever way he is carrying on his work.
He would not like to have any suggestions from anybody.
They have fixed thoughts, become very irritable and cannot endure the least contradiction, but they find faults with others.
They will never follow other people’s advice even though it is for their own good and will the person that his suggestions were un invited and useless.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger contradiction
Contradiction difficult
Dictatorial
Headless
Obstinate
Weeping

900. Suicidal disposition
An act or instance of intentionally killing oneself.
An impulse to commit suicide, destructive of one’s own interest and has a tendency to search for the ways and means to end his life.
Depressed, sad people who are disappointed and disturbed to such an extend due to unfavorable situations in life or in a state of intoxication may find themselves weary and unable to carry with life and wants to take one’s own life, by choosing various manners to commit suicide as given in the sub rubrics.

Important subrubrics
Courage but lacks
Despair from
Hanging by
Love from disappointed
Pains from
Sadness from
Talk always suicide
Thoughts

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F love disappointed
Anguish suicide
Anxiety suicidal
Death desires
Sadness suicidal
Disgust
Fear alone
Fear kill herself
Fear suicide
Hypochondrias is suicide
Impulse to stab
Inconsolable
Injury satiety of life
Insanity split his head
Insanity suicidal
Jumping impulse
Kill sudden her
Kill desire to
Loathing life
Love a/f disappointed
Mania madness
Rage suicidal
Thoughts suicidal
Weary of life

901. Sulky
Silent, inactive and unsociable from resentment.
When the person is dejected or unhappy and wishes to protest silently he will sit up himself refusing to
talk or joke with people around him.
He does not try to mix up with people or any exchange of ideas. If he goes some were, he will talk only to
the extent of his purpose served.

CROSS REFERENCES
Admonition
Ailments reproaches
Brooding
Complaining
Company a/v to
Discontent
Frown
Inconsolable
Irritability
Moping
Morose
Obstinate
Offended
Petulant
Sadness
Taciturn
Unfeeling
Face expression sullen

902. Sullen
Ill humoredly unsociable, gloomy and repressed.
As a result of some resentment, he does not wish to talk or mix up with anybody. He is very unsociable
and from the look itself, we can understand that somebody has offended him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Complaining
Cross
Cynical
Discontented
Discouraged
Discouraged morose
Dullness
Sluggishness
Fretful
Frown
Gloomy
Irritability
Mood repulsive
Muttering
Pessimist
Peevish
Petulant
Sadness mental depression
Sulky
Unfriendly humor
Wearisome
Face expression sullen

**903. Summing up difficult**
They have an inability to add orcollect in to one whole several numbers or particulars
They are very weak in mathematics

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Concentration difficult calculating when
Confusion calculating
Math calculating inapt
Mistakes on calculating
Slowness calculating

**904. Superstitious**
A type of feeling with false beliefs, hold in spite of the evidence to the contrary, resulting from the ignorance of the law of nature or from faith in magic or chance.
This is an unfounded, false worship and is based on account of fear rather than love and trust. These are old, unreasonable, obsolete beliefs, which cause dread and fear
Example – people fear that the number 13 is unlucky
- It is a bad omen for a black cat to cross ones path

**CROSS REFERENCE**
Mind Carefulness
Mind Cleanliness excessive
Mind Conscientious about trifles
Mind Del dirt he is
Mind Discontent
Mind exciting too
Mind Offended
Mind Rest can not
Mind Trifles seems important
Mind Washing cleaning mania for
905. Support, desires
She has no confidence in herself, so wants to supported by others

906. Suppression
Eruption or hds suppressed resulting in mental symptoms.

907. Susceptible
The quality of, capable of being affected or influenced in anyway
Impressionable
Oversensitive people have the tendency to be affected and influenced by deep emotions or strong feelings or any external factor.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confidence want of self
Impressionable
Susceptible
Offended easily
Sensitive oversensitive

908. Suspense
Creating a type of anxiety or anticipation

CROSS REFERENCES
A/F anticipation
Anticipation ailments from
Ailments fright
Anxiety anticipating
Fear happen something will
Horrible.

909. Suspicious
Suspecting or inclined to suspect. Having doubting the integrity of a person or any event
Distrustful people are always suspecting a wrong being done to them, without sufficient evidence or proof
Example – A wife may doubt and be jealous of her husband talking to any other females.
A rich businessman may refuse to take medicine with a fear that his partner or relatives are plotting against him and may try to poison him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Carefulness
Mind Cautious
Mind Confidence want of self
Mind Del criticized she is
Mind Del accused he is
Mind Del persecuted
Mind Del punished about to be
Mind Deceived he is
Mind Deceived wife faithless is
Mind Distrustful
Mind Jealousy
Mind Suspicious mistrustful

910. Swearing
Solemnly declare or assert an oath for a doom of some body
A lady after heated exchange of talk with another lady make a solemn pronouncement with oath to inflict a doom or misfortune on the other lady who was in confrontation with her.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Blasphemy
Mind Despair rage
Mind Cursing
Mind Discouraged cursing with
Mind Insolent
Mind Malicious
Mind Rage Cursing with
Mind Rudeness
Mind Slander
Mind Swearing

911. Swooning fits
Sudden fits or faintness

912. Sympathetic
Marked by pleased appreciation, friendly fellow feeling and sensitivity to other’s emotions.
They have pity or sorrow for the distress of another, because of the affection and understanding for the feelings of others, even those that are not very close to him.
A person while passing through the street saw a child is weeping loudly. He asked the reason for crying, he understood that the child is having no parents and he was hungry. He took him to a restaurant and fed him to satiety and then arranged for his further life hood. This is a general nature of such individuals.

Sub rubrics
Animal towards

CROSS REFERENCES
Affectionate
Anxiety others
Benevolence
Compassion
Impressionable
Lamenting others
Mildness
Weep sympathy to others
913. Taciturn
Un communicative
The person is gloomy or depressed, he wants to be left alone, and he dislikes any company and prefers to be quiet.

Important subrubrics
Company in
Obstinacy from
Sadness in

CROSS REFERENCES
Abrupt
Anger taciturnity
Answering av
Answering monosyllable
Answer refusing
Ask nothing
Brooding
Censorious silent
Company av to
Consolation <
Disturbed
Grief silent
Indifference silent
Irritability
Loathing speaking
Morose taciturn
Quite disposition
Reserved
Sadness taciturn
Secretive
Spoken to av
Touched av
Mouth speech wanting

914. Talented
They have natural gift or special aptitude

915. Talkative
A disposition to enjoy conversation to a unlimited end.
These persons are so talkative that once he is asked to say something on any subject, he will start giving all the details of any aspect of a matter without any break. The listener may bore from his excessive talking. It can be noticed from many patients that once a question asked, he start stories.
916. Talking
Aggravates all the complaints
During the course of a sickness example a headache, he wants to be left alone in solitude and quiet since even the slightest noise is harsh and tend to jar his nerves.

Important sub rubrics
Absent person with
Business of
Dead people with
Himself
Others <
Pleasure in his own talk
Sleep in children
Unpleasant things <

917. Talk alone when
They talk to themselves either about their anxieties and fears, even though there is no one around. They talk to relative and friends who have passed away or to persons who have absent, usually when they are lonely. He feels that those persons are around him

918. Talk
Anxious to in public
Nervousness brought on by prospect of performing or speaking before an audience.
The fright may be manifested by any physical complaints such as diarrhea or stammering or trembling of hands with perspiration.

919. Talk desire to someone
An intense desire or inclination from the inner consciences of a person to talk to someone to express his feelings for self-satisfaction. He feels so much bored from his loneliness or finding nobody around him to express his feeling.

Taciturn - no inclination to talk

920. Tasteful
Discovering beauty and charm in everything

921. Tastelessness
The state of being unable to find beauty or having an unpleasing style or mannerisms in dressing or doing things.

CROSS REFERENCES
Dress indecently
Eccentricity dressing
Elegance want of
Indifference apathy personal
922. Tearing
A destructive tendency to destroy things by tearing them.
A person so violent in nature that he may not only tear the clothes but may also try to tear his genitals.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Abusive
Mind Blasphemy
Mind Despair rage
Mind Cursing
Mind Discouraged cursing with
Mind Insolent
Mind Malicious
Mind Rage Cursing with
Mind Rudeness
Mind Slander
Mind Swearing

923. Teasing
To annoy or irritate for the purpose of provocation
They are in the habit of playfully making fun or mocking others irrespective of the offence and anger felt by the person.

CROSS REFERENCES
Jesting
Mocking
Sarcasm

924. Temerity
Excessive arrogant self-confidence
He is so overconfident, very rash in doing things, having a daring boldness and think that nothing can harm him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Audacity
High-spirited

925. Tenderness
Warm, friendly affectionate people

926. Tension
They always worried and tensile personalities

927. Testament
Refuse to make
Refusing to make a written document- will
The person might keep putting off making his will due to varied reasons. Either because he does not wish to acknowledge the fact that he is close to death or he is too attached to his properties or he cannot make up his mind regarding distribution of his accumulated wealth.

928. Theorizing
A supposition explaining a way of thinking, an explanation of things by hypothesis, a speculative way of thinking, only based upon theory. He has so many imaginations and thoughts in his mind, that he himself thinking that his thinking is excessive. He makes many plans without any details, head or tale. He always makes castles in the air.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind. Absent mindedness
Abstraction of mind
Anxiety future about
Brooding
Day dreaming
Dream as if in a
Fancies absorbed in
Forgetful
Frown disposed to
Introspection
Meditation
Plans making many
Reflecting
Sit meditate wrapped in...
Theorizing
Thoughts – thoughtful persistent
Unobserving
Face. Expression vacant

929. Thinking av to
A settled and firm dislike to think on any aspect
Lazy indolent people just hate to exert their mind or averse to devote any time to thought.
Or
A person is so fed up and disgusted after having too much of thinking about so many problems, that now he has decided not to think as he feels perturbed by the least thinking.

930. Thoughts
A judgment or the state of mind. When attending to a particular subject.
Death of the ideas or formulations taking place in the mind of a person about death, because he feels so fed up and frustrated.

Important subrubrics
Accidents
Beauty about her own
Disagreeable
Discontent
Disease of incurable
Intrude & crowd around each other
Persistent
Rush flow of
Two train of thoughts
Vacancy of
Vanishing of
Wandering studying while

931. Threatening
To utter threat against somebody, to promise punishment, declaring a purpose to inflict evil or injury to another.
They announce the intention to inflict harm to others or him. They have a disposition to utter threat even on petty matters to any one
Example – A boy was refused by the father to drive the car, he threatened the father that he will destroy the car.

CROSS REFERENCES
Censorious
Contemptuous
Cursing
Despair
Rage
Cursing & imprecations
Dictatorial
Discouraged – cursing with
Insolent
Insulting
Quarrelsome
Rage
Reproaches others
Ridicule mania to
Rudeness
Slander
Scolding
Slander disposition to
Swearing
Threatening

932. Throwing things around
A tendency to throw things in anger or due to other reasons
A person hurls things either in anger or rage, sometimes even with intention to hurt the opposite person or breaking things.
Example – Husband has a tendency to throw plates and glasses away during anger, without having a sufficient ground to do so
Occasionally an individual likes to keep things neat and clean, so he throws away old and unwanted things.

933. Thunderstorm
Feelings or sensations arising before or during the course of a thunderstorm
He is having such a sensitivity that he will have some sensations in his mind that a thunderstorm has to take place.
Some individuals may become depressed or gloomy or violent during these times – all the mental complaints and sufferings increase during or before thunderstorm.

934. Ticklishness
Titillating or stir up to pleasure.

935. Tics
Gestures or convulsive motions of certain muscles

936. Tidy
They are fastidious, neat clean and orderly people

937. Time fritters away
Wasting time without having any purpose or any utilization
Passing away time in vein
Due to lack of an inclination to work or to do something constructive many PG students may waste their time in unnecessary talk in an unproductive manner.
They are day dreaming, working extremely slowly, generally losing and wasting away one’s time.

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity fruitless
Busty fruitlessly
Ennui
Indolence

938. Timidity
Shrinking from public attention, lack of courage and venturesome ness, keeping away of fear of facing a person or situation
In a party or social gatherings a timid person prefers to sit quietly in a corner all by him rather than mixing with the other gusts.
A child who is so much sensitive I meeting strangers, when a new person comes to his house, he will try to escape his notice and hide in the other room.

Important subrubrics
Bashful
Children in
Public

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments anticipation
Ailments embarrassment
Asking nothing
Aversion approached
Bashful
Cautious
Confidence want
Cowardice
Del appreciated
Del business unfit for
Del criticized
Del deserted
Del disgraced
Del fail
Del right
Del succeeds
Del wrong done
Discouraged
Fear business failure
Fear approaching others
Fear confusion
Fears full
Fear undertaking
Frightened
Insecurity
Irresolution
Longing good
Quite disposition
Reserved
Succeeds
Shy
Undertakes nothing
Undertake nothing let he fails
Face disc red excitement

939. Tipsy
Intoxicated as in drug addiction
A stupefaction of mind

940. Tolerant
They have the power to bear anything, calmly and coolly and cannot be easily provoked.

941. Tormenting
To put to extreme pain, anguish or distress to those around him with one’s complaint.
They harsh, tense and vex others causing misery to them. When he is having any problem or complaints he will make a cry and torment every servant or member of his family to do something for him.
942. Torpor
A state of mental or physical inactivity with partial or total insensibility, sluggishness and stagnation of functions.
The person who is disinterested in doing any work and doesn’t feel to exert either physically or mentally due to illness. This mental or physical dullness may be seen after or during a prolonged depression or illness.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Comprehension difficult
Mind Concentration difficult
Mind Confusion
Mind Ennui
Mind Ideas deficiency
Mind Idiocy
Mind Indifference
Mind Mental effort inability to
Mind Mental execration aversion
Mind Morose
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Reflecting unable to reflect
Mind Senses dullness of
Mind Slowness
Mind Sluggishness
Mind Stupefaction
Mind Stupidity
Mind Thinking aversion to
Mind Thinking difficult
Mind Torpor
Mind Understand questions do not
Mind Unobserving
Mind Work aversion to mental
Face expression to stupid
Face expression vacant
Gen Lassitude
Gen Sluggishness
Gen Weariness

943. Torturing
Threatening and tormenting

944. Touched av to being
An aggravation of feelings by the mere touch by someone.
When in pain or in an irritable and angry mood certain individuals do not liked to be touched or approached
A cross irritable child in the lap of her mother, if somebody touches him or try to touch, he will start crying.
A sub rubric
Touching everything impelled to in children

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger touched
Anger caressing
Approached <
Caressed av
Del body brittle
Disturbed
Fear approaching
Fear touched
Frightened easily touch from
Insanity touched will not
Quite disposition
Rage touch
Sensitive
Shrieking children touched
Starting touched
Taciturn
Weep touched
Chill touch <
Gen touch <

945. Touch everything impelled to
A mental impulse or urge to touch everything
A child brought to the clinic of a physician, he rom in the whole clinic and look everything with great enthusiasm, desire to touch but is afraid of the doctor.

946. Trance
A hypnotic, cataleptic or ecstatic state with detachment from physical surroundings, a state between sleeping and waking
This is observed when a person totally absorbed in deep concentration especially when listening to music with eyes close and meditating.

947. Tranquility
A state of calmness, freedom from disturbances or agitation
Peaceful and undisturbed
A person is so fed up with his day to day affairs that, he feels much disturbed in his mind and desires to have a peaceful and undisturbed rest as in Nux.V

CROSS REFERENCES
Calmness
Mildness
Quite disposition to
Quite wants
Serene
948. Trapped feelings
Delusion or feeling of being trapped.

949. TRAUMA MENTAL
Symptoms arising from mental wounds or injury
A wife reproached by the husband, may be emotionally disturbed to such an extent that, she became sleepless, stammer or withdraw in to herself or may suffer from any high bout of fever.

950. Traveling
Great desire to travel various cities and countries of the world to have knowledge of the all parts of the world.
Cosmopolitan, a feeling of satisfaction by traveling
Very fond of meeting new people and visiting new places
They are always ready for traveling despite many adverse circumstances he may have to face during journey.

951. Tribalism
Homosexuality

952. Tricky
Inclined to cheat and committing fraud

953. Trifles - seems important
A thing of little value is given a lot of importance
A conscious feeling with great care for petty things
Something un important or of very little value emotionally upset a very sensitive person, making him irritable or sad.
Even a pen out of its place may excite these sort of people.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger trifles
anxiety trifles
cares full of
consolation about trifles
despair trifles
excitement trifles
fastidiousness
fear trifles
frightened trifles
grief trifles
impatience trifles
irresolution trifles
irritability trifles
lamenting trifles
laughing trifles
prostration trifles
remorse trifles
rest cannot
sadness trifles
shrieking trifles
starting trifles
unconscious trifles
violent trifles
wildness trifles
weeping trifles

954. Truth telling the plain
These prefer not to lie or make exercise even if they know that it is beneficial to them. They come forward and admit their faults irrespective of the consequences.

955. Twilight agg mental symptoms
Mental symptoms are aggravated during the faint light, which is perceived before sunrise and after sunset. They may become depressed, worried or angry during this particular time of the day.

956. Un attractive
Things seems
A mental state in which everything looks un attractive, lacking in beauty, interest or charm despite the fact that everything is normal and beautiful
When he is emotionally disturbed, he show a total lack of interests for his work and to his surroundings. Any exciting activity would also seem to be dullness.

957. Unconsciousness
The person may not be aware of his surroundings due to the total lack of sensory perception.
A person after RTA become unconsciousness, during this state he knows nothing and not knowing what is happening around the world. This may be seen after a concussion of brain, epilepsy or after some emotional upset.

Important sub rubrics
Apoplexy in
Dream as in
Fear during
Fright spells
Hypochondriasis in
Meningitis in
Periodical
Pregnancy during
Sudden
Sunstroke in
Transient
Vertigo with

CROSS REFERENCES
Insensibility
Stupefaction
Stupor
Torpor
Gen faintness

958. Understanding not
Unable to comprehend fully to perceive or not knowing the meaning of the questions, which is asked. It is a state in which he cannot grasp or comprehend what he has been asked, and needs to be repeatedly questioned in order to get reply.

959. UNDERTAKING LACKS will power
Undertakes means to take charge or to accept an assignment, job or work
They make many plans but are unable to carry out their decisions because of lack of courage or strength of mind or due to laziness.
He has lost confidence in himself. If any job entrusted to him, he may accept it, but he lacks will power to start it, because of fear weather he will be able to do it or not.

960. Undignified
Objectively submissive or shameful, not marked with dignity
They have low self-esteem in their behavior and are generally not given the respect or honor they might deserve. They undertakes things without any dignity

961. Uneasiness
They are restless and not at ease.

962. Unfeeling
Hard hearted having no feeling or sympathy, they lack humanitarian considerations.
They are devoid of any tender emotions either towards the world in general or certain individuals in particular.
A drunkard parent may be cruel towards his children and wife, and
May incapable of being sensitive to their wants and feelings.
Near an RTA, many people gathered and picked up the injured person and requested this man who was on a Maruti car to take the injured to the hospital but he refused to take them.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Cruelty
Hard hearted
Malicious
Moral feeling want of
Sensitive want
Unsympathetic
Wicked

963. Unfortunate feels
A feeling of unsuccessfulness, devoid of having blessing from god.
They feel lucklessly and ill-fated and say that nothing ever happens the way she desires them.
He has been feeling too many problems in life, a part from some illness, which has been for hat few years. Since he does not get well, he is having a continues feeling that he is very unfortunate.

CROSS REFERENCES
Confidence wants
Del misfortune inconsolable
Del unfortunate
Del wretched looking
Fear misfortune
Inconsolable misfortune
Pieties
Sadness misfortune
Weeping pitied

964. Unfriendly humor
Not kind or favorable
A person goes to meet his intimate friend in the past with the hope that he will help him in solving his problems, but his friends attitude was not favorable, on enquiring it is revealed that he is always like that.

CROSS REFERENCES
Discontent
Frown
Jesting malicious
Mocking
Morose
Petulant
Repulsive
Sulky

965. Ungracious
Lacking social grace, unpleasant and wicked

966. Ungrateful
Not feeling or exhibiting gratitude, thanks or appreciation.
They are haughty and proud; never appreciate what others have done for them. They do not express their gratitude and feels that it was the other person's duty to do him a favor.

967. Unhappiness
Not happy or joyful, bringing misfortune

968. Unification
A brother hood feeling
A feeling of becoming one with
Higher conscience with - is seen in a person who is in tune with his spiritual life.

969. Unobserving
Lack of observing power, failure to notice
May occur in 2 conditions
1. In inattentive people
2. Those who do not live according to the normal regimen, they do things in a different way

The person is so weak in his power of observation that whenever there is some occasion to take some action, or something to be watched, he will not be active to take notice of things.

CROSS REFERENCES
Absent minded
Absorbed
Abstraction of mind
Concentration difficult
Dream as a
Distraction
Dullness
Heedless
Prostration
Sensitive wants
Stupefaction

970. UN REAL EVERY thing seems
Unreal means lacking in truth, failing to correspond to acknowledged features or standards.
Whatever is visible to him, whatever he feels is unreal or according to the standards it should have been.
Example – The medicine given to him by the doctor is not genuine one
- The affection of his wife towards him is only a outward show.

971. Un reasonable
Exceeding the bounds of reason, immoderate and irrational
These individuals never sit and think rationally, are immoderate and make absurd demands of others

972. Un reliable
Not to be trusted or relied upon
They take everything too lightly and generally cannot be trusted for anything. If gives an appointment, they never be on time. Promises made by them are always broken and any job entrusted to them in never finished.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capriciousness
Deceitful
Heedless
Irresolution
Liar
Mood changeable

973. Un scruples
They are unsympathetic, rough cruel people lacking humanitarian considerations
974. Un sociable
Not inclined to seek the company of others
Not appropriate for social exchange.

975. Un sympathetic
Un caring, others have done not having a regard for what for him.
They lack the ability for understanding and sharing the feelings and problems of another person. The grief felt a person on losing a big sum of money may be laughed off as carelessness on his part by an unsympathetic observer.
Whenever an occasion come for him to help the neighbors they had helped him very much, he will keep quiet and show his inability to do something, they avoid such situations.

CROSS REFERENCES
Aloof
Hard hearted
Indifference others
Moral feeling want of
Mood repulsive
Sensitive want of
Unfeeling hard hearted

976. Untidy
Not neatly dressed, nor having a good order. They are very careless about their dress, work or personal objects.
This may be either because they are too lazy to arouse themselves to do anything or they may be disinclined towards any physical exertion.

CROSS REFERENCES
Dirty
Indifference
Heedless
Indifference appearance
Indifference external things

977. Un truthful
Tendency to be unfaithful, dishonest and inaccurate
He is so unreliable that whatever work is entrusted to him, he makes promises to do it, but will not do the job. If something is enquired from him he cannot be relied upon as he always telling lies.

CROSS REFERENCES
Deceitful
Dishonest
Duplicity
Hypocrisy
Lie never
Liar
Slander
978. Unworthy
Unfit for a particular requirement, not conforming to the standards
They do not realize the value of things and feel that it does not require much of his attention and consideration. Whenever he is asked to select an object, he will not approve the objects shown to him.

979. Up heave
A type excitement in which the person rising upwards.

980. Useful
Desire to be useful to others

981. Usurer
One who tends money at an exultant or illegal way
An anti-social personality disorder, in which greedy and selfish people make money by lending and are always on the lookout for methods to increase their accumulations of wealth, even resorting illegal and fraud ways.

982. Vacillations
Inability to take stands, a wavering condition of the mind.
They have a wavering mind and inclined to fluctuate in their opinion or in the decisions they make; his decisions shall be dependent upon his moral at that particular moment.
He cannot make up his mind with regards to his future profession, one day he wants to be a Homoeo doctor, next day he wants to be a policeman. This change of thought confuses him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Capricious
Mood changeable

983. Vanity
Excessive pride in one’s appearance or accomplishment
They are usually proud of themselves and tend to be haughty. Always preoccupied with their appearance, achievements or belongings

CROSS REFERENCES
Affectation
Admiration desire
Appreciation longs for
Contemptuous
Deeds feels as if do great
Del body greatness
Del humility lowness of others
Del inferior people seems
Del superiority
Del tall he is
Egotism
Extravagance
Flattery desire
Haughty
Longing for good
Presumptuous
Squanders money
Talking pleasure in his own talking

**984. Veneration**
The act of admiring humbly and respectfully
A feeling of respect mingled with awe excited by dignity either due to their achievements or due to their position in the society or due to their religious position.
He has got an excessive respect towards king, saints or other such personalities. If any such personalities are passing through any way he will show great respect, which others generally do not show to that extend. - Like bowing, kneeling or kissing their hands.

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Admiration
Reverence

**985. Verifying everything**
An obsessive compulsive disorder, checking everything frequently

**986. Verses**
Make metrical writing, which differ from poetry especially by its level of intensity, poetry that give immortal youth to mortal maids.
Romantic, light hearted or sensitive people love to write small stanzas of poetry and tendency to versify all the messages they want to convey to others. He is in the habit of representing his thoughts and desires in a poetical manner.
Such a patient, who comes to the physician, will make his complaints in verses

**987. Vexation**
The quality or state of being irritated, annoying
A person who is disturbed and uneasy mentally may find even the smallest occurrences troublesome or annoying. They feel angry and harassed on little matters.
They often get offended for one or other reasons due to arousal of their emotional feelings.
A father in a vexed state would be more angry over a trivial matter like that of his son losing his pen or his wife burning his toast.

**CROSS REFERENCES**
Anger irritability
Anger ailmens after
Disconcerted
Discontent
Frown disposed to
Irritability
Sadness annoyance
Chest palpitation vexation after
Chill vexation after
Confusion vexation after
Cough chagrin
Cough ferrety
Cough vexation
Ear pain vexation after
Face red vexation after
Face disc yellow vexation after
Fever vexation
Perspiration vexation
Dreams vexation
Stomach indigestion vexation
Teeth pain vexation
Vertigo vexation

988. Vindicative
Inclined to seek revenge, mean to cause pain or harm
When hurt or insulted they would like to seek revenge by causing some harm to the person concerned.
A boy disappointed in his love would like to revenge the wrong done to him by killing the girl who loves, now cheated him.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Cruelty
Cursing
Hard hearted
Hatred
Insanity malicious
Jealousy vindictive
Jesting malicious
Joy misfortune
Misanthropy
Mischievous
Moral feeling want of
Play dirty tricks on others
Plans making revengeful
Rage mischievous
Thoughts persistent evil
Unfeeling hard hearted

989. Violence
Characterized by extreme force, marked by abnormally sudden physical activity and intensity
Intense, severe and extremely excited rough person.
Example – A child has been playing in his house, the ball struck the window and the glass was broken.
When the father come to know this, he lost his temper in a violent way and beat the child mercilessly as per his general habit.
A husband showing great emotional force may break the Laopala crockery which he now are his wife’s prized possessions in response to her not obeying his wishes.

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments violence
Anger stabbed
Anger violent
Biting
Breaking
Contradiction
Cut others desire to
Delirium arm things
Delirium attack people
Delirium fierce
Delirium violent
Destructiveness
Fanaticism
Fight
Gestures violent
Kicking
Kill desire to
Mania
Rage
Spitting faces
Striking himself
Striking children
Tearing things
Vehement
Vindictive
Wildness

990. Visions
A feeling of having seen something, which is not corroborated by facts – a type of daydreaming
A patient narrate that, whenever he goes to sleep at night, he sees some faces appearing before him but when he calls somebody from the house to see them, they are not visible.

991. Vivacious
Having vigorous power of life, full of animation and spirit
He is so enthusiastic about life, that he always remain in a happy mood and if he find anybody in distressing condition he will console him that, nothing wrongly will happen as he is also faced many difficulties and yet he is very happy.
A young beautiful girl, who is full of life and active, always being fun and always in a cheerful, jovial mood, involving others around her in gaiety and fun.

CROSS REFERENCES
Charming
Cheerful
Excitement
Exhilaration
High-spirited
Jesting
Mirth
Playful
Pleasure
Quick to act
Sleep sleeplessness vivacity from
Thoughts rapid

992. Vomiting
Desire to vomit out everything eaten

993. Vulnerable
Susceptible to attack emotionally
Subject to criticism or censure

994. Wailing
To protest or grieve audibly. To make high pitched prolonged sound suggestive of a cry.
When father has beaten a noisy child, he started wailing in a complaining manner as if he has been beaten wrongly.
Some children are not brought up in a correct manner, are used to make lot of demands, their wishes are always met, if by chance the parents are unable to fulfill his desires, the child may cry out in a mournful, high pitched cry.

CROSS REFERENCES
Begging
Bemoaning
Complying
Discontented
Grumbling
Howling
Moaning
Muttering
Shrieking
Sighing
Tormenting
Wailing
Weeping

995. Walking rapidly
A condition of turmoil in the mind compelling one to walk rapidly. Walking to and fro rapidly in a condition of anticipating an event, which is serious.
A husband out of the labor room anticipating the delivery of his wife, become so restless in his mind till he get the information that the child is born, he continually walking rapidly from one place to another outside the labor room.
Important subrubrics
Bed child wants in
Circles
More than is good for her
Slowly & dignified

996. Wandering
To move about without a settled course
To travel here and there aimlessly
They may like to see new places or may just want to waste their time.
They are in the habit to just move around aimlessly without any purpose. In case he does not get opportunities for it, he will try to create occasions so that he can go somewhere

Important subrubric
Pregnancy during

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity restless
Anguish driving from place to place
Anxiety restlessness
Delerium restless
Excitement nervous
Fear driving from place to place
Fidgety
Hurried
Impatience
Nervousness
Sense acute
Starting uneasiness
Wandering desire
Walking rapidly
Weeping nervous
Extr restless
Gen shuddering

997. WANTS
Something he knows not what
An irritable or capricious condition of mind wherein a person desire something but he himself is not aware of as to what can remove his restlessness.
A PG student while preparing for exams, sitting for studies at night, but suddenly feels that he wants something but he is asking himself as to what he wants. He is unable to express his desires, as he himself is not aware of his desires.

998. Washing- hands always washing her
It is an obsessive-compulsive neurosis, where the person constantly feels that her hands are dirty and would like to wash them repeatedly to clean the imaginary dirt of it.
Observed mostly in syphilitic persons, they want maximum cleanliness, they feels that everything is dirty and will clean those things.

999. Wasting his time
Due to laziness, they waste their time unnecessarily talking in an unproductive manner.

CROSS REFERENCES
Activity fruitless
Busty fruitlessly
Ennui
Indolence

1000. Watched
They are observant and vigilant persons, always being very alert.

1001. Water < mental symptoms
Hydrophobia, water or glistening surface aggravates their mental symptoms.

1002. Weakness
Feeling of dullness, inability to think and decide something and not able to concentrate on ideas properly. A frequent feeling of weakness of mind.
He is not able to perform the mental work which he undergone earlier, as he feels and wants to terminate his job, despite having a desire to do enough work.

1003. Wearisome
Causing mental or physical fatigue
Due to intense physical or mental exertion he is exhausted of tolerance or patience that even the slightest vexation make him irritable. Due to wearisome ness, in the least tense circumstances he will lose temper and will become intolerant of adverse circumstances.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Boredom
Mind Disgust everything with
Mind Dullness
Mind Exertion mental agg
Mind Ideas deficiency of
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Loathing of life
Mind Mental exertion agg
Mind Pessimist
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Thinking av
Mind Time fritters away his
Mind Wearisome
Mind Weary of life
Mind Work av mental
Gen Lassitude
Gen- Sluggishness
Gen- Weariness

1004. Weary of life
Mentally or spiritually fed up with one’s own life with no desire to survive as life is felt a burden
Due to frequent set back in life like losing son, wife, reputation, after some grave mental disappointment,
a person become so depressed that he is fed up with life and feels that he is a burden.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Boredom
Mind Disgusts everything with
Mind Dullness
Mind Exertion mental agg
Mind Ideas deficiency of
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Loathing of life
Mind Mental exertion agg
Mind Pessimist
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Thinking av
Mind Time fritters away his
Mind Wearisome
Mind Weary of life
Mind Work av mental
Gen Lassitude
Gen- Sluggishness
Gen- Weariness

1005. Weather
Cloudy weather < the mental symptoms

1006. Weeping
To express grief or anguish by tears
The least provocation touching the emotional level brings on tears in the eyes.
Weeping during consultation is a good sign – it means that there is a contact.
Sentimental girls after listening to music or before her menses might get depressed and weep at the slightest provocation.
A lady when asked about the death of the father who passed away a month before, she start telling the story, and at the same time there were tears in her eyes

Important Subrubrics
Admonition from
Anecdotes from
Children
Contradiction from
Despair from
Discontent when
Forsaken from
Headache with
Laughing at sometime
Menses during
Music from
Obstinate
Nursing while
Old people for nothing
Pain with the
Pregnancy during
Refused when
Remonstrated when
Sleep in
Sobbing
Spasmodic
Spoken to when
Suddenly
Trifles at
Vexation from
Whimpering

CROSS REFERENCES
Ailments from grief
Anxiety weeping
Complaining
Confusion weeping
Crying
Delirium crying
Discontent weeping >
Discouraged weeping >
Fear weeping
Grief
Indifference weeping
Lamenting
Sadness
Sadness weeping >
Shrieking
Resp sobbing

1007. Well
Dealing one to be quiet well or fit despite too much pain, trouble or sickness
He is very sick with serious pathology. Since the last week and is lying in the bed with various inconveniences but whenever relatives or relatives come and ask, how are you? He say Well”
He refuses to acknowledge the illness and say that he is alright, either because he does not want to face reality or he does not wish to bother his near and dear.
1008. Whimpering
Soft intermittent crying
A low broken sobbing sound

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Boredom
Mind Disgusts everything with
Mind Dullness
Mind Exertion mental agg
Mind Ideas deficiency of
Mind Indifference everything to
Mind Loathing of life
Mind Mental exertion agg
Mind Pessimist
Mind Prostration of mind
Mind Thinking av
Mind Time fritters away his
Mind Wearisome
Mind Weary of life
Mind Work avp mental
Gen Lassitude
Gen- Sluggishness
Gen- Weariness

1009. Whimsical
An erratic behavior or unpredictable changes.
Mood of such person changes very often with the slightest change in circumstances and their actions cannot be predicted accurately as they are very fickle in their decision. He has his own thinking, he will not listen to anyone and will not budge an inch from his thought.

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Desire many things
Mind Desire more than she needs
Mind Desire numerous things
Mind Desire present things not
Mind Inconstancy
Mind Irresolution
Mind Moods alternating
Mind Moods changeable
Mind Persist in nothing
Mind Petulant
Mind Rash
Mind Refuses things asked for him
Mind Rejects every offered to him
Mind Repulsive mood
Mind undertakes many
Gen, Contradictory
Gen, Sides alternating
Stomach Appetite Capricious

1010. Whining
A prolonged high-pitched cry usually expressing of distress or pain
Due to some physical or mental ailments, he is speaking in a prolonged high-pitched crying manner, in a childish high-pitched tone, an if in a great distress. His speech is not very comprehensive or understandable.

CROSS REFERENCES
Bemoaning
Complaining
Lamenting
Moaning
Whimpering

1011. Whistling
A disposition to produce sound likes whistling
Musical minded, light hearted, happy people very often tend to produce musical sounds by whistling and sometime may subconsciously continue to do so when going out or walking along the road or in work.

1012. Wicked disposition
Evil in principle or practice
Acting contrary to moral or Devine law
They always play some nonsense tricks, creating nuisance by doing wrong to others, they are addicted to immoral traffic, always has an intention to harm or inflict anguish to others.

CROSS REFERENCES
Brutality
Cruelty
Cursing
Hard hearted
Hatred
Insanity malicious
Jealousy vindictive
Jesting malicious
Joy misfortune
Misanthropy
Mischievous
Moral feeling want of
Play dirty tricks on others
Plans making revengeful
Rage mischievous
Thoughts persistent evil
Unfeeling hard hearted
1013. Wild feeling in the Head
Turmoil, wild type of impulses rendering a person not amenable to human habitation. He had no control over this condition; he has some wild feeling in the head, even though he does not wish to be like that.

1014. Wildness
Rough personalities having irregularity of manners and absence of prudence. Any thought, which is contrary to his likings, he became wild and in that wildness his action are also the same type. They are full of intense, ungovernable emotions, which are notoriously odd. They are highly excited, disorderly and lacking restraint or control.

CROSS REFERENCES
Anger
Daring wild
Delirium wild
Exhilaration
Exuberance
Gestures wild
Insanity
Laughing wild
Mania
Rage
Violent
Mouth speech wild

1015. Will full
Obstinate and headstrong

1016. Will contradiction of
A lack of coordination in the desires and execution of these desires by the body parts. Against intention that which is wished
They like to do something, but are forced to choose the opposite course of action usually not in accordance with one’s wishes. If he want to go to meet a friend, he is unable to move as his legs are not working.

CROSS REFERENCES
Antagonism
Confusion will
Contradictory action
Contradictory speech
Thoughts two

1017. Willy
Cheating and deceitful

CROSS REFERENCES
Mind Charlatan
Mind Cheating
Mind Calumniate
Mind Corrupt
Mind Del lie
Mind Dishonest
Mind Hypocrisy
Mind Liar
Mind Lie never speaks the truth.
Mind Manipulative
Mind Perfidious
Mind Slander
Mind Unreliable
Mind Untruthful

1018. Window – looking house out of the
When a person is disturbed or depressed, he just blankly gaze at the window, if he has nothing better to do or want to be by himself – occur in catatonic Scizhhophrenia

1019. Withdrawal from reality
To take back or away from reality
Occur in paranoid schizophrenia when faced with difficult or unpleasant situations he tries to avoid or escape from everything.

CROSS REFERENCES
Indifference
Quit wants
Schizophrenia

1020. Witty
Possessed of the power to amuse and express quickly
They are expert in giving expression of unusual and striking ideas in such a manner as to creat amusement or pleasant surprise.
They are usually the life of a party with their intelligent remarks

CROSS REFERENCES
Amusement desire for
Cheerful
Childish
Exhilaration
Foolish
Frivolous
Fun makes
High-spirited
Humorous
Irony
Jesting
Laughing
Levity
Loquacity
Mirth
Mocking
Playful
Pleasure
Teasing
Vivacious

1021. Women mannish
Women who have desire to dress and behave like a man.

1022. Work av to mental
A settled dislike for any sort of mental work, that is aversion to any work involving reading, writing were any thinking is required
A person has been engaged in a profession, which involved a lot of mental work he had been doing nicely, but now he had developed a tendency not to attend any work involving application of mind.
When a person is entirely tired due to physical or mental strain or due to laziness, find him in a state where any form of mental exertion or thinking is impossible for him.
CROSS REFERENCES
Aversion work metal
Fear work
Indolence
Loathing
Thinking av to

1023. Worry
Painful or apprehensive uneasiness

1024. Wretched
Miserable, affected or marked by unhappiness or sorrow
CROSS REFERENCES
Anguish
Despair
Discouraged
Helplessness
Inconsolable
Sadness mental depression

1025. Writing av to
A settled dislike for doing any writing work
He have many ideas in his mind which can yield very good result if implemented, he is having an inclination to write his thoughts, but whenever he tries to write anything in, his mind is deviated in such a way that it become difficult for him to write.
They have marked dislike to write and when forced to do so, they find that their memory become weak and are unable to concentrate.
1026. Wrong everything seems
A false sort of feeling wherein the mind of a person declares everything wrong or it appears wrong to him. He think what ever has been presented before him is wrong.
They are never satisfied and would always criticize whatever others do.
They are very difficult to please, they make life miserable to those all around him.
CROSS REFERENCES
Delusion wrong everything seems
Discontent wrong everything another done is

1027. Yielding
The opposite of obstinacy
The quality of submitting or surrendering, admitting that the other may be true.
They readily going to what others says. They are very flexible and adjustable. They agree to demands made by others, even if they want to do otherwise.
CROSS REFERENCES
Confidence want of self
Impressionable
Irresolution
Mildness
Timid

1028. ZEALOUS
They are enthusiastic, devoted persons in pursuit of perfection.
CROSS REFERENCES
Ardent
Enthusiasm
Passionate
Sympathetic
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